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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>ABBREVIATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternating Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSR</td>
<td>Aluminium-steel Composite Cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAS</td>
<td>Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADB</td>
<td>Asian Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIIB</td>
<td>Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APEC</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAU</td>
<td>Business as Usual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>Battery Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Carbon Capture and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCUS</td>
<td>Carbon Capture, Utilisation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAGR</td>
<td>Compound Annual Growth Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP21</td>
<td>21st Conference of Parties at 2015 Paris Climate Conference of the UNFCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO\text{\textsubscript{2}}\text{\textsubscript{e}}</td>
<td>Carbon Dioxide (equivalents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDPP</td>
<td>Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>Distributed Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EITE</td>
<td>Emissions-Intensive Trade-Exposed (industry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIA</td>
<td>Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>Emission Trading Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCV</td>
<td>Fuel Cell Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Financial Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FYP</td>
<td>Five Year Plan (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWh</td>
<td>Gigawatt hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTS</td>
<td>High Temperature Superconductors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVDC</td>
<td>High Voltage Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>International Copper Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>Internal Combustion Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMM</td>
<td>International Council on Mining and Metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS</td>
<td>Intelligent Driving System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEA</td>
<td>International Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEFA</td>
<td>The Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDCs</td>
<td>Intended Nationally Determined Contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSIS</td>
<td>Korean Statistical Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kt</td>
<td>Kilotonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kW\text{p}</td>
<td>Kilowatt peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light Emitting Diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPG</td>
<td>Liquefied Petroleum Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Low Temperature Superconductors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Low Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgB2</td>
<td>Magnesium Diboride (a superconductor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNRE</td>
<td>Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTS</td>
<td>Mass Rapid Transit System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt</td>
<td>Megatonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Megawatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPB</td>
<td>National Policy on Biofuels (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTF</td>
<td>National Urban Transport Policy (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEM</td>
<td>Original Equipment Manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI</td>
<td>Power Engineering International (magazine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHEV</td>
<td>Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>Public Private Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Photovoltaic (solar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDB</td>
<td>Regional Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>Renewable Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>Renewable Energy Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA</td>
<td>South East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGCC</td>
<td>State Grid Corporation of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;D</td>
<td>Transmission and Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWh</td>
<td>Terrawatt hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHVDC</td>
<td>Ultra High Voltage Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSW</td>
<td>University of New South Wales (Sydney, Australia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

COPPER HAS BEEN VITAL TO INDUSTRIALISED HUMAN DEVELOPMENT IN ELECTRICITY, PLUMBING AND COMMUNICATIONS. PATTERNS OF DEMAND HAVE CHANGED AS NEW MATERIALS HAVE REPLACED SOME TRADITIONAL USES OF COPPER, HOWEVER COPPER REMAINS A CRUCIAL MATERIAL FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. RAPID ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE ASIAN REGION HAS REQUIRED, AND WILL REQUIRE, SUBSTANTIAL VOLUMES OF COPPER.

MANY OF THE ISSUES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT ARE HIGHLY INTERDEPENDENT. THOUGH TEMPTING, IT IS UNHELPFUL TO TREAT EACH ISSUE INDEPENDENTLY AND ASSUME THE OUTCOME IS THE SUM OF EACH PART.
1. Executive Summary continued

**ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC DRIVERS**

The Asian countries of interest studied comprise 27.8% of the global economy in 2010 and will grow to be 36% of the global economy in 2030. The combined compound annual GDP growth of the Asian countries of interest to 2030 is predicted to be 4.37% compared to 2.30% for the rest of the world. The Asian middle class will grow significantly by 2030 increasing the share of services in the economies and lowering per capita resource consumption. Asian populations are ageing rapidly, reducing the economic means of many countries. Unplanned movement of people including refugees is likely to put pressure on security and infrastructure, as will shocks such as pandemics. Economies that are well prepared with established public health and other infrastructure will fare better than others.

People need solutions to problems rather than particular products or services; for example thermal comfort, lighting, communications and mobility. Adoption of new solutions is typically not linear and is more influenced by social norms and attitudes than economically rational thinking. Companies need to maintain a social license to operate in the context of evolving social norms, and governments will be under pressure to provide transparency and accountability. There is an evolving sustainability awareness in Asia, exemplified by growing dissatisfaction with food safety and air quality in China, which will favour investment in sustainable infrastructure.

The development paths of China and India are the main levers for the Roadmap 2030 issues considered here. Straight-line projections based on today’s practices are unlikely to be accurate. Forcasters must consider technology shifts, productivity gains and the efforts of these two countries to deliver sustainable prosperity to their populations. China is clearly flagging its sustainable development intentions in the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan while India is setting ambitious goals to increase sustainable standards of living.

A systems approach is needed to understand the likely future of the region in 2030. National leaders will be called upon to adopt holistic approaches in adaptation to climate change impacts, particularly ensuring infrastructure resilience at the city level. Forecaster must recognise the diversity of countries, diversity within countries, and the international relationships and trade agreements that will influence 2030 outcomes.

**POPULATION GROWTH**

China’s population will stabilise at slightly over 1.4 billion by 2030 while India’s population will exceed that level by around 2023 and continue to grow to over 1.5 billion by 2030. Indonesia’s population will grow to almost 300 million by 2030. Japan’s population is expected to decline while Korea should experience little or no population growth over the period to 2030. India and the ASEAN nations are generally growing in population, with the fastest rates in India followed by Indonesia and the Philippines.

**URBANISATION**

Urbanisation is a cited indicator of economic development and a significant driver of demand for goods and services. Urban areas in China and India have fewer occupants per household, more floor space per capita and higher infrastructure demands than in rural areas. By 2050, half of Asia’s countries will have levels of urbanisation greater than 72 per cent. Whilst China is currently 54% urbanised, this is expected to rise to 69% by 2030. India’s urbanisation will grow from 33% today to almost 40% as the nation aims to provide electricity and water infrastructure to 300 million people currently living in substandard housing. Implementing its “Affordable Housing for All” policy by 2022 is critical to India’s economic development aspirations. The most urbanised nations will be Singapore, Japan, Australia, Korea and Malaysia.
1. Executive Summary continued

DECARBONISATION

Nations have acknowledged the need to decarbonise their economies to remain within a global carbon budget which reduces the environmental and economic risk associated with climate change. Carbon emission reductions, formalised in the Paris Agreement process, will drive change in the electricity and transport sectors in particular. We expect China and India will lead the world in decarbonisation, using emissions reduction as an economic opportunity as well as essential risk mitigation. The main levers to achieve this are:

- a shift from fossil fuel to renewables in the electricity sector;
- increased electrification in sectors including building and transport; and
- enhanced energy efficiency.

ELECTRICITY

Despite improvements in energy efficiency, the combination of population growth, increased rates of electrification and new electric loads will create considerable electricity demand growth in Asia by 2030. The Asian region is predicted to represent about 43% of world electricity demand by 2035, as China and India grow to become two of the three largest electricity markets by 2030, more than doubling current generation in each country. The 2030 electricity demand for the countries of interest is 18,500TWh, two thirds of which is represented by China. We predict that at least Vietnam and Indonesia will join the top twenty countries globally in terms of generation.

Residential demand growth will be a driver of overall growth in China and particularly in India. The Indian government has initiated a radical transformation of the Indian coal, renewable energy, power generation and electricity distribution sectors. Yet in China, there are signs of slowing electricity demand growth in due to industrial transition and improving energy efficiency. Air pollution in China is driving a rapid change in the generation mix, and the country has now installed renewable energy capacity larger than the rest of the world combined while coal plant utilisation has dropped below 50%. Coal generation may already have peaked in China, and the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan shows wind, solar and electric vehicles becoming new economic growth engines producing 3.9% of GDP by 2030 and 6.2% of GDP by 2050.

There are plans in China for a series of international power connectors, leading to the future vision of a globally-interconnected system. We believe a decentralised future is more likely, but the final outcome depends on complex factors.

Decarbonisation of electricity

Coal generation may already have peaked, and the Asian countries of interest have installed significant amounts of renewable generation with immense plans to increase deployment by 2030.

Decentralisation of electricity

A decentralisation trend, apparent in electricity networks since the turn of the century, is gathering pace. Local energy generation and distribution systems are emerging which will change the balance of centralised and decentralised energy. Australia is likely to have a relatively high decentralisation index of 30% in 2030, followed by India at around 7% or slightly higher. China will retain the most centralised power system among the three at around 2% decentralisation.

Distributed energy resources often duplicate existing distribution systems, though areas with little or no grid connection may be powered with distributed energy rather than connected to the grid. With increasing levels of decentralised energy and falling battery costs, we expect to see significant deployment of distributed energy storage in each country, with the extent roughly proportional to the decentralisation index, though also influenced by electricity prices. At today’s prices we expect less storage will be built in China and India than in Australia.

TRANSPORT

Expanding urbanisation by 2030 will continue to strain urban infrastructure across Asia. According to HSBC, emerging Asia will need US$11 trillion in basic infrastructure investment between 2014 and 2030 and the finance will increasingly come from China. A decentralisation trend is evident in infrastructure delivery. This report briefly explores water infrastructure but concentrates on transport and urban mobility modes as well as integrated mobility services.

Growing cities can become constrained by transport congestion, and air quality is affected by vehicles. China, India and other countries in the region, already experience severe traffic and vehicle air pollution. Passenger transport in China has tripled in the last decade, and vehicle numbers are forecasted to quadruple again by 2030. Demand for transport in India will grow by 2.5 times by 2030. Recent trends in India show a preference for private vehicles over public transport; Growth in private cars simply cannot continue in already-congested and polluted cities - air quality in New Delhi is already worse than in Beijing. Furthermore, energy security reasons preclude unconstrained vehicle growth.

The future of mobility is likely, then, to be a combination of evolved light vehicle solutions with much more extensive public transport options to offer people
convenient, integrated mobility services. We are sceptical of predictions based on a single transport mode or technology; the future will be a combination of modes and technologies, made possible by advanced ICT and emerging mobility integrators. The future will be focussed on customer needs.

**Light Vehicles**

We expect capital cost parity of electrified vehicles (EV, hybrid, fuel cell) by 2025. Penetration rates may be as high as 50% by 2030 depending on the level of government support and the competitive reaction of the local car industry in each country. In total, for the Asian countries studied, which should represent the bulk of demand for electric vehicles in the region of interest, the production of electric cars, including plug-in hybrids, between now and 2030 should be approximately 75 million vehicles. The combination will be 55% in China, around 19% each for India and Japan respectively, and around 3% each in Australia and Korea.

It is uncertain whether this number of electrified vehicles can be reached in highly urbanised countries. Many cities will become constrained by congestion. The trends towards autonomous vehicles and car sharing may likely be encouraged by governments in order to increase the utilisation of vehicles and road capacity. People’s mobility needs are unaffected by transport technology, thus when congestion constrains vehicle numbers, there will be substitution into alternative modes of transport including walking, bicycles and public transport.

**Public Transport**

Congestion, air quality and climate concerns amid increasing urbanisation and population growth will encourage the growth of public mass transit over individual transport in and between the large Asian cities by 2030. This public transport will increasingly be electrified, with implications for growth in the associated electricity systems. Three transport modes are examined: high-speed (intercity) rail, urban metro rail and electric buses. For each, the China market determines at least 80% of the total regional market, and China’s technology will be exported and used elsewhere.

For high-speed rail, the Chinese domestic network will be by far the largest in the world by 2030 with a number of international links planned. We expect the domestic network to grow to around 40,000km by 2030, implying roughly 4,150 train sets. We predict an 11,000km Chinese urban rail network in 2030, entailing a fleet of 77,000 urban/subway railcars in 2030. The significant metro developments in India are an order of magnitude smaller than the Chinese plans, and the other countries of interest are smaller again. For electric buses we expect total production to 2030 of 1.14 million vehicles for China domestic use. The numbers anticipated for Korea (3,800 by 2020), India and the other countries are comparatively small, approximately 1.4 million vehicles for the entire region by 2030.

**RESIDENTIAL BUILT ENVIRONMENT**

Population and economic growth will drive increases in the number of dwellings, size of dwellings and electricity use per dwelling in the main countries of interest. There will be significant growth in China and India. Housing construction growth is also expected in the more stable, developed economies of Japan, Korea and Australia. In all countries there will be a drive towards energy efficiency.

**APPLIANCES**

Population and economic growth will drive a huge uptake in appliances in Asia. This will be accompanied by a drive towards appliance efficiency. Though the appliances will be less electricity intensive, the overall appliance demand will increase. The sharing economy may provide a slight restraint on the growth of small portable appliances such as hand tools, but not large appliances like HVAC and white goods. The number of new urban buildings provides an indication of the incremental appliance demand, particularly in China where urban buildings are already fully penetrated with HVAC and middle class consumer appliances.
INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF THE ROADMAP

The Copper Roadmap 2030 has been written to provide insights for a broad range of individuals from copper production through to technology development. This report will also provide benefit for the ICA and its member companies to inform planning, marketing (growth and defence) and industry engagement. The Roadmap provides strategic insights to shape decisions on future projects in Asia. Whilst no one can precisely predict the future, making plans based on a broad range of industry insights, observations, projections of demographic and economic changes and anticipated technology trends will put the copper industry in a stronger, more informed position than merely reacting to year-by-year, incremental changes to business as usual.

CONTEXT

Copper has historically been vital to industrialised human development in electricity, plumbing and communications. Development and economic growth have driven strong demand for copper. Aspects of this pattern of demand have changed as new materials have replaced some traditional uses of copper, however as this research demonstrates, copper is still a crucial material for human development, and the rapid economic development in the Asian region has required huge volumes of copper.
2. Introduction

Economic growth
- The growth of China and its evolution beyond the massive infrastructure and heavy industry-driven economic growth to the emerging services economy.
- Growth in India

Environmental factors
Since the industrial revolution, economic development has been powered by fossil fuels. Despite its effectiveness in providing energy that has met mankind’s ever growing demand, science presently advises that the environmental impact of fossil fuel use has begun to alter the Earth’s climate. The projected impacts of global climate change are far reaching and potentially catastrophic. The world’s governments have therefore begun to respond by steering away from fossil fuel based energy systems. Phasing out the use of fossil fuels will lead to huge economic disruption but also significant opportunity. Fortunately, copper will be integral to renewable (pollution free) energy systems and many of the technologies that will use this clean electricity energy.

Technology and innovation
Largely driven by the change in energy systems, but also the ever-growing market for consumer electronic devices and electrical household equipment, the copper industry is well placed to benefit from the transition to the post-fossil fuel industrial era.

Past research
The Copper Roadmap 2030 work follows previous research undertaken by the Warren Centre for ICA in 2004 - Building Construction Technology Roadmap1 - noting though that this earlier work had a narrower scope both technologically and geographically.

The project team also benefited from insights provided by ICA’s in-country technical experts and head-office technologists in the USA.

Audience
This report has been written with the following audiences in mind:
- Copper Producers
- The ICA and its members
- Technologists
- Futurists
- Policy makers and planners.

Scope
The project examined the drivers of future copper use in Asia until 2030, focusing on residential built environment and associated energy and transport implications. The scope of the study was as follows:

The geographical scope of the report is illustrated below. For simplicity and due to relative impact and scale countries have been grouped into the following regions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics and economics</th>
<th>Built environment</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
<th>Consumer Goods/ Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pop’n growth &amp; ageing</td>
<td>GDP growth</td>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>Centralised generation</td>
<td>EVs, EV charging, other Light Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanisation &amp; relocation</td>
<td>Personal income spending, saving</td>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td>Transmission &amp; distribution</td>
<td>Public transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration/ emigration</td>
<td>Consumer trends &amp; preferences</td>
<td>Building materials</td>
<td>Renewables</td>
<td>Telecoms networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National and socio-political factors</td>
<td>Housing type preferences</td>
<td>Decentralised energy, storage</td>
<td>Water networks</td>
<td>Mobile technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate impacts</td>
<td>Food/energy/water nexus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ICT &amp; e-Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Copper Roadmap 2030 work follows previous research undertaken by the Warren Centre for ICA in 2004 - Building Construction Technology Roadmap1 - noting though that this earlier work had a narrower scope both technologically and geographically.

The project team also benefited from insights provided by ICA’s in-country technical experts and head-office technologists in the USA.

Audience
This report has been written with the following audiences in mind:

- Copper Producers
- The ICA and its members
- Technologists
- Futurists
- Policy makers and planners.

Scope
The project examined the drivers of future copper use in Asia until 2030, focusing on residential built environment and associated energy and transport implications. The scope of the study was as follows:

The geographical scope of the report is illustrated below. For simplicity and due to relative impact and scale countries have been grouped into the following regions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>China</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Korea</th>
<th>East Asia</th>
<th>Australia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>PNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

METHODOLOGY: UNDERSTANDING DEMAND WITHIN THE COPPER SYSTEM

IDENTIFYING DRIVERS OF DEMAND

Demand for copper is intrinsic to its principal function as an electrical current carrying material. As a transmitter of energy, copper is a critical component of the modern industrial society. As copper is mined and refined it accumulates in the anthroposphere in buildings, infrastructure, transport, equipment and scrap. Copper consumption is therefore associated with growth in these applications. To forecast copper demand, analysts must identify what drives this growth and how applications impact copper demand.

Several of these drivers of demand may interact or overlap. This Roadmap covers each growth driver in a country-by-country analysis using the methods described in this chapter. These analyses are contextualised by a review of government policy of each country and the insights, observations and expectations of experts consulted by the Study team (The Warren Centre).

MEGATREND DRIVERS

Megatrend drivers are the fundamental societal forces that create demand for copper-containing technologies.

Population

At the most fundamental level, demand is the sum of the copper consumption and utilisation by each person. By defining copper consumption per capita, population...
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Demographic Drivers
While population statistics are readily available, they are a complex sum of demographics. The geographical scope of this Roadmap comprises countries with growing, stagnant and even declining populations, including ageing populations. These trends significantly affect the per capita copper consumption and must be considered.

Economic Drivers
The economic performance of each demographic can be profiled by the gross domestic product (GDP) of the region. This is generally a good indication of industrial and social development. When combined with demographic statistics, GDP provides individual wealth (GDP per capita). Current research indicates that GDP per capita is correlated to copper demand in developing economies. However, in advanced economies there is a distinct decoupling, attributed to the growing in-use stocks of copper that accompany the construction of modern infrastructure.

Urbanisation
Urbanisation trends arise as a consequence of demographic and economic development. A higher proportion of a population living in large cities is accompanied by a higher copper intensity per capita. An urbanisation index is used to split the population of each country into urban and rural classifications, each of which is analysed with distinct copper consumption characteristics.

Decarbonisation
Following the December 2015 Paris Agreement, 195 countries agreed to legally binding carbon emission targets. To achieve these targets, many countries must retool their energy generation and distribution sectors with solar, wind and storage technologies and electrify transport. The copper intensity of each of these technologies combined with the volume of production determines contribution to copper demand in 2030.

MATERIAL DRIVERS
Material drivers are the applications of copper-containing technologies. Demand for these technologies directly creates demand for copper.

Infrastructure Drivers
- Rail and metro system
- Streetscapes and traffic lights
- Broadcasting and television network
- Telecommunications
- Electric power transmission and distribution
- Electric power generation
- Water supply and distribution

Transportation Drivers
- Automobiles
- Aircraft
- Civil transport vessels
- Railroad vehicles

Buildings Drivers
- Residential Buildings
- Commercial Buildings
- Industrial Buildings

Equipment Drivers
- Household Durables
- Commercial Equipment
- Industrial Machinery

OTHER FACTORS THAT AFFECT DEMAND
Demand Elasticity
New technologies may not contribute additively if total global consumption is constrained by supply or other economic pressures. Increased demand in one sector may cause a price pressure on other sectors. End consumers of copper do not usually buy pure copper, rather they buy electronic equipment or demand services that contain copper. Manufacturers or service providers can make economic decisions to reduce copper intensity if the market price is high. Copper demand is therefore somewhat elastic.

Perhaps counterintuitively, increased demand may also increase economies of scale of copper production, so while a short-term increase in demand may increase the price of copper, the long-term effect might be to lower copper prices.

The preceding discussion and analysis established that demand is part of a greater system, which can be modelled by a bottom-up analysis and that despite the geographical scope of this Roadmap, has global influences. To build a bottom up model we must define what drives demand.

Dematerialisation
The economic benefit of using less material applies to specific applications and to greater society alike. According to Gerst et al, this process, called dematerialisation, can occur in four ways: transition
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in economies from agriculture to industrial to service-based, saturation of bulk markets for materials, material substitution, and technological change in the amount of material required per unit of service.²

UNDERSTANDING DEMAND WITHIN THE COPPER SYSTEM

THE COPPER MATERIAL SYSTEM AND MARKET

Copper is both a base and precious metal, meaning that it is not only critical to industrialisation but the metal is also stockpiled and traded as a commodity.³ The flow of copper through the global system is driven by a complex market mechanism. Copper is a limited resource, with a steady decline in ore grade accompanied by increasing mining and refining energy intensity.⁴

Despite this, copper demand continues to increase due to unabating economic, demographic and technological factors. Acting as a buffer between supply and demand, out-of-use or market stock copper provides time for the mining industry to meet demand. The price of copper is dictated by buyer competition for market stock.⁵ Since price is a function of both supply and demand, price is not used to forecast demand in this Roadmap.

Nevertheless, as this Roadmap aims to forecast copper demand, it is necessary to consider price as part of a complex system linking copper material flows through mining, refining, out-of-use (market) stock, manufacturing/fabricating, in-use stock, scrap and recycling.

Copper Material System (original image by The Warren Centre study team). In the Copper Material System, the demand for refined copper by each sector is represented by the arrow. Historical demand data was provided by the International Copper Association.

Definition of Terms:

Fabrication - the making of simple copper products such as pipes, wires and busbars.

Manufacturing - the making of complex equipment that contains copper components such as electric vehicles, appliances and solar PV.
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FORECASTING METHODS

In order to forecast copper demand, it is necessary to model the Copper Material System and Copper Market System that drive material flow through the anthroposphere. Commodity flows such as these can be modelled using various methods of Material Flow Analysis (MFA). These are classified as retrospective/prospective and top-down/bottom-up.

In this chapter the merits of each method are discussed, and the data used to build the baseline demand are defined. This Roadmap employs a combination of the following methods:

Top down:
- Retrospective analysis of refined copper consumption
- Prospective analysis of demographic/economic indices

Bottom-Up
- Retrospective survey of in-use copper stock by geography
- Prospective analysis of major novel copper intensive technologies

In this report, the concept of top and bottom relate to the source of data within either the Copper Material Flow System or the Copper Market System (as shown below).

Forecasting requires the extrapolation of these models into the future. The most basic method is linear extrapolation. However, successive waves of innovation continue to bring exponential adoption of new technology, disrupting the market for incumbents. The 2030 Roadmap is based on a probabilistic approach incorporating numerical data and insights from experts.

Definition of Terms:

**Copper Material Flow System** - the flow of copper from the mine to end-use via refining, fabrication and manufacturing.

**Copper Market System** - the economic, demographic and technological drivers of copper demand.

---
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TOP-DOWN METHOD: REFINED COPPER CONSUMPTION BY COUNTRY

Yearly consumption is approximately equal to the rate of increase of in-use copper stock. If data is readily available to describe refined copper output, it is possible to model changes to in-use stock, and therefore demand, via a top-down analysis of copper consumption.

The refined copper demand within the Asian scope is just one part of the global Copper Material System and Market System, with supply and demand from other geographies also driving copper flows through the system. Refined copper demand is therefore quite far removed from the end-use of copper that provides the fundamental drive for demand and cannot inform how demand might change in the future. It also cannot account for copper that is consumed by a local manufacturing industry which then exports copper-containing products outside the Asian region. All countries that are net exporters of copper will exhibit high per-capita copper consumption when using data from this top-down method.

The yearly copper consumption for each country within the geographical scope is presented for the years 2006 to 2013 (shown below). From this it is possible to extrapolate the data to half this time again, to 2017, with acceptable confidence. In the timeframe of this data, the only country with significant growth is China, with about 8% growth per year. The other major consumers of refined copper grow at less than 1% per year. This data provides little insight into geographical copper demand.

The refined copper demand within the Asian scope is just one part of the global Copper Material System and Market System, with supply and demand from other geographies also driving copper flows through the system. Refined copper demand is therefore quite far removed from the end-use of copper that provides the fundamental drive for demand and cannot inform how demand might change in the future. It also cannot account for copper that is consumed by a local manufacturing industry which then exports copper-containing products outside the Asian region. All countries that are net exporters of copper will exhibit high per-capita copper consumption when using data from this top-down method.

In addition to being a poor indicator of demand, this top-down analysis can give a misleading representation of supply, or more specifically, the amount of refined copper entering the manufacturing and fabrication stage. This uncertainty arises from the increasing and uncertain proportion of refined copper coming from recycled scrap.

The balance of supply from mining and recycling is dictated by a complex market mechanism that works using price signals and cost factors. The potential for urban mining will increase as in-use stocks of copper increase. Since recycling consumes at most half the energy of primary production, the viability of copper recycling will become increasingly favourable.8

This relationship is described in the causal loop diagram for the Copper System, illustrated in the following diagram.

The Copper Technology Roadmap 2030
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Figure 3.4: Causal loop diagram for copper system

TOP-DOWN METHOD: DEMOGRAPHIC, ECONOMIC AND URBANISATION DATA

An alternative top-down method that utilises demographic, economic and urbanisation trends can be used to forecast copper demand. These are well researched indices within the field of macroeconomics that have acceptable confidence. Of these, population is the most fundamental copper demand driver. It is possible to derive a factor for the copper demand per capita, then couple population with this factor to forecast total copper demand for the region.

Unfortunately, this analysis method is complicated by changes in demography. As individual wealth of an individual increases, so too does demand for floor space, infrastructure, copper-containing goods and energy. These demands increase individual’s consumption of copper. It has been demonstrated that copper consumption per capita is coupled with GDP per capita, but decouples when per capita GDP reaches a certain point (2008 US$15,000 in the Japanese case study).\textsuperscript{10} It is unclear whether this figure is applicable to other countries.

The decoupling could be a result of many factors, including the slowing of population growth, industrialisation and construction.
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**BOTTOM-UP METHOD: SURVEY OF IN-USE STOCK**

This method analyses all applications of copper within a geographical region. While the method ignores all of the macroeconomic drivers, it provides an accurate assessment of the amount of copper in the anthroposphere. Combined with information of the lifespan of each copper application, this bottom-up method can provide information about material flows into and out of the anthroposphere. These drivers can be regarded as the microeconomic drivers of demand and will be referred to as micro-drivers.

A comprehensive survey of micro-drivers is an exhaustive task. Therefore, any such analysis will focus primarily on technology trends that significantly affect demand. This may include the phasing in (or out) of copper intensive technologies or changes in the copper intensity of existing technologies.

There are two major sources of information used to build this method’s database. Predominantly used are surveys of in-use copper stocks that have been conducted to evaluate the prospects of urban mining\(^\text{11}\) or developing recycle strategies\(^\text{12}\). In addition to this are Life-Cycle Analyses (LCA) of manufactured goods that provide material composition and service life data.

Copper forecasts in this Roadmap will utilise these copper stock surveys and LCAs to deduce a copper factor. This factor will allow the analysis to forecast the volume of copper entrained in a specific use or technology. For example, the analyst might want to know how much copper demand will be generated by the construction of residential buildings. To do this, a sample of residential buildings must be surveyed whereby the floor area and copper content of the sample is measured. Using this information it is possible to deduce a “copper mass per floor area” factor. This information can be combined with census data that describes the floor area per capita to derive a “copper mass per capita” factor. Using population and demographic data the analyst can thereby forecast copper demand to 2030 associated with residential building construction.

This bottom-up method provides a good indication of which technologies will be major demand drivers, however it is important to acknowledge that it is difficult to account for overall copper demand by summing each driver. It is unlikely that total demand is sensitive to any one technology, however it is possible that unprecedented technologies such as distributed energy generation and storage may have significant impact. The relationship between macroeconomic and microeconomic models of copper demand is illustrated in the graph below.

---
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**APPLYING THE METHOD WITHIN THE ROADMAP SCOPE**

The scope of this Roadmap is limited geographically to Asia, but within Asia are major importers of refined copper, manufacturers and exporters of copper-containing products, and importers of distributed energy technology. Therefore, each of the four methods described may overlap if the analyst were simply to add outputs together. For example, counting in-use manufactured goods in the geographical survey as well as in the technology forecast would effectively double count a portion of demand.

The demand for copper for any one country is also influenced by the performance of the manufacturing industry, which may export copper-containing products. This skews the per-capita copper data to give the impression that residents of net exporting countries consume more copper. This is often the opposite of expectations, since high net exporting countries may have global cost advantages due to cheap labour, but low wage domestic demography is associated with low copper intensity.

Manufacturing industries are sensitive to the global copper market, with higher prices and incentive to reduce the copper intensity of their products and therefore copper consumption. It is therefore difficult to forecast copper demand in the globalised manufacturing industry, and the reason why end-use, rather than manufacturing, is the focus of this Roadmap.

**LEARNING FROM PREVIOUS WORK:**

**2004 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP**

Many of the technologies that were forecasted by the 2004 Report eventuated but did not increase demand for copper. These include the adoption of smart wiring and increased application of water harvesting systems. While each of the technologies sought to address contemporary issues such as rising energy prices and water scarcity, their ultimate success hinged on uncertainty associated with competing and converging technologies and environmental externalities.

---

The Asian countries of interest are unquestionably an engine of global growth. GDP is far from a complete metric of performance, but GDP gives some indication of relative national growth. The charts below are one projection of GDP growth made by the USDA. Based on this data set, the Asian countries of interest were 27.8% of the global economy in 2010 and will grow to be 36.4% of the global economy in 2030. The combined compound annual GDP growth of the Asian countries to 2030 is predicted to be 4.37% compared to 2.30% for the rest of the world.

As it is difficult to sense the relative growth rates in the charts above, an alternate view of the same data is shown below, indexed to 2010 for each country.
Standards of living will increase across the region, though unevenly according to country. The following chart projects GDP per head of population based on the USDA GDP data and UN population data.

With increasing per capita GDP and incomes, services become a larger part of each rising Asian economy, and manufacturing and primary industry become proportionally smaller. According to the Grattan Institute’s John Daley, due to the growing use of technology, Asian manufacturing will not reach as high a proportion of the economy as was seen in the countries which industrialised earlier. Per capita resource use tends to flatten as countries transition to a service economy, according to CSIRO’s Paul Graham. The Asian middle class will grow significantly by 2030. Whether resource consumption will follow middle class growth depends on the evolution of social attitudes. Travers McLeod, CEO of the Centre for Policy Development, expects people’s attitudes towards sustainability and the protection of natural capital will have evolved significantly by 2030.

DEMOGRAPHICS

According to the Grattan Institute’s Professor John Daley, birth rates in much of Asia are “dropping rapidly and there’s not much immigration”. The Indian population continues to grow, but its 2014 growth rate of 1.22% was ranked 125th in the world.\(^\text{18}\) Hence many of the countries of interest show rapid aging as seen in the following chart:

[Median Age - History & Projection by Country graph]

Source: UN Median age data: history and medium projection\(^\text{19}\)

Interestingly, Australia’s high immigration intakes lead to much slower growth than in all the other countries. Population growth is explored in more detail in the following section.


MAJOR MOVEMENTS OF PEOPLE, ECONOMIC SHOCKS

Many of the countries of interest do not have skilled immigration pathways. New free trade agreements are starting to encourage a more systematic approach to labour movement, but pressures from unplanned migration including refugees are likely to put pressure on security and infrastructure. Climate impacts may increase the flow of people by 2030, and infrastructure could be further strained by extreme weather events and sea-level rise. The 2013 Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (AR5 IPCC) concluded that the global mean sea level will continue to rise at a rate very likely to exceed the rate of the past four decades. Experts have recently estimated this to be 2.6 to 2.9 mm/year. Thus, a cumulative sea level rise may reasonably exceed 40mm by 2030. Likewise, economic shocks may result from major health events including pandemics, which occur infrequently, but regularly. Economies that are well prepared with good public health infrastructure will fare better than others. The emerging Asian economies are expected to be more exposed to the risks than the USA or Europe.

CONSUMER TRENDS AND PREFERENCES

Demand for goods is driven by people’s need for solutions such as mobility, light, warmth/cooling, information, water and food. If a better means to solve a particular problem is presented, modern consumers exhibit little loyalty to the displaced product or service. Adoption of new solutions is typically not linear and is more influenced by social norms and attitudes than technical or economically rational thinking.

The Roadmap 2030 team discussed technology adoption with Katherine Teh-White, CEO of Futureye. She said adoption rates are largely influenced by the social maturity of issues i.e. the degree of public awareness acceptance of an issue which evolves over time in predictable stages. This is qualitative and emotional, not quantitative and rational. For example, she suggests that consumers in Asia have a growing awareness of sustainability issues which is starting to affect their buying behaviour; this will grow over time. She discussed how industries and companies in all sectors now need to consider reputational issues and plan to secure and maintain their “social licence to operate”. Similarly, the Centre for Policy Development’s Travers McLeod expects that the pressure to do more with less will motivate companies to engage in a “race to the top” on sustainability and will help build the sharing economy.

In China ten years ago there was little public awareness of, or dissatisfaction with, air quality. Now air pollution is a major issue for people and a serious source of pressure and political risk for the government, which is responding quickly with measures that would have seemed unthinkable not long ago. Populations are increasing finding their voices, and that trend is expected to accelerate to 2030. In many developed nations a trend has been documented that today’s young adults are generally less driven to gather material possessions than earlier generations, favouring experiences and services. An example is the falling rates of car ownership and people holding driver’s licenses in the US, concurrent with the rise of car-sharing and e-hailing services.

Most governments globally have not historically felt the need to secure the support of the population when making major infrastructure decisions, for example when choosing electricity generation fuels. We believe that the need to maintain a social licence to operate will motivate governments and utilities to favour renewable and distributed renewable electricity generation.

Engagement of emerging Asian populations in online social media illustrates how digital media illuminates social concerns and creates pressure on governments to respond. A series of food safety scandals in China illustrate this. Contaminated, counterfeit and harmful baby formula incidents have occurred, notably the 2008 Sanlu incident reported to have caused six deaths and more than 250,000 illnesses when the chemical melamine was fraudulently added to milk products to boost dairy profits. Similar food safety incidents concerning “gutter oil” in 2010 and 2014 and the Huangpu pork scandal of 2013, illustrate rising concern for health and wellbeing, rising “voice” of the people and rising pressure, brought through digital media, for transparency and accountability from governments.

INTERDEPENDENCY

Many of the issues discussed in this report are highly interdependent. It is tempting but unhelpful to treat each issue independently and assume the outcome is the sum of the parts. For example, food quality concerns are interlinked with supply chain sustainability issues. A “systems” approach is needed to understand this interdependency; disruptions and shocks influence multiple parts of a system. Each country is affected by both local, grassroots issues and major macroeconomic

---


developments. Chief amongst these is the need to adapt to climate change, which impacts food, water, energy, transport, land use, security and health.

**CLIMATE ADAPTATION**

Climate change adaptation refers to actions taken in response to the changing climate, for instance altering building codes and standards to increase resilience in areas where extreme weather events are projected to increase. This is distinct from climate change mitigation, which seeks to reduce greenhouse gas emissions that are known to contribute to climate change, such as transitioning away from fossil fuels to renewable energy. Adaptation actions must be local as the impacts of climate change vary from region to region due to the local climate topography, coastal proximity to rising sea level and the built environment.

There is also a confluence of climate adaptation and mitigation where actions to reduce risk exposure to climate hazards simultaneously reduces emissions. For instance, distributed renewable energy systems are both resilient in the face of extreme climate events whilst at the same time generating zero-emission energy. Conversely, climate change impacts are already apparent and affecting renewable generation opportunities. For example, in China, rising temperatures may be causing erratic rainfall patterns, straining the Three Gorges Dam and causing both longer droughts in dry seasons and more intense floods in wet seasons.

Of note for this analysis is the fact that cities are in many cases taking the lead in adaptation. The C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group comprises more than eighty of the world’s great cities. Just as the Roadmap has recorded that urbanisation is a key driver and indicator of economic activity, cities are proving to be central in the response to climate change. Large cities consume two thirds of the world’s energy and generate over 70 per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions.22 City-level action is a sensible policy response. City-to-city international cooperation is an innovation trend that is likely to persist and expand in the future, affecting the Asian region.

Within the region of focus for the Copper Roadmap 2030, there are many cities which are members of the C40 network and therefore committed to climate change mitigation and adaptation.

- China: Beijing, Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Nanjing, Shenzhen, Wuhan
- Republic of Korea: Seoul, Changwon
- Japan: Tokyo, Yokohama
- India: Bengaluru, Delhi NCT, Jaipur, Kolkata, Mumbai
- Bangladesh: Dhaka
- Vietnam: Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City
- Indonesia: Jakarta
- Philippines: Quezon City
- Singapore
- Thailand: Bangkok
- Australia: Sydney, Melbourne
- New Zealand: Auckland

The most significant implications for copper demand from adaptation policies and actions occur where increased resilience is designed and built into local energy systems. Whether this is due to increased network capacity and redundancy or due to the establishment of local renewable energy generation, storage and distribution, such investment decisions will require significant electrical equipment entailing significant copper opportunities.

**NATIONAL AND REGIONAL INSIGHTS AND OVERVIEWS**

During our interviews with the experts listed in the acknowledgements, our independent research of literature and our follow-on reviews from sources suggested by the experts, a number of insights were revealed. These insights on national and regional issues are collated for each of our countries of interest. Some are based on anecdotes and intuition, but given the strong intellect of the experts consulted, these insights may include wisdom that has not yet broken through to mainstream thinking.

**China**

The University of Sydney’s Professor Hans Hendrischke, an expert in Chinese business and management, warns that it is a mistake to think of China as a single, uniform entity. China is composed of 34 provinces and regions with significant geographic, economic and social diversity. One must be wary of “one rule fits all” conclusions. Likewise, a number of our experts suggested that China’s primary focus is on domestic, rather than regional or global issues.

The University of Sydney’s Professor Tihomir Ancev, who is expert in environmental and resource economics, notes that China’s recent “neck-breaking growth, sustained for such a long period, cannot be sustained without damage to the environment.” He suggests, though, that reasonable rates of growth can still be maintained by developing with cleaner technologies. Indeed there are signs that this is underway, as discussed in later sections. Ancev notes that many countries in the past, for example the UK, have successfully transitioned from a high-pollution industrial economy to a much cleaner economy. UTS Business School Dean Roy

---

Green spoke of Taiwan’s example as a reasonable indication of future Chinese economic development. Low-cost production is no longer performed in Taiwan, and the island now aims instead to be a nimble “brains trust”, moving fast up the value chain.

There is significant social change occurring in China. Travers McLeod, CEO of the Centre for Policy Development, notes the ageing trend discussed earlier and also advises that urbanisation and upward class mobility will reshape the domestic economy. Various experts noted the economic implications of 100 million or more people moving from rural to urban areas by 2020. As discussed previously, civil society groups are becoming active, and there is evidence of a growing sustainability awareness. University of Sydney law researcher Penelope Crossley cites, for example, recent instances of people resisting hydroelectric projects which would impact biodiversity.

Despite the recent relaxation of the one child policy, many think that the cost and difficulty of child-rearing are likely to deter many eligible couples from having two children, thus the policy change is not expected to create a quick reversal to the ageing trend. The proportion of working-age people (16 to 59 years old) declined from a peak of 74.5 per cent in 2010 to 66 per cent in 2014.\(^23\) China seeks to avoid the “middle-income trap”, or income inequality, which has affected many developing economies, by raising the average per capita income to $12,000 a year, double the 2010 level.

Climateworks’s Amandine Denis emphasised the global importance of Chinese innovation. China already dominates the world market in many sectors including some of those of interest here or will dominate by 2030. The Chinese approach is a big lever when forecasting regional or global future outcomes. Straight-line projections based on today’s practices are unlikely to be accurate, thus it is necessary to account for productivity improvements, for example lower resource use, dematerialisation, material changes, energy efficiency, etc.

Many noted China’s acceptance of the need to act to mitigate climate change and simultaneously to succeed economically by doing so. Crossley considers that China aspires to be seen as a world leader on climate action. The ICA’s Hal Stillman believes China holds the ambition of creating an ecological civilisation by minimising human ecological disturbance while growing economically and improving standards of living. Furthermore, China will export clean technology required by the rest of world.

**India**

Experts consistently advised us that India’s development path will be a critically important factor. India has a number of ambitious goals on economic and social

---

development. Many interviewees mentioned the "Affordable Housing for All by 2022" policy of the Indian Government. Professor Ancev noted the accompanying "intense electrification challenge" to provide reliable electricity supply to 300 million people with no power today. Another related policy is the Indian Government's announced 100 Smart Cities Mission. These policies and ambitions are discussed in detail in later sections.

The GDP data presented above shows India as the fastest-growing of the countries of interest with a sustained growth rate of 7.5% on a massive base. The government aims for over 7% growth, though Tim Buckley of IEEFA suggests 7% is a reasonable assumption given high inflation (recently down from 10% to 5%) and interest rates (13% recently). Bureaucracy has historically slowed progress in India, and some interviewees discussed slow approvals of projects, but other experts were more bullish on the country's ability to deliver in the current environment with strong leadership from the Prime Minister and Council of Ministers.

Japan
As can be seen from the previous data, Japan has the slowest growth of the countries of interest with the most severe population ageing. Yet it is a large, highly-advanced economy with high standards of living. Japan is undertaking an energy transition following the 2011 Fukushima nuclear accident. Already the most energy-efficient economy in the world,24 the nation provides interesting lessons and examples of what has been achieved in the Asian region.

Korea
Population growth was feared in Korea in the 1950s, but has since slowed to one of the lowest birth rates in the world. There are now concerns about how to pay for the rapidly ageing population. Professor Ki-Sung Kwak, Head of the Korean Studies Department at the University of Sydney, described Korea's ageing population and said the government's attempts to lift the birth rate are failing. He says that young people are increasingly delaying marriage. Immigration is growing with approximately one million immigrants in the total population of around 43 million, but even so Korea is forecasted to have one of the fastest-ageing populations in Asia. Professor John Daley, CEO of the Grattan Institute, also noted this trend and Korea's low population growth rate.

Professor Kwak believes government policy is too focused on the single corporate model of the chaebol, the Korean conglomerate business model. UTS Business School's Professor Roy Green said the chaebol model has been successful, but may now be past its usefulness, due to lack of agility in many cases and noting in particular the adversarial approach to industrial relations. Unemployment is high, many jobseekers are overqualified for the available positions and a social safety nets are inadequate, leading to serious future economic issues. Professor Green says Korea is nimble and innovative, though it appears that the population may not have fully shared in the country's economic success. Professor Kwak expects that situation to worsen by 2030 unless there is major reform.

Indonesia
Indonesia’s population of around 257 million dispersed on over 900 permanently inhabited islands is expected to grow almost 15% by 2030. The nation currently has 11% poverty and is aiming to reduce that to less than 4% by 2025.25 The data above suggests that sustained economic growth of over 5% will make Indonesia the largest economy in ASEAN by 2030, also overtaking South Korea and Australia to be the fourth-largest among the countries of interest. A growing middle class and a goal to electrify all households by 202526 mean a significant increase in copper products demand. Global Infrastructure Hub CEO Chris Heathcote expects significant new infrastructure to be built, much of it via public-private partnerships (PPP), though, as is the case elsewhere in the region, governance and transparency can be obstacles to a PPP project structure.

Other ASEAN Countries
China’s influence is strongly felt in its neighbouring ASEAN countries, so outcomes in China will affect Southeast Asia as well, including in new infrastructure delivery. Some interviewees highlighted the key role of Chinese capital, particularly the new Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, in developing infrastructure in the region. Professor Green suggested that attracting other foreign direct investment (FDI) will be important for many ASEAN countries and suggested some countries will follow the lead of Singapore in FDI strategies.

Australia
Australia’s population is small but its economy is relatively large in the context of the region to date. Trends beginning in the Australian market may be early indications of trends which will later affect the rest of the region. Australia has traditionally been treated as a regional pilot market by global businesses headquartered in Europe or the US. The rapid decentralisation of energy generation currently occurring in Australia has spurred the recent launch

---

of a number of residential battery storage products and services.

Australia has a more favourable demographic profile than most of Asia according to John Daley. Noting that 27% of Australians are immigrants, Daley says that no other country other than Israel has consistently attracted immigration rates as high as Australia. As noted above, Australia’s median age is growing much more slowly than the other countries of interest.

**Regional dynamics**

Diplomatic and trade relationships among the subject Asian nations are important to the analysis. Several new multilateral and bilateral trade agreements will influence regional trade, though Travers McLeod suggests these will be less relevant by 2030, replaced by raising standards for the compliance and certification of products and services. McLeod expects a race to top on sustainability where manufacturers compete not only on lowest cost but also on lowest impact.

Several bilateral relations are important. Some experts mentioned that Korea-China relationships were warming while China’s relations with North Korea worsen. China has investment plans for the Rason Special Economic Zone in North Korea which include a power line from China to ease acute electricity shortages there. Led by China’s Commerce Ministry and Chinese firms, progress has been slower than hoped, and construction of the power line has not yet started. There are indications that South Korea may collaborate with China on a similar project. In the South China Sea, the Diaoyu Islands controversy involves a territorial dispute over petroleum rich islands and shallow waters among China, Taiwan and Japan.

### POPULATION GROWTH

Population growth in the Asia region is not uniform. United Nations forecasts for population according to a medium growth scenario are shown in the graphs below for the key markets of China, India and the other countries in the Asian region.


---

The data shows that the East Asian nations (China, Japan, and Korea) are generally experiencing declining population growth and ageing populations. Japan’s population is expected actually to decline, and Korea’s population is expected to remain near today’s level over the period to 2030. India and the ASEAN nations (Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines, etc.) are generally growing in population with the fastest rates in India followed by Indonesia and the Philippines.

China’s One Child Policy was relaxed in 2015 after 35 years as the nation’s official population control and family planning rule. The policy is said to have prevented 400 million births, especially in urban centres. The long-lasting effects of the policy are that the overall population in China is ageing and that there is a labour shortage in some areas, and as observed in the previous section, the working age segment has declined from a peak of 75 per cent in 2010 to 66 per cent in 2014. Although the change in policy permits an additional 90 million couples to have a second child, analysts do not forecast a turnaround in birth rates. Mu Guangzong, a Peking University demographics professor, predicts that the economic cost of having a second child is prohibitive for many and that most families will continue to maintain single child status as a cultural norm. As shown in the chart above, continued low fertility rates should cause China’s population to flatten and peak between 2025 and 2030 at just over 1.4 billion.


---

4. Economic & Demographic Drivers continued

Japan’s Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare reports flat population of about 125 million for the past 20 years and predicts significant rise in median age and a declining population.  

In Korea, population growth was feared in the 1950s but birth rates have slowed and are now at their lowest levels since official statistics have been recorded. The Korean birth rate is among the lowest in the world. The population is ageing at a pace unprecedented in human history, leading to concerns about how to fund this ageing population.  

While the causes are different from China, the trends across the three East Asian countries are similar.

Currently, the second most populous country behind China, India’s population will continue to grow from 1.25 billion. Although birth rates are declining, infant mortality rates are falling even faster. The UN projects growth to over 1.5 billion by 2030 with continued growth for some decades thereafter, peaking at around 1.75 billion in the 2060s.

Indonesia has a population of 258 million and a growth rate of 1.28%.

Summary statistics

Population estimates and growth from various in-country and international sources may conflict, but the table below shows estimates from the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Population (July 2015 est.)</th>
<th>Popn growth rate</th>
<th>Median age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>1,376,049,000</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>1,311,051,000</td>
<td>1.26%</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>257,564,000</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>188,925,000</td>
<td>2.11%</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>160,996,000</td>
<td>1.20%</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>126,573,000</td>
<td>-0.12%</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>100,699,000</td>
<td>1.58%</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>93,448,000</td>
<td>1.12%</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>67,959,000</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>30,331,000</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Korea, South</td>
<td>50,293,000</td>
<td>0.48%</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>28,514,000</td>
<td>1.18%</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>30,331,000</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Korea, North</td>
<td>25,155,000</td>
<td>0.53%</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>23,969,000</td>
<td>1.57%</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>20,715,000</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Pakistan is outside the study scope

32 The Wall Street Journal (2014), South Korea Birth-rate hits Lowest on Record, blogs.wsj.com, 26 August 2015,  
**URBANISATION**

**WHAT IS URBANISATION?**

The term urbanisation describes the population movement from rural settlements with low population density to large urban settlements with high population density. This population shift reflects the transition from predominantly agricultural economic activity to industrial and service-based economies. Urbanisation is an important indicator of economic development and therefore important to the analysis in the Copper Roadmap 2030 as it is a significant driver of demand for the consumption of goods and services.

When discussing urbanisation, it is important to distinguish between the *level* and the *rate* of urbanisation. The *level* of a nation’s urbanisation refers to the percentage of the population living in urban settlements and is strongly linked to national income, while the *rate* of urbanisation, that is the rate at which the population is shifting from a rural to an urban setting, is not strongly linked to national income. An increase in automation of agriculture is also a driver of urbanisation, unless labour costs are very low, in which case investment in plant and equipment is less appealing.

Accompanying urbanisation is the phenomenon of centralisation. Centralisation is the concentration of populations in major cities. Centralisation is driven by the inevitable increase in services available when cities reach a critical mass. However, centralisation continues beyond the point of optimal capacity, as determined by infrastructure such as energy, water, housing, transport capacity and ecosystem services (water, air, biodiversity).

**WHY DOES URBANISATION MATTER?**

As observed by The Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat\(^\text{34}\), the level of urbanisation is observed to increase across groups of countries classified by the level of income. High income countries in 2014 display a level of urbanisation well over twice that in low income countries (80 per cent compared to 30 per cent). The UN Report into Urbanization (2014 Update) described the association between national income and the process of urbanisation as complex, noting that the causal relationship between the two is likely bidirectional and that effective planning and policies are needed to optimise urbanisation and economic development.


Urbanisation in Asia continues to increase following a steady rise since the middle of the 20th century, which saw the median level of urbanisation across the 51 countries of Asia (as defined by the UN) in 1950 grow from only 27 per cent to 57 per cent by 2014.

In 2014, seventeen countries in Asia were more than 75 per cent urban, including several of the region’s most populous countries, such as Japan (93 per cent urban) and the Republic of Korea (82 per cent urban). This trend of urbanisation is expected to continue with the United Nation projections indicating that by 2050 half of Asia’s countries will have levels of urbanisation greater than 72 per cent and 45 of the 51 countries (88 per cent) will be more than 50 per cent urban.38

China
China’s population has grown to 1.4 billion people in 2014, 54 per cent of whom resided in urban settlements, and the shift to urban settlements continues. This is predicted to increase to a level of 60 per cent by 2020, which will involve an estimated 100 million people migrating to urban areas, an average of more than 13 million per annum. According to Yin and Chen39 “there is strong empirical evidence that urbanization is correlated to GDP, and the urbanization level will increase as per capita GDP increases.” They go on to say that, “we assume the urbanization rate to be a function of per capita GDP”. So ongoing growth in the economy will result in continued urbanisation.

---

India
According to the United Nations, India is projected to “nearly double the size of its urban population between 2014 and 2050.” The population of India has more than tripled since 1950 to nearly 1.3 billion, and the level of urbanization nearly doubled, reaching 32 per cent in 2014. Considering that approximately 300 million of the current population do not have access to affordable electricity, the pressure to deliver reliable electricity (and water and sewer) to the increasing urban population will be profound. In 2015, in response to the poor level of housing, the Indian Government has developed the ‘Affordable Housing for All by 2022’ policy. This will bring a further driver to urbanization, infrastructure and support services.

Japan
Unlike most Asian countries covered in this study, Japan is already considered highly developed and with a stable high level of urbanisation. Indeed, Japan is predicted to contract in terms of population. “In Japan, the urban population is projected to shrink by 12 million (10 per cent) between 2014 and 2050.” Yet over the same period, the UN projects that “in proportional terms, Japan is projected to have the largest rural population loss: the rural population in 2050 will be 71 per cent smaller than in 2014”.

Korea
Korea is one of the world’s most densely populated countries. By 2023, population density will reach 530 people per square kilometre. The population is expected to stabilize at around 52.6 million in the same year. Korea’s level of urbanisation is over 78 per cent. Most of this urban increase has been attributed to migration rather than to natural growth of the urban population.

Indonesia
Indonesia surpassed the 50 per cent level of urbanisation and, as of 2014 53 per cent of its 253 million inhabitants resided in urban settlements.

Severe air pollution in Beijing, China

---

DECARBONISATION

DRIVERS OF DECARBONISATION

The need for economies to decarbonise is clear, though international agreement on the levels of carbon dioxide reduction needed from each country has been difficult and slow. With global agreement in 2011 on the need to restrict climate change to less than a 2 degrees Celsius increase in global temperature from pre-industrial times a global carbon budget is implied. For a 75% chance of avoiding 2°C warming, the global budget to 2050 is approximately 1500 billion tonnes of CO₂-e equivalents. Various trajectories are possible to achieve this budget (see chart right), but earlier action is probably cheaper and more feasible than late adjustments.

Source: The Climate Institute; Operating in Limits: Defining an Australian Carbon Budget. March 2013. Used with permission.

---


Current international climate negotiations are aimed at a fair allocation of that carbon budget among nations. On December 12, 2015, international negotiators representing 195 countries adopted the Paris Agreement to counteract climate change. The Paris Agreement paves a way for the decarbonisation process. Below is an indication of the position of the main countries of interest as expressed prior to the Paris conference and during the conference.

There are subtle differences in the pre- and post-conference positions. Coming into the conference the US and China had signalled strong commitments to GHG reductions. A key question was how much decarbonisation could be agreed for the Indian economy and similar poor, but rising, economies (Indonesia, Africa, etc). Perhaps the Paris Conference was especially focused on the question of what relative priority would be given to economic development and rise in standards of living for poorer economies versus the need for clean power generation. Indeed, a key negotiating uncertainty was how much the US and Europe would subsidise decarbonisation of India, Indonesia and other developing countries.

The pre-conference Intended Nationally-Determined Contributions (INDCs) indicate emissions reduction plans for 182 countries. Under the Paris Agreement these plans will become binding commitments. Emissions reduction progress will be reviewed in 2019, and then a global stocktake will be made in 2023 and every five years thereafter. The INDC commitments made so far are, in aggregate, far short of the collective action required to avoid dangerous climate change, so action must be increased considerably before 2030. The Paris process means deep decarbonisation pathways will be progressively developed for every country.

Aside from climate change, there are other significant drivers to reduce fossil fuel electricity generation. Air pollution diseases are scientifically linked to billions of dollars in health care costs especially related to coal combustion. Thermal power generation (coal, gas and nuclear) uses vast quantities of water. Much of developing Asia is experiencing water scarcity with many major river basins drought stressed. There is a concern about the impacts of continuing to grow thermal generation in these areas.44 Harvard Business Review discusses the water-energy nexus noting that “water and energy are typically not priced to reflect their true scarcity, value or costs” and that “coordination and investment across energy and water infrastructure is often lacking.”45 Economists, engineers and governments are increasingly aware that integrated and holistic approaches to planning will be required for new energy projects to recognise social and environmental costs previously overlooked as externalities.

**NATIONAL DECARBONISATION COMMITMENTS AND TARGETS**

Most of the initial 2030 commitments (Intended Nationally-Determined Contributions) from the countries of interest exceed the carbon budget implied by the need to avoid dangerous climate change. It is therefore expected that the commitments must be progressively increased over time under the Paris process. China and India are the countries which can most influence the achievement of global climate change mitigation goals, and there is evidence to indicate they can over-achieve emissions reduction compared to the conservative 2015 INDCs. Indeed, Tim Buckley of The Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis (IEEFA) suggested these two countries will lead the world in decarbonisation.

Five of the subject countries released an initial decarbonisation report late in 2015 as part of the Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Project of the UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network.46 These reports each describe a national plan for deep decarbonisation by 2050 in line with the carbon budget implied by the need to avoid dangerous climate change and are summarised below. The thinking underpinning the DDPP plans in some cases is transformative, but in other cases the plans were an extension of current business as usual. Regardless of today’s targets and aspirations, we believe decarbonisation ambition will increase now that the Paris Agreement is completed and that nations will progressively commit to further actions to deliver a carbon budget performance consistent with no more than 2 degrees warming or possibly 1.5 degrees. It is recognised however that present post Paris optimism is exposed to complex global political forces. Global coordination depends on strong four-way cooperation among the EU, the USA, India and China. As of 2016 the EU is presently undergoing long term economic correction with significant migration challenges and continuous threats of Greek or British exit from the Union.

---

President Obama’s Clean Power Plan is under attack in the US Supreme Court, and the 2016 US Presidential election could result in reversal of US participation and leadership of the Paris process in much the same way that Kyoto was undermined by US domestic political changes. Given the extreme air pollution challenges facing Chinese and Indian we believe domestic political support in these two countries is durable. But financing India’s transition to clean energy is certainly reliant on US and EU contribution. Political forces outside the Asian region may change transition within the region.

COUNTRY SUMMARIES

India

STATEMENTS AT COP21:
• Prime Minister Narendra Modi said developing countries are seeking ways to enjoy economic growth while protecting the Earth. Modi said that by 2030, India will reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 33-35 percent from 2005 levels. He cited various means of attaining this goal, such as removing subsidies for fossil fuels, transforming cities and improving public transportation. Modi said, “Solar technology is evolving, costs are coming down, and grid connectivity is improving. The dream of universal access to clean energy is becoming more real. This will be the foundation of the new economy of the new century.”

TARGETS:
• India has announced a target to achieve 40% renewables by capacity before 2030 (26-30% by generation) with a 33-35% reduction in emissions intensity.
• This target translates to 350GW of renewable capacity which is likely to mean 250GW of solar PV and 100GW wind power in 2030.
• India is aiming for 175GW of renewable energy installations by 2022, up from 36GW today. This is a tenfold increase in solar installation capacity to 100GW by 2022, trebling to 60GW of new wind farms, 10GW of biomass and 5GW of small scale, run-of-river hydroelectric power. These initiatives require an investment of over US$200bn with new national legislative support currently proposed under the National Renewable Energy Act.
• If the challenging domestic 2022 renewable target is met, the 2030 fossil fuel-free target is likely to be exceeded.

DEEP DECARBONISATION PLAN HIGHLIGHTS:
• The plan concludes that deep decarbonisation by 2050 is feasible using known technologies and resources. Electricity is the sector key to decarbonisation. Vision and early action are vital.
• Regional cooperation is needed, but it is important to establish a domestic low-carbon industry.
• The Plan expressed 2050 annual carbon emissions of 2108Mt CO₂-e compared to 2010 emissions of 1497Mt and business as usual (BAU) 2050 estimate of 3157Mt. Emissions per capita in 2050 in the Sustainable scenario rise to 1.4t from a low 2010 level of 1.24t.
• The single largest contributor to Indian emissions is coal, and significant deployment of carbon capture and storage (CCS) will be needed to reach the forecast scenario.
• The high renewable electricity content needed would require mitigating risks associated with the stability of the transmission grid.
• In transport, a shift from oil to gas, electricity and biofuels is needed.
• In residential and commercial buildings there is a reduction in emissions intensity forecast, but an overall increase in energy use.
• The plan would also deliver favourable impacts on air quality and energy security as well as carbon emissions reductions.

INITIAL NATIONALLY-DETERMINED CONTRIBUTION BY 2030 UNDER PARIS AGREEMENT\(^53\) (HIGHLIGHTS):

- To put forward and further propagate a healthy and sustainable way of living based on traditions and values of conservation and moderation.
- To adopt a climate friendly and a cleaner path than the one followed so far by other nations at corresponding level of economic development.
- To reduce the emissions intensity of its GDP by 33 to 35 percent by 2030 from 2005 level.
- To achieve about 40 percent cumulative electric power installed capacity from non-fossil fuel based energy resources by 2030 with the help of transfer of technology and low cost international finance including from Green Climate Fund (GCF).
- To build capacities, create domestic framework and international architecture for quick diffusion of cutting edge climate technology in India and for joint collaborative research and development (R&D) for such future technologies.


**China**

STATEMENTS AT COP21:

- Summary by World Resources Institute’s Jennifer Morgan\(^54\): “President Xi showed his resolve to address climate change and reach a strong agreement with all countries taking action. His comments show that China is ready to step into a pivotal role in reaching common ground on key issues in Paris. Xi embraced China’s role of the largest emerging economy to help developing countries to tackle climate change via South–South cooperation, providing financial, technological and capacity-building support.”

President Xi also said, “The Paris conference is not the finishing line, but a new starting point.”

TARGETS:

- Experts interviewed estimated that China is aiming for 60% renewable energy by 2030 (30% without hydroelectricity). Xinhua quotes a senior government official as saying installation of solar PV alone will reach 150GW peak capacity by 2020.\(^\text{55}\)
5. Decarbonisation continued

An April 2015 report from China’s Energy Research Institute of the National Development and Reform Commission, “China 2050 High Renewable Energy Penetration Scenario and Roadmap Study”\(^{56}\), forecasts fossil generation will be only 9% by 2050 to be replaced by 2700GW PV and 2400GW wind capacity installed. Their interim forecast for 2030 is 1100GW and 1050GW respectively. Given that China is already successfully diversifying away from thermal power generation far faster than expected, this ERI scenario has considerable credibility.

The same source says that in 2050 renewables will be 62% of electricity generation and that energy efficiency is targeted to be 90% higher by 2050.

Clean technologies such as wind, solar and EVs are intended to become the new economic growth and export engines, together representing 6.2% GDP and 12M jobs by 2050 (3.9% GDP by 2030).\(^{57}\)

DEEP DECARBONISATION PLAN\(^{58}\) HIGHLIGHTS:

- Action on climate change is no longer regarded as a cost but an opportunity to help deliver the social economic objectives of better growth, better environment and better energy infrastructure.
- A low-carbon pathway is largely consistent with China’s domestic interest and requires a strong policy response.
- Three main initiatives are discussed: replace coal burning with electricity in the industrial sector; penetration of electric cars; and carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS).
- Gradual change in emphasis from emissions intensity to overall emissions.

INITIAL NATIONALLY-DETERMINED CONTRIBUTION BY 2030 UNDER PARIS AGREEMENT\(^{59}\) [HIGHLIGHTS]:

- To achieve peak carbon emissions around 2030 with best efforts to peak early.
- To reduce carbon emissions per unit of GDP by 60% to 65% from 2005 levels.
- To increase the share of non-fossil fuels in primary energy consumption to around 20%.

---


Indonesia
STATEMENTS AT COP21:
• President Joko Widodo voiced his country’s commitment to reduce emissions by 29 percent below business as usual by 2030 through measures such as:
  • Reallocating fuel subsidies
  • Increasing renewable energy sources to 23 percent of the national energy mix by 2025
  • Converting waste into energy
  • Establishing a moratorium on issuing permits for peat land use. The President said, “The Paris agreement must reflect equity and fairness. It must be legally binding, long term, ambitious, and must not impede development in developing countries. All parties must contribute more in mitigation and adaptation efforts.” Widodo also emphasised the importance of developed countries mobilising $100 billion in climate finance by 2020, a number which should increase over the years.

TARGETS:
• From 2014 Deep Decarbonisation Report: 63% of Indonesia’s emissions are from land use change, peat fires and forest fires. Combustion of fossil fuels is 19%. Indonesia’s Goal is 26% reduction by 2020 against the business-as-usual scenario (extrapolated from 2010 at 2000-2010 rate).
• Indonesia’s mixed energy use policy specifies that at least 23% energy will come from new and renewable sources by 2025.

INITIAL NATIONALLY-DETERMINED CONTRIBUTION BY 2030 UNDER PARIS AGREEMENT [HIGHLIGHTS]:
• Unconditionally 29% against the business-as-usual scenario by 2030 which is a level of 2046Mt CO₂-e.
• Conditional on support from international cooperation (technology development and transfer, capacity building, payment for performance mechanisms, technical cooperation and access to financial resources): 41% reduction against BAU.

Japan
STATEMENTS AT COP21:
• Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said, “We’ll achieve [the goal] without sacrificing economic growth. We’ll further improve Japan’s strength [in the battle against global warming] and keep playing a leading role in the international community.” He said the agreement was “fair” and that Japan would implement it as a “top priority issue for the Cabinet.”

TARGETS:
• Japan is already the most energy efficient economy in the world.65
• Japan will reduce industrial GHG emissions by 3.8% below fiscal year 2005 levels by 2020 including use of forestry management credits.66
• Renewables will provide 22-24% of electricity by 2030.67

DEEP DECARBONISATION PLAN HIGHLIGHTS:
• 80% decarbonisation goal by 2050 while reducing nuclear electricity generation.
• Two prongs: energy-efficient technologies and low-carbon technologies, including CCS (for coal but mainly for gas) and renewables.
• Three scenarios are proposed: one with little CCS, one with no nuclear and the third a mixed scenario.
• The main driver of 2050 emissions reductions is a halving of final energy demand, largely due to efficiency measures.
• Emission reductions of 84% are possible in all three scenarios, with fossil fuel consumption decreasing by 60% from 2010 levels in each.
• Renewables make up 49% of the total primary energy supply in the limited CCS scenario and 35% in the others.
• Electric vehicles in the transport sector and heat pumps in the buildings sector (water heaters and air conditioners) will play important roles in electrifying energy demand in Japan.

63 ibid
66 http://climateactiontracker.org/countries/japan.html
5. Decarbonisation continued

INITIAL NATIONALLY-DETERMINED CONTRIBUTION BY 2030 UNDER PARIS AGREEMENT\(^69\) (HIGHLIGHTS):

- Reduction of 26.0% by fiscal year 2030 compared to financial year (FY) 2013 (25.4% reduction compared to FY 2005).

**Korea**

STATEMENTS AT COP21:

- President Park Geun-hye said Korea will spearhead a force to reduce carbon emissions and seeks to reduce its own emissions by 37 percent.\(^70\) Korea unveiled its strategy to nurture new energy industries through an open consumer market.

TARGETS:

- Background: An emission trading scheme (ETS) was launched in 2015 covering 68% of national emissions.\(^71\)
- 30% national GHG reduction from business-as-usual projection by 2020 (pledge to UNFCCC).\(^72\)

INITIAL NATIONALLY-DETERMINED CONTRIBUTION BY 2030 UNDER PARIS AGREEMENT\(^73\) (HIGHLIGHTS):

- 37% reduction from business-as-usual projection by 2030 (850.6MtCO\(_2\)-e).

**Australia**

Statements at COP21: Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull emphasised Australia’s support for a truly global climate agreement that will drive humanity’s capacity for inventiveness and a new wave of technological advances.\(^74\) “From Australia, we come with confidence and optimism … We don’t doubt the implications of the science or the scale of the challenge … Above all we don’t doubt the capacity of humanity to meet it. Impacts of global warming are already being felt and will continue to be even when we reach a global net of zero emissions. Adaptation is equally important, and there too, innovation is key. Some of the most vulnerable nations are our Pacific neighbours, and we’re helping them build resilience through practical action. Our agreement must provide common platform for action. Australia isn’t daunted by the challenges … We’re confident with our collective leadership … We will, in common cause, secure our future.”

TARGETS:

- 2020 emissions 5% below 2000 levels (same as 13% below 2005); 15%-25% below 2000 levels by 2020 under different conditions of a global agreement that stabilizes GHG levels.\(^75\)
- 33,000GWh annual new renewable energy generation by 2020 (~23%).\(^76\)
- Developing national energy productivity target of 40% improvement by 2030 on 2015 levels.\(^77\)

INITIAL NATIONALLY-DETERMINED CONTRIBUTION BY 2030 UNDER PARIS AGREEMENT\(^78\) (HIGHLIGHTS):

- An economy-wide target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 26 to 28 per cent below 2005 levels by 2030.
- In 2017-2018 the Australian Government will undertake consultation to determine further post-2020 domestic emissions reduction policies. The government will ensure that policies used in the post-2020 period are efficient and complementary with one another and are appropriately calibrated towards achieving Australia’s 2030 target. As a part of this process, the government will consider a potential long term emissions reduction goal for Australia, beyond 2030, taking into account international trends and technology developments.

---


\(^{71}\) Korea Emissions Trading Scheme. (Feb, 2016), https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/?option=com_etsmap&task=export&format=pdf&layout=list&systems%5B%5D=47


\(^{75}\) http://www.c2es.org/international/history-international-negotiations/2020+targets


\(^{78}\) Australia’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution to a new Climate Change Agreement. (August 2015), http://www4.unfccc.int/submissions/indc/Submission%20Pages/submissions.aspx.
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DEEP DECARBONISATION PLAN\textsuperscript{79} HIGHLIGHTS:

- Concludes Australia can achieve net zero emissions by 2050, using technologies available today, while maintaining economic prosperity and similar GDP growth rates to the last five years.
- Australia can achieve per capita energy emissions of 3tCO\textsubscript{2}-e by 2050.
- Action comprises a halving of the energy intensity of GDP, a doubling of the share of electricity in final energy from 22\% to 46\% and an increase in overall electricity demand by 2.5 times from 2012 to 2050.
- Renewables are at least 71\% of generation by 2050 with solar the dominant technology. One scenario includes 27\% nuclear generation and another has a slightly higher level of generation from gas and black coal with CCS.
- High levels of renewables are handled by a range of measures including inter-regional trading, flexible generation (gas and renewable), battery storage and demand management as a last resort.

SUMMARY OF NATIONAL CLIMATE POLICY GOALS

The following chart shows 2005 GHG emissions and emissions per capita for each of the main countries of interest along with their 2030 goals per the INDCs submitted:

![Carbon Emissions by Nation: 2005 and 2030 Targets](image-url)


5. Decarbonisation continued

**IMPLICATIONS FOR COPPER**

The three main strategies undertaken by national governments to achieve decarbonisation targets are:

- a shift from fossil fuel to renewables in the power sector;
- increased electrification in sectors including building and transport; and
- enhanced energy efficiency.

All are generally positive for copper and will be explored in detail in the following sections of this report.

**IMPACT OF CARBON PRICING ON COPPER DEMAND**

As the Paris Agreement is implemented, many countries are likely to institute carbon pricing or cap-and-trade schemes. Copper production is energy-intensive, but, perhaps counter-intuitively, carbon pricing could be a competitive advantage for copper.

Early in Australia’s considerations to implement carbon pricing in 2008-2011, debates focussed on the prospect of “carbon leakage”. If carbon pricing is not uniform across international boundaries, carbon-intensive activities and industries will relocate from countries with carbon pricing to those with no carbon price. One effect of the Paris Agreement may be growing adoption of uniform carbon pricing around the world. Among the key provisions of the Paris agreement was a new mechanism to ensure that carbon emissions reductions are “real, measurable and long-term”, a provision that gives investors and the private sector a strong signal to
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**Sources:**
begin to shift their portfolios toward lower-carbon assets. The Paris Agreement aspires to facilitate implementation of more uniform carbon pricing and carbon market regimes to avoid international relocation of carbon-intensive industries. About 40 countries and over 20 regions, states and cities, representing about 12 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions, have already implemented mechanisms to price carbon. China is running seven pilot carbon pricing schemes and plan a nationwide scheme which may be launched by the end of 2016 and fully implemented in 2019.87

According to the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM), the carbon intensity of copper production ranges from 1.25 to 6tCO₂-e per tonne of copper with most estimates in the range of 3.4-5tCO₂-e/t.88 Generally the emissions are split roughly evenly between the mining and processing stages of copper production. Aluminium, in comparison, has a best-practice carbon intensity 2-3 times higher, at around 10tCO₂-e per tonne of primary production, 55% of which is due to the electricity emissions from the electrolysis process. There is significant variation depending on the carbon intensity of the electricity supply. Nature Climate Change89 indicates that China’s aluminium ingot production creates 68.4tCO₂-e/t, almost seven times the level in the EU. That EU figure is probably a combination of coal, solar, wind and nuclear electricity. The China CO₂-e efficiency reflects chemical process inefficiencies, thermal energy inefficiencies and poor efficiency of Chinese coal electricity.

This is significant as the majority of copper demand in our forecast is in China and, as discussed above, a carbon price will soon be implemented in China affecting metal production. Assuming a carbon price in 2030 is an average US$30/tCO₂-e, copper can expect a cost increase at current levels of Chinese carbon intensity of around US$150/tonne or around 3%. Best-practice aluminium would have an equivalent cost increase of $300/tonne or roughly 20%. Current levels of Chinese carbon intensity, aluminium would be subject to a cost increase of over US$2,000/tonne or 133%.

In a carbon-constrained world the apparent cost advantage of aluminium is heavily eroded. Of course decarbonising the electricity supply, which we forecast will gradually occur, will close the carbon-intensity gap between the two metals and the price signal should drive improved efficiency in production, as intended, and perhaps the substitution of best-practice imported aluminum. However we expect copper to remain carbon-advantaged in all scenarios, particularly if carbon prices increase over time.

Carbon pricing will likely “shock” the aluminium industry, and governments in China, Indonesia and developing countries may take actions to protect domestic aluminium producers as was observed in Australia in 2007 to 2011.90 When carbon pricing was instituted in Australia in 2011, the impact of the full carbon price on aluminium production in 2013 imposed a cost premium of over 15%. This was reduced to around 2% after government assistance to Emissions-Intensive, Trade-Exposed (EITE) industries. The impact of the same carbon price on copper production was a cost premium around 2.8% which reduced to around 0.2% after EITE assistance. Had the Australian carbon price been implemented undiluted, despite copper costs being slightly higher, the competitive advantage of copper over aluminium would have been much greater. Carbon pricing policy and government subsidies to affected industries could significantly change the economics of technical substitution between aluminium and copper at the global level and within individual countries’ taxation, environmental and home industry EITE protection policies.

According to the Grattan Institute’s CEO, Professor John Daley, carbon pricing generally works more effectively than forecasted to encourage producer substitution. In response to the price signal, early innovation occurs which includes substitution away from carbon-intensive materials and processes. Widespread adoption of uniform carbon pricing could be favourable for copper against its main competing material, aluminium. Industry assistance from government to relieve the additional carbon cost burden, would appear to dampen copper’s competitive advantage.

In conclusion, based on the implications for production costs and competitive advantage over aluminium substitution, uniform and undiluted carbon pricing policy in the jurisdiction in which copper and aluminium are both produced (China and Australia in the Asia region), could potentially advantage copper production. Noting that many copper producers are also engaged in the industries of coal, aluminium, petroleum/gas and uranium, the carbon pricing and EITE issues are quite complex, politically-charged and worthy of significant further study.

COUNTRY AND REGIONAL OVERVIEWS

ASIAN DEMAND GROWTH

The Asian region is predicted to represent around 43% of world electricity demand by 2035 according to the ADB.91

Asian countries of interest include four of the top twenty power markets in the world ranked by installed capacity, see chart below. The top five are dominated by Asia, as follows:

- China: 1st, 1413 GW installed capacity
- Japan: 3rd, 303 GW installed capacity
- India: 4th, 236 GW installed capacity

---

Generation rankings closely track installed capacity as shown below. In terms of electricity generation, the 2014 global top ten include:

- China: 1st, 5472 TWh
- India: 3rd, 1194 TWh
- Japan: 5th, 1025 TWh
- Korea: 10th, 545 TWh

Growth trends in electricity generation among the Asian countries of interest since 1980 are shown below.


Source: OECD/IEA92, EIA93

In 2030, generation in China and India is predicted to more than double. Their national power systems will remain two of the three largest globally by a considerable margin, with estimated annual generation of 11,860TWh and 2,760TWh respectively. Within the Asian countries of interest, it is predicted that at least Vietnam and Indonesia will join the top twenty countries globally in terms of generation.

Developments in the large Asian power markets over the next fifteen years will be an important driver of global copper use. The following sections give an overview of the current situation and likely developments in the power sector for each of the main countries of interest.

**COUNTRY OVERVIEWS**

**India**

India is currently the world’s third largest electricity market with the fastest growth rate of the top ten global electricity markets. It is also now the third largest greenhouse gas emitter with a power sector in rapid transition.

The Indian electricity sector is a small, but growing, part of the nation’s overall energy demand. The share of electricity in energy demand was 15.6% in 2011-12 and is expected to grow to 20.6% by 2030. For example, some estimates indicate that two-thirds of residential energy will still be supplied from biomass by 2030. The residential electricity load is forecasted to be around 38% of the total electricity load by 2030.

As discussed in the previous section, India’s increasing urbanisation, its pattern of urbanisation, and the nation’s goal of electrification of all households by 2022 combined with rising income levels in both urban and rural areas will drive residential electricity demand and an associated demand for electrical appliances. The Indian government program of Affordable Housing for All by 2022 underpins electricity demand growth.

---

India’s electricity consumption per capita today is one third of China’s and one thirteenth of US levels. To achieve the government’s development goals, approximately 15-20GW of new generation capacity per annum is needed until 2035.99 Using business-as-usual generation trends, even with a moderate mix of renewables, India’s electricity sector greenhouse gas emissions will double by 2035.100 India has announced targets to decarbonise its economy while balancing economic growth and improving standards of living for its vast and rapidly growing population. The UN Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Project (DDPP) offers a path of transition consistent with avoiding dangerous climate change, and the Indian approach is discussed in the decarbonisation section which follows.

Assuming a constant 7% economic growth rate, electricity demand is predicted to grow approximately 250% from a 2012 baseline to over 2700TWh by 2030.101 Although power plant construction is the main means to supply the massive increase in generation and grid capacity, a sizeable portion of the task could actually be achieved by reducing network losses and increasing end use energy efficiency. Currently India has the highest grid loss rates in the world, averaging 26%.102 Energy Minister Piyush Goyal is pushing hard for distribution sector reform and for increased energy efficiency.

India is predicted to increase domestic coal production from 660Mt per year to 1500Mt by 2020.104 Energy security is the main driver for this increase. Coal currently provides 70% of India’s electricity. There are significant prospects to increase the efficiency of current coal and gas burning systems. For example, the Government has a goal to increase utilisation of existing coal plants from 60% to 75%. A coal tax has raised US$2.6 billion, but the funds have not yet been spent on efficiency programs or projects. Tim Buckley of IEEFA says, “It is now clear that electricity generation sourced from a new imported coal fired power plant in India is immediately more
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---
expensive than utility scale solar.” He predicts significant corporate support for the Government’s renewable energy goals and cites a recent private sector Power Purchase Agreement for utility-scale solar PV agreed by the Government with SunEdison for a 25-year term with price fixed at a flat Rs4.63/kWh (US7.1c/kWh) for the output of a 500MW PV project in Andra Pradesh.\(^{105}\)

In January 2016 the Rajasthan government agreed a PPA with Finnish group Fortum Energy at Rs4.34/kWh (US6.5c/kWh) for a 70MW solar PV plant.\(^{106}\) These PPA prices are fixed for 25 years, meaning there is year-on-year price deflation locked for a long period in real terms without any fuel price risk. There were fears that these conditions may deter potential project financiers, but investors appears not to have been frightened. Softbank, for example, is reportedly planning to invest US$20 billion on PV projects in India.\(^{107}\)

The high forecast penetration of renewables could create a very different network to todays, yielding high penetration of decentralised energy resources incorporated with battery storage. While the grid already reaches within a few kilometres of most of the population, grid investment has not kept pace with generation investment, and there are at least 15,000 villages with little or no access to electricity.\(^{108}\)

Substantial investment in the low-voltage distribution network is needed to ensure stability. India is working towards a single national transmission network with a cumulative capacity of about 250 GW. The southern grid will merge with the already synchronised grids of the northern, eastern, western and north-eastern regions grid. The Government estimates that an investment of nearly US$8 billion is needed to strengthen and develop transmission infrastructure for renewable power capacity additions planned during the next five years, part of a planned $50 billion grid investment by 2025. This includes $15 billion on nine new high-capacity transmission links including HVDC transmission projects to connect the major renewable generation regions with load centres. For example, ABB is building an 8GW-capacity HVDC transmission line over 1700km connecting hydroelectric power resources in the northern, eastern, western and north-eastern regions.

The government aims to reduce transmission and distribution losses from a recent high of over 26% nationally to 15% by 2018 (possibly optimistic) and to an internationally-competitive 9.9% by 2030. The Indian Government has committed US$6.4 billion for the segregation of rural feeders so rural villages can be billed for electricity use while keeping electricity free or highly subsidised for agricultural users.\(^{112}\) Such a policy seems unnecessary duplication which fails to address the fundamental problem of subsidised energy that leads to energy inefficiency and a lack of incentive for utilities to invest. As indicated, perhaps further economic reforms will be necessary as the Indian economy modernises and adapts to market needs.

There is evidence that such reform is underway. The government’s 5-year Uday reform scheme provides federal funding to utilities in return for restructuring.\(^{111}\) The government aims to reduce transmission and distribution losses from a recent high of over 26% nationally to 15% by 2018 (possibly optimistic) and to an internationally-competitive 9.9% by 2030. The Indian Government has committed US$6.4 billion for the segregation of rural feeders so rural villages can be billed for electricity use while keeping electricity free or highly subsidised for agricultural users.\(^{112}\) Such a policy seems unnecessary duplication which fails to address the fundamental problem of subsidised energy that leads to energy inefficiency and a lack of incentive for utilities to invest. As indicated, perhaps further economic reforms will be necessary as the Indian economy modernises and adapts to market needs.

For many villages and remote facilities with limited or no electrical connection, solar micro grids appear more practical than a “last mile” grid connection. As an example, in January 2016 Energy Minister Goyal announced a
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US$11 billion investment to deploy 30 million solar irrigation pumps for farmers over the next three to four years with annual savings on existing farm subsidies modelled at US$3 billion. Distributed energy clearly has enormous potential in India, and this is discussed in detail in a later section. The 2030 energy system, therefore will be a balance of centralised and decentralised assets. Mixed forecasts are provided in a later section.

Our demand projections for India in 2030 of 2600TWh generation supplied by 610GW of generation capacity are a combination of forecasts from a range of sources.

China

China is already the largest electricity market in the world and is likely to remain so for the foreseeable future. Rapid growth in power demand, shown below, has resulted in an unprecedented expansion of generation and transmission capacity in a relatively short period. The electrification level has increased from 7.7% in 1980 to 20% in 2008 while demand increased 12-fold to 3660TWh over a similar period and generation capacity grew by the same factor to 864GW. Annual capacity additions since 2004 have ranged from 50-100GW, equivalent to the entire grids of Australia at the lower end and the UK at the upper end of the range. Grid investment has kept pace with generation, and losses are now around 7%, comparable with most other nations. Retail prices range from 0.48-0.68RMB/kWh (US$0.75-1.07c/kWh), comparatively low and, unusually, lower for residential than for commercial and industrial customers.

Generation development has favoured coal as a fuel, and China is by far the largest global coal consumer. However China has recently seen a decoupling between electricity demand growth and economic growth, and there are now signs of slowing electricity demand growth. Growth in 2015 was just 0.5% to a total 5500 TWh, much reduced from the steep growth earlier this century. Heavy industry’s consumption fell 1.9% while service sector electricity consumption grew 7.5% and household consumption grew 5%. China appears to be starting a transition away from heavy industry as have most advanced economies. China is rapidly improving energy efficiency and has a 90% improvement goal by 2050.

China: Electricity Generation by Primary Fuel 1980-2012
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The rapid expansion of fossil fuel generation, non-electricity industrial combustion of coal and steep growth in petroleum vehicle count have created significant air pollution, worst in the largest industrial cities, but also affecting rural areas and extending over borders to other countries. The Grattan Institute’s John Daley estimates that the Chinese Government’s biggest political issue is now air pollution. In late 2015, thick smog blanketed a 530,000 square kilometre area in northern China and AQI readings reached record highs exceeding 1200 in Shenyang after central heating was turned on for winter.122 The Thirteenth Five-Year Plan (2016-2020) includes a goal to establish a nationwide, real-time online environmental monitoring system and an emissions permit system that will cover companies with static pollution sources.123 Xu Lin, director of the NDRC Development Planning Department, said at an April 2015 press conference that as well as promoting China’s transition to a high-income economy and emphasizing quality of economic growth instead of GDP growth, that strengthening energy efficiency and environmental protection efforts will be a key focus.124

There are signs that China is now acting with the dual objective of reducing local pollution and overachieving on the national climate commitments made prior to the climate talks in Paris. Climate Tracker’s Anthony Hobley says China has the biggest renewable energy program in the world with an installed renewable energy capacity greater than the rest of the world combined. “I would expect by 2050 China would be one of the cleanest industrial economies in the world, and it will be driven by 21st century energy technology, not 20th century technology,” Hobley suggests.

Many experts suggest that while the acceleration in coal generation may now be waning, in absolute terms coal combustion will continue to grow and may continue to do so until 2030. However record low coal power utilisation rates of 53.7% in 2014 and 49.4% in the first half of 2015 are already undermining the profitability of even the newest coal-fired power plants and affecting the business case for new coal power.125 With electricity demand forecasted to grow by only 3-4% in 2016, equivalent to 40-55GW generation capacity, and the forecasted addition of 65GW additional zero-carbon electricity capacity during the year, coal consumption is forecasted to fall again in 2016.126 Some Government presentations show coal generation peaking in 2020, well ahead of international commitments, but there is building evidence that it may have already peaked; this is discussed in the following section.

China has certainly been rapidly diversifying away from its historic reliance on coal-fired generation, having undertaken a significant and sustained investment program in wind, solar, hydro, nuclear and gas-fired power generation. China recently lifted its expected 2020 solar installation target by 50% from 100GW to 150GW, and hydropower capacity additions could exceed 20GW annually this decade. China is already the largest wind power market globally by a factor of almost two with 145GW installed at the end of 2015. The country also forecasts to commission over 20GW of new nuclear facilities prior to 2020. In 2015 alone China installed over 30GW of new wind capacity and over 16GW of solar PV.127 Dean Economou, formerly of NICTA, suggests that this transition is not just for domestic reasons and that China’s long-term strategy is to be the premier renewables exporter globally. China already dominates global solar PV manufacturing. The Thirteenth FYP shows wind, solar and electric vehicles becoming new economic growth engines producing 3.9% of GDP by 2030 and 6.2% of GDP with 12 million jobs by 2050.128

China has excellent renewable resources in a diverse range of regions. However there is evidence that renewables projects have in some cases have been allocated to regions on a political basis rather than based on renewable resources. University of Sydney law researcher Penelope Crossley says up to a third of wind projects have been built, but not yet connected. There may be some energy storage required to balance high levels of intermittent renewables in future.

Transmission and distribution are controlled by two state-owned transmission and distribution companies: State Grid and Southern Grid. State Grid is an important force shaping the Chinese power system and has constructed a number of ultra-high-voltage (UHV) transmission lines (both AC and DC) to connect major generation and load centres. University of Sydney Professor and Head of the Electrical Engineering School

Joe Dong notes that presently the Chinese grid is highly centralised and that State Grid has aspirations to build a Supergrid supplying neighbouring countries as well as domestic loads. This is discussed in more detail in a following section.

China’s approach to the power system has to date been a highly centralised one. There are now pilots of decentralised generation in some cities and increasing government policy support for rooftop solar PV systems, but uptake has been slow so far, and the massive investment in the central system will likely keep decentralised energy solutions to a small part of the overall picture. This is discussed in detail in a following section.

Our demand projection for China in 2030 is drawn from the high renewables scenario of NDRC’s Energy Research Institute\(^\text{129}\) who expect 11,866TWh generation supplied by 3929GW of generation capacity.

**Other nations**

Due to their relative size and economic impact, the current analysis is concentrated on China and India. This section briefly reviews the ASEAN nations, Japan, Korea and Australia. Those countries with less than 50TWh current electricity demand are not reviewed.

**Japan**

Japan is the 5th largest electricity market globally. The Japanese economy is characterized by low domestic reserves of fossil fuels which makes it highly dependent upon imports with energy security a long-term issue. Japan currently has two separate, non-interoperable network systems: a 50Hz system in the east and a 60Hz system in the west.

After the first oil shock, Japan’s energy policy focused on three pillars: energy security, environmental protection and economic efficiency. Energy supply was diversified and focused upon nuclear, liquefied natural gas and imported coal. The focus on energy security and climate change has favoured the development of renewables and the domination of nuclear power which was a critically important energy source until the Fukushima Daiichi accident in 2011.

Japan has acted to reduce nuclear power generation since Fukushima with a sharp increase in fossil fuel generation since 2011. Foreign ownership restrictions have been lifted for power system assets, and generous feed-in tariffs have been introduced to incentivise new renewable capacity, though there are doubts about the capacity of the grid to accept further distributed renewables on top of the 7GW already deployed. The large-scale renewable resources are unevenly distributed and generally not close to major demand centres.\(^\text{130}\) Japan, though, has a goal to become a leader in renewable energy\(^\text{131}\), and renewables have the double benefit of improving energy security by increasing domestic-sourced primary energy from its current 4%. We expect grid investment to allow increased renewables penetration and for energy storage and coordinated use of distributed assets like smart inverters to improve network stability.
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The 7th basic long-term power development plan of electricity supply and demand was released by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology in July 2015 and predicts electricity demand to increase 2.2% annually to 2029, reaching 657 TWh. Aggressive conservation measures are predicted to limit peak generation requirements at 112 GW. Extrapolating this level of growth a further year we predict a 2030 forecast of 671 TWh.

There are differing views about the strategic approach to provide generation capacity to meet this demand. Bloomberg New Energy Finance says Korea’s power outlook “is highly uncertain as the government has not created an achievable long-term energy plan. It aims to increase coal capacity, but it has a target to reduce the country’s emissions 19% below 2010 levels by 2020. In addition, it aims to reduce the share of nuclear, but is expecting less LNG-fired generation and does not have an effective renewable policy in place that will accelerate development similar to for example Japan and China”.

In the Target scenario of the National Energy Basic Plan, the share of nuclear and renewable energy rises to 39.5% in 2030 with renewables providing 11% capacity. Korea’s INDC notes government support for new renewables capacity and suggests an obligation on power generators to supply a portion of electricity from renewable sources.

**Korea**

The total electricity generating capacity of Korea quadrupled over the past 22 years from 21 GW in 1990 to 81.8 GW in 2012. Coal-fired power plants constitute the largest portion of capacity (25.1 GW), followed by gas-fired plants (21.9GW, mostly combined-cycle plants) and nuclear (20.7GW). The remainder of generating capacity is comprised of hydro (6.4GW of which 4.7GW are pumped-storage hydroelectric plants used to store energy for use during times of peak power demand), oil-fired capacity (5.3GW) and a very small amount of capacity based on non-hydro renewable energy sources.

---

Australia

Electricity in Australia is supplied in the Eastern states, South Australia and Tasmania via the National Electricity Market (NEM). In the Perth region there is the Southwest Interconnected System which operates fundamentally differently to the NEM. Elsewhere electricity is supplied via local generation of varying scale. Darwin, Alice Springs, remote towns and most islands are isolated systems. Due to the remarkably high penetration of coal power, including significant capacity using brown coal, and inefficient coal power generation plants, Australia has the most carbon-intensive electricity in the developed world.\(^\text{139}\) Comparatively low power prices have limited efficiency incentives, and Australian end use energy efficiency is lower than the OECD average.\(^\text{140}\)

The Australian energy sector is undergoing a disruptive transition. Formerly a stable, centralised system with monopoly regulated networks and steady, predictable demand growth, the Australian system is changing to a massively decentralised system with dynamic two-way flows, demand side participation, distributed generation and eroding demand with emerging competitors.

Electricity use has historically grown with GDP and population. Electricity demand forecasting in Australia has long assumed that growth and demand are coupled, and this was reasonably accurate until around the 1990s. However demand peaked in 2009 and has declined since. At the same time, during the period 2010-15 Australian network operators spent over A$46 billion on augmenting the networks for demand growth\(^\text{141}\) which was the major contributor to a doubling in retail electricity prices in most states. Higher costs accelerated residential and business energy efficiency efforts and the deployment of rooftop solar PV; Australia now has the highest proportion of PV of any country.\(^\text{142}\)

Australia will need to undertake significant change to decarbonise its electricity supply and remain internationally competitive in a carbon-constrained world. It has had a renewable energy target since 2000 which is currently set at 33TWh by 2020, forecast to be around 23% of demand then.\(^\text{143}\) Australia had a carbon price mechanism in place for the period July 2012 to June 2014. Power sector emissions dropped notably during this period, but have begun
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\(^{142}\) Energy Supply Association of Australia (Australian Energy Council “Australia’s Household Energy Use” as at 24 Feb 2016 http://www.esaa.com.au/media/australia_the_world_leader_in_rooftop_solar_daylight_second_1_1_1_1

to rise again since. The Climate Institute’s CEO John Connor says the future of Australia’s generation sector “is all about policy for coal plant closure; we’ll still be largely coal-powered in 2030 without intervention”.

Australia has excellent renewable energy resources for both centralised and decentralised generation. The nation’s solar resource is regarded as the best in the world, and new wind generation is already cheaper than new coal generation even given Australia’s vast resources of easily-accessible coal. University of Sydney Electrical Engineering expert Dr Gregor Verbic believes concentrated solar thermal makes sense in Australia, but needs large capital investment and is still expensive.

Decentralisation of the power system will play an important role determining the 2030 situation in Australia. The Grattan Institute’s John Daley said he expected significant growth of decentralised energy, and CSIRO’s Paul Graham said distributed energy resources (DERs) would replace the whole generation stock with DERs over time (though well beyond the 2030 timeframe). Graham says Australia has every renewable choice available and will likely gravitate to renewables and storage.

Three of the four scenarios in CSIRO’s Network Transformation Roadmap report of December 2015 show grid electricity demand in 2030 at around 200TWh, with the fourth lower near 160TWh. All show the impact of an increasingly distributed energy system. We have adopted the 200TWh forecast.

**ASEAN generally**

Almost all the ASEAN member countries are planning to develop nuclear power plants in the near future but also have considerable renewable energy potential such as geothermal (Indonesia and Philippines), high solar radiation (between 3 - 5 kW/m²/day), biomass and hydro. Other sources include IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2015 and 2013 reports and the EIA. In making electricity demand forecasts Utama assumes a linear relationship with GDP and population which appears to underestimate opportunities for energy efficiency, which World Energy Outlook describe as huge, and decentralised energy, so likely overestimate demand. Demand forecasts are presented in the individual country summaries below.

There is some international electricity interconnection within ASEAN, and sixteen further interconnection projects are proposed to build an ASEAN Power Grid. These include undersea links from the Malaysian mainland to Borneo and from Borneo to the Philippines. These are the existing international interconnection links:

- Malaysia-Singapore 450MW
- Thailand-Malaysia 380MW
- Thailand-Laos 2.1GW
- Laos-Vietnam 248MW
- Vietnam-Cambodia 170MW
- Thailand-Cambodia 100MW

The priority upcoming projects include:

- West Kalimantan-Sarawak (i.e. within Borneo) 230MW (2015)
- Malaysia-Sumatra 500MW (2015)

though actual delivery progress on ASEAN projects is often slower than planned.

It is worth also discussing hydropower projects on the SE Asian mainland, as these affect multiple countries. Laos and Myanmar have abundant hydro resources, and there are major plans for over 70 new dams on Mekong and tributaries in Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam. Cambodia has historically relied on imported oil generation. New hydro capacity may convert the country into an energy exporter. Although, this seems very positive for the growth of renewable energy in the region, these developments come with significant environmental effects on the river and people living near it. The Mekong’s flow is reportedly already 10% reduced, half the sediment no longer reaches the sea, and there are food security impacts on rice yields and fishing. Twenty percent of the world’s rice crop is grown in the Mekong delta.
Indonesia

Indonesia is the largest energy user in ASEAN and has significant resources of coal. It is a major coal exporter. Growth in generation has not kept pace with demand, leading to power shortages in grid-connected areas and limited growth in electrification which was 78% in 2014. Eastern Indonesia trails the rest of the country with only 43% electrification in West Papua. Per capita electricity consumption is low at 660kWh per person per year, and just 12% of final energy is currently delivered as electricity. Prices are kept artificially low by subsidy resulting in poor energy efficiency, and energy growth currently exceeds GDP growth.  

Indonesia had around 51GW generation in 2013 with 88% fossil fuel, 8% hydro and 7% geothermal capacity. The nation has been rapidly adding coal generation to increase the electrification rate. Indonesian fossil fuel power-plants are heavily subsidised, making it difficult for other forms of generation to displace them. Utama et al forecast a 2030 energy mix of 52% coal, 29% gas and 13% geothermal, though hydro could be a much larger share if plans to generate in West Papua with a HVDC subsea link to the western islands eventuate.

The government regulates power prices below the costs of monopoly utility PLN but has recently raised prices. It aims to stimulate the addition of 35GW new generation by 2019, largely from foreign investment, 20GW forecasted to be coal power. Indonesia has a goal to reduce energy intensity by 1% each year until 2025 and to increase the share of “new and renewable” energy to 23% by 2025 and 31% by 2050. It aims to increase household electrification to 99% by 2020 and 100% by 2025.

Indonesia’s Deep Decarbonisation Plan report expects remote communities to be electrified with PV and micro hydro rather than by network connection. At the centralised level this plan accentuates the need to reduce the share of oil and coal by increasing gas generation, renewables and nuclear. It also suggests the introduction of carbon capture and storage so local coal can still be used. The plan forecasts that electricity’s share of final energy will increase to 35% in 2050. The report forecasts 2030 demand around 450TWh in all three scenarios.
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153 US Energy Information Administration Indonesia Overview as at 7 October 2015 https://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?fiso=IDN
154 US Energy Information Administration Indonesia Overview as at 7 October 2015 https://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?fiso=IDN
157 US Energy Information Administration Indonesia Overview as at 7 October 2015 https://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?fiso=IDN
Thailand

Thailand is the second-largest energy user in ASEAN, and its power sector developed fast in the 1980s and the early 1990s. It has limited traditional energy resources and has been heavily dependent on fuel imports, consequently Thailand now aims to diversify generation and import electricity as well as fuel. 2011 peak demand was around 26GW dominated by gas power. Two commercial nuclear reactors have been planned since 2007 though progress has stalled since the Fukushima Daiichi accident.

Thailand has goals to reduce energy intensity by 25% by 2030 and 30% by 2036 compared with 2010 through removal of fossil-fuel subsidies and accelerated energy efficiency improvements, and for renewables to reach 20% of power generation.158 Thailand has an energy efficiency revolving fund and an ESCO fund to help finance energy efficiency projects.159

Power generation capacity is to be increased to 71 GW in 2030, with a gradual reduction in the share of natural gas and introduction of nuclear power from 2026. Thailand aims to increase the share of renewable energy in final consumption to 25% by 2021 and to reduce energy intensity by 25% by 2030 compared with 2005 levels.160 The Thai Ministry of Energy 2012 Power Development Plan forecasts 2030 demand at 347TWh.161

Malaysia

Malaysia is the third largest energy consumer in ASEAN with relatively high per capita consumption. Capacity in 2011 was 26GW comprised of around 13GW gas, 6GW coal and 5GW renewables including 2GW hydro. The 10th Malaysia Plan emphasises energy security and economic efficiency along with environmental and social considerations. The ERIA power sector forecasts show generation growing to 34GW in 2030.

Malaysia has a goal to increase renewable capacity to achieve 985 MW of installed renewable power capacity by 2015, contributing 6% of generation, rising to 2GW (13%) in 2020 and 4GW by 2030. It
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also plans a 10% reduction in energy intensity by 2030 compared to business-as-usual. Nuclear power is seen as a longer term option. Malaysia plans to reduce CO$_2$-e emissions intensity of GDP by up to 40% compared with 2005 levels by 2020, contingent upon technology transfer and financial support from developed countries.

Utama et al\textsuperscript{163} quote a Malaysian plan for electricity demand to increase to 274 TWh by 2030. They suggest renewables will be the best development option for Malaysia predicting lower costs than for fossil fuel power with a 2030 energy mix forecast of 43% hydro and 29% each of solar and biomass.

Another Malaysia 2030 demand forecast from Tan et al\textsuperscript{164} is 316TWh which appears to be more likely. We have adopted the Tan demand forecast.

\textbf{Vietnam}

Vietnam has significant renewable and fossil energy resources and is developing nuclear. It has the fastest-growing electricity demand of all the ASEAN economies with growth currently 12%. It is likely to become the largest ASEAN electricity user by 2030, though will likely rely more on imports to ensure supply at that level of demand.

2015 generation capacity was around 40GW: 33% hydro, 25% gas, 36% coal, with a small level of power imports. Load in 2015 had grown to 170TWh. Presently it is cheaper for Vietnam to import from China than to replace thermal plant. Going forward the relative economics of local centralised and decentralised energy compared to imports will determine the future shape of the electricity system. There are two interconnectors to China (Yunnan) for import with a third planned, and one to Cambodia (Phnom Penh) for export with another planned as well as a new interconnector to Laos.\textsuperscript{165}

A competitive generation market since 2011, Vietnam now plans to reduce energy consumption relative to business as usual by 5% to 8% by 2015 and 8-10% by 2020. It will increase the share of renewables in electricity generation to 4.5% by 2020 and 6% by 2030, and develop 10.7 GW of nuclear power capacity by 2030. It plans to cut CO$_2$-e emissions intensity by 8-10% by 2020 compared with 2010 levels.\textsuperscript{166} Vietnam aims to reach 100% electrification of rural households by 2020.\textsuperscript{167}

Vietnam should reach 75GW of generation capacity by 2020 and double again to 150 GW by 2030 by encouraging private investment in the power sector.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Malaysia-Electricity-Generation-by-Primary-Fuel-1980-2012.png}
\caption{Malaysia: Electricity Generation by Primary Fuel 1980-2012}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{165} US Energy Information Administration Indonesia Overview November 2014 \url{http://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?iso=VNM}
\item \textsuperscript{167} Mayer Brown JSM, “Vietnam Power Development Plan for the 2011-2020 Period” September 2011 \url{https://m.mayerbrown.com/Files/Publication/7eb02f45-1783-4f14-8565-bf5120e1ea08/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/5dcbeae1-2d9f-42ae-8cbd-dab97456c4c5/11556.pdf}
\end{itemize}
The Philippines government aims for energy savings equivalent to 15% of annual final demand relative to BAU by 2020 and to triple the installed capacity of renewables power generation to 15GW by 2030 with most of the growth from geothermal and hydropower. The nation plans to increase the household electrification rate to 90% by 2017 with 100% electrification of small townships due to have occurred in 2015. The Philippines is suited to inter-island transmission, perhaps sub-sea HVDC, though the economics of local generation will determine whether that is economic.

The IEA projects an increase of generation capacity from 16GW in 2011 to 29GW in 2030 with an expanded grid interconnecting all major islands. The ERIA power sector forecasts show generation growing to almost 33GW in 2030. The Government’s 2030 plan shows a demand of 149TWh which we have adopted.

Singapore
Singapore’s generation capacity in 2010 was 12.3 GW, primarily gas- and oil-fired. According to the IEA, key strategies going forward include diversification of energy supplies, enhancing infrastructure and systems, and increasing electricity demand requires power sector expansion. Generation capacity in 2010 was a little over 16GW comprised of 5GW coal, 3GW oil and diesel, 3GW gas, 3.4GW hydro and 2GW hydro. Household electrification rates are around 70%.

The Philippines is already the world’s second largest geothermal producer, and increasing electricity demand requires power sector expansion. Generation capacity in 2010 was a little over 16GW comprised of 5GW coal, 3GW oil and diesel, 3GW gas, 3.4GW hydro and 2GW hydro. Household electrification rates are around 70%. The Philippine Energy Plan (PEP 2012-2030) has measures including securing energy security through expanded use of renewables as well as developing coal and oil resources.

Utama et al. quote a Philippines 2030 plan which shows 34% low-carbon energy. They suggest geothermal in the Philippines looks cheaper than fossil fuels or nuclear, and they instead forecast a 2030 energy mix of 63% geothermal, 18% hydro and 17% coal.

Total 2030 demand is forecasted at 615TWh according to EIA. Another forecast expects 548TWh by 2030, and there are a wide range of other scenarios in government with other forecasts showing demand from as low as 400TWh to as high as 830TWh. We have adopted a mid-level scenario of 572TWh.

The Philippines government aims for energy savings equivalent to 15% of annual final demand relative to BAU by 2020 and to triple the installed capacity of renewables power generation to 15GW by 2030 with most of the growth from geothermal and hydropower. The nation plans to increase the household electrification rate to 90% by 2017 with 100% electrification of small townships due to have occurred in 2015. The Philippines is suited to inter-island transmission, perhaps sub-sea HVDC, though the economics of local generation will determine whether that is economic.

The IEA projects an increase of generation capacity from 16GW in 2011 to 29GW in 2030 with an expanded grid interconnecting all major islands. The ERIA power sector forecasts show generation growing to almost 33GW in 2030. The Government’s 2030 plan shows a demand of 149TWh which we have adopted.
improving energy efficiency, strengthening the green economy while ensuring competitive energy pricing.\textsuperscript{175} Singapore plans to reduce energy intensity by 35% by 2030 from 2005 levels\textsuperscript{176} and to reduce GHG emissions intensity by 36% by 2030 from 2005 levels.\textsuperscript{177} It aims to have 5% of peak electricity demand supplied from renewable energy sources by 2020.\textsuperscript{178} The ERIA power sector forecasts show generation growing to 16.5GW in 2030, supplying demand of around 71GWh.\textsuperscript{179}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Philippines_Electricity_Generation_by_Prim_Fuel_1980-2012.png}
\caption{Philippines: Electricity Generation by Primary Fuel 1980-2012}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Singapore: Electricity Generation by Primary Fuel 1980-2012}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{177} Climate Action Tracker Singapore Report http://climateactiontracker.org/countries/singapore.html
Taiwan

Taiwan imports 97.5% of its energy, which is vital to its rapidly industrialising economy. Per capita electricity consumption is high at 10,424 kWh (in 2012). Energy demand grew at 3.5% per year over 1992-2012, and in 2012 half the demand was for electricity. Over that period, LNG imports grew eight-fold, mostly for electricity. Coal (47% share), natural gas (29% share), and nuclear power (16% share) make up the bulk of the island's generation mix.  

Generating capacity in 2012 was 48.4 GW, with 17.4 GW coal, 15.9 GW LNG, 5.1 GW nuclear, 4.7 GW hydro (including pumped storage), 0.57 GW wind and 0.22 GW solar. There has been a concerted program to develop capacity under the Renewable Energy Development Act of 2009, and by the end of 2013, 3.76 GW was installed. The Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA) target is 9.95 GW by 2030.  

Taiwan’s Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) forecasts 2030 demand of 300 TWh.

NATIONAL ELECTRICITY DEMAND FORECAST SUMMARY

Despite improvements in energy efficiency, the combination of population growth, increased rates of electrification and new electric loads will create considerable electricity demand growth in Asia by 2030. Consolidating the 2030 demand forecasts for each country, the 2030 electricity demand for the countries of interest is a little over 18,500 TWh in total, aggregated as follows:

The charts below show the growth from 2012 actual demand to the forecast 2030 levels:

### Electricity Demand Growth Forecasts 2012-2030: China and India (TWh)

![Chart showing electricity demand growth forecasts for China and India (TWh) from 2012 to 2030.](chart)

Analysis concentrates mainly on China and India in the following sections.
SOUTH-EAST ASIAN OR GLOBAL SUPERGRID

President and CEO of State Grid Corporation of China, Liu Zhenya, is the author of the book Global Energy Interconnection. In this publication and elsewhere, Liu states the case to create a global Energy Internet and Interconnection (GEI) based on Ultra High Voltage AC and DC transmission links and smart grid technology to provide a secure means of promoting clean, cost-effective and sustainable energy. Liu discusses UHV DC (ultra-high-voltage direct current transmission) technology which “with overhead lines may be adopted [for connecting arctic wind bases to China], while UHV DC submarine cables may be used to support transmission to Japan and S Korea”.

For connecting solar in NW Australia to SE Asia, he suggests “UHV submarine cables ~500km long to land on Indonesia, then onshore to Jakarta, a short distance undersea to Thailand via Singapore and Malaysia.” This latter line would be over 6000km, beyond the maximum distance for current 1100kV UHV DC, consequently Liu suggests innovation would be needed to realise it.

This is an important and potentially game-changing idea. The capital expenditure would be enormous and it would require serious long-term international cooperation. This concept moves strongly against the trend towards decentralisation of power systems, discussed in a following section.

There are a number of existing and planned international interconnections in Southeast Asia as discussed above, and China already exports power to Vietnam and a link to Thailand is being constructed. India has a single international connector to the Bhutan mega hydro project. There are only two international interconnections in Northeast Asia: one from China to Mongolia and the other recently built from Busan in South Korea to Japan. Various others are planned, including an interconnector between Mongolia to Japan and one between China and North Korea. University of Sydney law researcher Penelope Crossley suggests that while there are precedents of internationally interlinked power systems, particularly in the EU, Northeast Asia is different in that it does not have a strong body to share standards and technical information to ensure a common, coordinated approach. China’s diplomatic approach is generally bilateral. Some experts suggest China may not have the political will to secure the multi-lateral support needed for a truly regional or global interconnected system. Additionally, China also benefits from the sale of decentralised energy equipment. Certain actors may be ambivalent if the future emerges to be less centralised than envisioned by State Grid.

Such international agreement would be a reversal of the recent experience of trade disputes, particularly around renewable technology. Most countries in the region have local content requirements (officially or unofficially) and a local partner. Perhaps new Free Trade Agreements planned and enacted may support international interconnection, but we think there is a low probability of a major regionally-interconnected power system being in place by 2030.

IMPLICATIONS FOR COPPER

There will be an enormous growth in power generation, transmission, distribution and residential electrification in Asia by 2030. This is clearly positive for copper and should drive significant copper demand throughout global supply chains, not just within the countries themselves. China is increasingly a major part of those supply chains. The main elements of this growth and the combination of technologies likely will be explored further in the following sections.

The proposed ASEAN undersea links would drive copper demand, but we are doubtful whether they will proceed given the decentralisation of energy expected in each country by 2030. Likewise, we are dubious about the prospects of the international supergrid proposed by China’s State Grid. Some interconnections already exist, and there will certainly be additions, but we suspect that in many cases nations will be reluctant to be dependent on a larger neighbour for power when local energy systems are becoming more commercially viable. Even if connections do proceed, the majority of long-distance transmission lines will be above-ground with aluminium conductors.

DECARBONISATION OF ELECTRICITY

THE GLOBAL SHIFT FROM COAL TO RENEWABLES

Despite repeated forecasts from the IEA and others that coal will remain the dominant primary energy source globally for the foreseeable future, 2015 saw a continuing global move away from the fuel. This is particularly relevant to Asia as the five largest importers of coal are, in order: China, Japan, Korea, India and Taiwan.

---

Some experts interviewed suggested that, while China is seeing a decline in the rate of growth of coal consumption, overall consumption will continue to increase for some time. The evidence suggests, however, that absolute coal consumption, in China and globally, has peaked in the past two years and is already declining. According to Analyst Tim Buckley of IEEFA, thermal coal import demand is now in decline: “History could well record 2013-2014 as showing that China coal production and consumption peaked, international coal imports peaked, and global consumption of coal peaked as well.”

Latest figures show 2015 Chinese coal consumption was down 5% and coal imports down 35% year on year. China recently announced the closure of 1000 coal mines in 2016 and has imposed a 3-year moratorium on new coal mines. India is unlikely to import coal at scale in the future as, according to Buckley and as noted earlier, electricity generated from a new imported coal-fired power plant is now “materially more expensive than the cost of utility-scale solar, hydro, wind or gas-fired power, and double the cost of domestic coal-fired power generation.”

While macroeconomic forces also affect coal prices, strong declines on coal prices may confirm these trends. Export coal prices have fallen steadily from a peak in January 2011 of over US$140 to less than US$56 in October 2015.

### REGIONAL RENEWABLE RESOURCES

The potential for wind and solar generation clearly varies by region, and countries are planning their mix of decarbonisation technologies accordingly. The following charts indicate the main renewable resources in our region of interest.

---
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Despite having a low copper intensity, in 2010 coal and gas generation commanded 68% of copper stocks in the electricity generation sector due to their market dominance, with wind and solar at 6% and 10%, respectively. According to Elshkaki and Graedel from the Centre for Industrial Ecology, Yale University, the growth in wind and solar will be accompanied by a shift in copper distribution within the electricity sector. By 2030, they say, coal and gas will represent 37% of the in-use copper stocks of the electricity generation industry, while wind and PV solar will increase to 24% and 25%, respectively. Grouping this distribution into renewables and fossil fuels highlights the significance of renewable energy technologies to copper demand.

**IMPACT ON COPPER OF INCREASING LEVELS OF RENEWABLES**

Renewable energy generation is more copper intensive than non-renewable energy, with estimates of the factor ranging from four to twelve times. While conventional power requires approximately one tonne of copper per installed MW, renewable technologies such as wind and solar require much more copper per installed MW. According to Harmsen et al., “Given that virtually all renewable energy is found in a far more diffuse form than fossil fuels, it requires a multitude of installations to extract it. This, in turn, means an increasing material intensity for the worldwide renewable energy supply system compared to the current system”.

---

Photovoltaics

The usage of copper in photovoltaic (PV) systems is substantial, averaging around 4.5 tonnes per MW or higher if ribbons (conductive strips to connect individual PV cells) are considered. Copper is used in wires that interconnect PV modules, earthing grids, DC cables that connect PV modules to inverters, AC cables that connect inverters to metering systems and protection cabinets, communication cables, inverters/power electronics, ribbons, and transformer windings.

Copper used in photovoltaic systems in 2011 was estimated to be 150 kt. Cumulative copper usage in photovoltaic systems through 2011 was estimated to be 350 kt. Cumulative worldwide deployment of PV capacity in 2011 was around 70GW, and PV capacity has approximately tripled since then. Forecasts by the IEA and long-term energy sector analysts have continually underestimated the growth of PV capacity, projecting linear uptake while the history to date is one of exponential growth.
6. Electricity System continued

The national targets and commitments discussed in section 5, coupled with the availability of cost-effective energy storage, are expected to drive a further massive increase in the sector by 2030. Adam Whitmore forecasts over 1800GW by 2030\textsuperscript{202} and notes other similar and higher forecasts from Shell and Bloomberg.

These forecasts imply a PV cumulative deployment chart as shown below:

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{solar_pv_cumulative_capacity.png}
\caption{Solar PV Cumulative Capacity (GW)}
\end{figure}

Source: One Climate Policy\textsuperscript{203}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{solar_pv_installed_capacity.png}
\caption{Solar PV Installed Capacity (GW)}
\end{figure}

Source: One Climate Policy\textsuperscript{204}
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Given that the 2030 commitments and targets from China and India alone imply over 1300GW, this forecast seems reasonable, even conservative. Using the factors from Harmsen\textsuperscript{205} the combined 2030 Chinese and Indian solar PV installed base would represent 6.5 million tons of copper.

### Wind generation

Copper is an important conductor in wind power generation. Copper is used mainly in generators (stator and rotor windings), gearboxes, transformers/inverters and cables and to a lesser extent in auxiliary motors, cooling systems and power electronics. Kundig\textsuperscript{206} estimates that the amount of copper used for wind energy systems in 2011 was 120kt. The cumulative amount of copper installed through 2011 is estimated to be 714kt.\textsuperscript{207} Cumulative worldwide deployment of wind capacity in 2011 was 238GW and capacity has almost doubled since to be around 432GW at the end of 2015.\textsuperscript{208}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{global_wind_power_cumulative_capacity.png}
\caption{Global Wind Power Cumulative Capacity (Data: GWEC)}
\end{figure}

Source: Global Wind Energy Council (Global Wind Energy Outlook 2014)

The Global Wind Energy Council\textsuperscript{209} estimates 2030 capacity at between 964GW and 1934GW. Using their middle estimate (Moderate Scenario) gives a 2030 installed base of 1480GW, which seems conservative given that the 2030 commitments and targets from China and India alone imply over 1200GW of wind capacity. Using the factors from Kundig,\textsuperscript{210} the combined 2030 Chinese and Indian wind energy installed base would represent 3.6 million tons of copper.


\textsuperscript{207} IMF. (2013). In Our Hands, Earth’s Precious Resources: INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND.
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**The Warren Centre The Copper Technology Roadmap 2030**
Future Technological Innovations

In addition to projecting forward current technologies, it is important to take into account likely and possible technology changes in the key renewable technologies by 2030. On solar PV, incremental changes are expected in technologies to 2030, but since much of the copper is in the wiring and inverter we expect copper content to remain roughly steady. However in wind there are some likely developments worth considering, in particular the prospect of superconducting generators.

Superconducting materials can be used for generator windings that are more powerful, lighter and more compact than copper-based alternatives. These technologies allow more power to be generated from an individual turbine, allowing turbines to reach 10MW capacity or higher. They are also constructed of more readily available and lower-cost materials than permanent-magnet-based generators. Turbine manufacturers including GE are searching for alternatives to rare earth generator materials due to cost and security of supply issues. A lower generator mass has major system benefits, including a lighter – and thus less expensive – tower, and reduced installation costs through the use of smaller cranes and offshore vessels.

These generators have yet to be commercialised however several prototypes have demonstrated that construction of such machines is possible and indicate that torque densities of two to three times those of permanent magnet machines can be achieved. According to Jensen, “The first practical superconducting wires consisted of filaments of the NbTi or Nb3Sn alloy embedded in a matrix of copper giving a round wire with a diameter of the order 1 mm. They were introduced around 1960 and still remain the working horse of the Magneto Resonant Imaging (MRI) industry, NMR spectrometers, accelerator magnets, and fusion experiments. More general power applications such as cables, transformers, and electrical machines are challenged by the dominating presence of available non-superconducting alternatives. This might not be the case for very large wind turbine generators (+10 MW), where current non-superconducting technology might be insufficient due to cost and weight constraints. Superconducting high torque machines could become commercially attractive, provided that the cost and production capacity of the superconductors are improved. Generator manufacturers that are active in the wind sector are preparing for the technology leap that might be necessary for large-scale offshore turbines. There are a large number of challenges associated with employing superconductors in wind turbine generators. These challenges are easily met in collaboration between wind turbine manufacturers, wind farm developers/operators, and superconducting wire manufacturers. It is, however, unclear whether the future generators will converge towards only one superconducting technology or whether all three alternatives: LTS, HTS, and MgB2 will be seen in the future.”

This development will eventually be a threat to copper, particularly for the emerging large-turbine segment of the wind market, but is some time away from being commercial reality. The impact by 2030 is expected to be minor and to some extent offset by copper gains should the competing “Twistact” generator technology, patented and under development by Sandia, be commercialised.

CENTRALISED AND DECENTRALISED ENERGY

BALANCE OF CENTRALISED AND DECENTRALISED ENERGY

Electricity is transported from source of generation to point of use by the transmission and distribution systems, referred to as the grid and the network respectively. However, local energy generation and distribution systems are emerging which will change the balance of centralised and decentralised energy. This will vary by country.

TRENDS IN TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

The typical architecture on today’s energy transmission and distribution systems is little changed from the late 19th century. The first three-phase alternating current transmission line was commissioned in Germany in 1891.

Generally, electricity is generated at a central location close to a fuel source, then transported via high voltage transmission lines to electricity distributors, who deliver it via medium and low voltage distribution networks to homes and businesses. Substations step up generated voltage for transmission and step down the voltage between the transmission grid and the distribution network and within the distribution network. Because

---
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storage of energy at scale has been impractical, transmission and distribution systems are needed to balance supply and demand in real time.

While there are economies of scale in centralised generation and it is generally more cost-effective to transport electricity than the generating fuel, there can still be significant energy losses in transmission and distribution systems. The following chart shows the losses in the transmission and distribution systems of our countries of interest, including “commercial” losses due to illegal connections.

![T&D Losses by Country](chart)

Source: World Bank\(^{215}\)

**Implications of Renewables for Transmission**

Centralised renewable projects need more grid per unit of delivered energy than centralised fossil generation due to their intermittent nature. This implies that the massive deployment of large scale renewables predicted in China and India in the previous section will have a multiplier effect on the grid investment otherwise required in those countries.

**Trend towards higher transmission voltage**

Higher voltages reduce resistance losses, and there has been a gradual increase in AC transmission voltage over time. (See chart overleaf). Higher voltages also increase the complexity of transmission projects, for example the need for higher towers to prevent ground arc. Underground transmission links are possible but are usually around six times more expensive to build than overhead lines.\(^{216}\) However they can have lower losses and lower operational costs as they are less susceptible to weather damage, are more secure, require a smaller land corridor and clearly avoid the visual impact of massive towers and lines. Khandelwal and Pachori suggest a life-cycle costing approach which makes underground transmission a realistic economic alternative to above-ground lines.

---


6. Electricity System continued

**DC Transmission**

Direct current (DC) was used in the earliest electricity distribution systems but alternating current (AC) has been used in the majority of energy supply applications. High-voltage DC (HVDC) transmission has better power capacity and reduced losses compared to AC for very large and long-distance electricity transmission projects, particularly in subsea and underground links as power quality and capacitance issues are avoided which affect AC lines in these applications. HVDC transmission is also used to connect unsynchronised AC power systems.

The future of HVDC will be heavily influenced by the level of penetration of centralised renewables. Malavika Tohani, Energy and Power Systems research manager at Frost & Sullivan says, “Government policy towards..."
renewable energy indirectly affects HVDC development. For example, offshore wind developments require connection to the main grid. \(^{219}\)

**Chinese HVDC**

China is by far the biggest HVDC investor, helped by its simple planning and policy structure. Several HVDC projects have been completed or are underway.

Two companies control electricity transmission and distribution in China: State Grid Corporation of China and Southern Grid.

State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) was established as a state-owned enterprise on December 29, 2002. As the largest utility in the world, SGCC ranked seventh on Fortune Global 500 for three consecutive years.\(^{220}\)

SGCC has recently pushed for approval of a massive $250 billion upgrade plan that will link regional grids via twenty HVDC power corridors by 2020. The lines would help resolve China’s geographical energy imbalance, according to SGCC. Power Engineering International\(^{221}\) says, “Many also see the move as an attempt to strengthen SGCC’s monopoly on power”. The need for expansion of transmission is driven by the growth of generation, particularly renewables, as discussed in previous sections. The future generation mix will influence how much transmission is built in China. For example if there is substantial nuclear generation along the coast near the major demand centres, there will be many fewer major transmission projects. We expect a combination heavy in renewables and so predict the need for new Chinese transmission projects.

China is not only conducting the largest high voltage direct current (HVDC) implementation internationally, it is also establishing a manufacturing base that could challenge the biggest global players in the market. According to Bowden, “If China gets to build its complete HVDC grid, and it proves to be effective, the rest of the world will want one too”.

**DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES**

A number of previously-centralised, regulated industries have suffered disruption over the past few decades. Services previously only available from monopoly providers can now be obtained from other sources, for example mobile versus fixed telephone networks and ride sharing services versus taxis. This decentralisation trend has been apparent in electricity networks since the turn of the century and is gathering pace.

Electricity is needed to solve problems for people and businesses. Initially generated close to the point of use, the system became massively centralised during the twentieth century in most economies. Some generation has remained decentralised, particularly combined heat and power systems. Today, with the advent of inexpensive local renewables including photovoltaics, solar hot water and more recently cost-effective energy storage, it is now possible for many energy users to use distributed energy resources to meet at least some of their needs. The combination between centralised and distributed energy will be different in each economy, but the balance is generally shifting towards more distributed energy. To sense the potential of distributed energy, the incoming CEO of major European utility Engie, Isabelle Kocher, recently said that she expects decentralised end energy, mainly rooftop solar and batteries, to provide over half of global power generation in future: “As energy solutions become smaller and smaller, so energy itself is becoming increasingly local: looking to the future, more than 50 per cent of energy generation will rely on local sources.”\(^{222}\)

The decentralisation trend is particularly apparent in Australia, which otherwise has a highly-centralised power system but now also has the highest penetration of rooftop solar in the world. A disruptive transition is underway, from a stable centralised system with steady, predictable demand growth to a decentralised system with dynamic two-way flows, demand side participation and distributed generation eroding centralised demand. Australia also is seeing non-traditional competitors enter the utility market, including the largest telco, Telstra, who are considering offering rooftop PV and batteries bundled with internet and telephone services.\(^{223}\)

---


The 2014 PWC report, “Utility of the future: A customer-led shift in the electricity sector”,224 discusses “the introduction of new technologies and new value chain participants that will assist customers to take control of their energy management and increasingly their power generation and energy storage. These customer and technology factors will shape the electricity market of the future.” Electricity utilities, it says, are about to face their “Kodak moment”.

In 2012 the national research agency, CSIRO convened the Future Grid Forum225 which involved 120 representatives of the electricity industry, government and community to inform stakeholders, guide a national conversation and provide a way forward for the sector. This was a uniquely whole-of-system, long term view of a system which has been disaggregated and sub-optimised. In their latest publication on the subject, the follow on Network Transformation Roadmap Project with the Energy Networks Association, CSIRO states, “This transformation was initially driven by the mass adoption of distributed energy resources (in the form of rooftop solar panels), together with broad community acceptance of energy efficiency initiatives. The next decade has potential for subsequent waves of technological and business model transformation, driven by further, widespread adoption of energy storage, electric vehicles and community energy solutions… Distributed energy resources can both impose technical challenges on traditional electricity systems and deliver benefits to those systems. Effective integration of distributed energy resources can deliver benefits for both customers and the efficient operation of electricity networks. The important role of grid-connected distributed energy resources means, therefore, Australia needs to rethink electricity system design and operation.”226

To some extent a similar decentralisation trend is likely in all nations with established centralised power systems, though to an extent which varies according to distributed energy resource availability, ease of connection, network constraints and other national issues. Nations still building their power network may find it cost effective to consider distributed energy resources rather than connecting a regional to the central grid. For example, APEC’s project “Off Grid Electricity Option for Remote Regions” is examining the potential for off-grid electricity supply options using DC solar technology in remote regions, particularly remote villages and islands, in APEC economies with a report due in 2017.227 This type of development appears particularly likely in countries such as India, Indonesia and the Philippines.

China, in contrast, has taken a path towards a much more centralised power system, though interestingly there have been several recent efforts to increase the uptake of distributed energy there. The 13th Chinese Five Year Plan (2016-20) mentions the need for a combination of centralised and distributed energy.228 In the resource-rich regions large centralised wind power and photovoltaic power generation stations will be favoured; in other regions, distributed wind and photovoltaic power generation will be important. Distributed photovoltaic power generation stations will be built in 30 regions, and there is a goal to explore distributed energy utilisation in a new energy system which is the combination of distributed photovoltaic, solar thermal, geothermal energy, energy storage and distributed natural gas.

Australia’s CSIRO indicates that the likely result is neither extreme centralisation nor extreme decentralisation. Rather, a modernised electricity grid remains important to even the most decentralised scenarios. “The technologies and role of the network is set to change significantly with an increasingly ‘two-way’ network, with the business model of the network evolving fundamentally to become a ‘platform provider’, enabling new energy services and uses, as opposed to the conventional ‘poles and wires’ service.”229

This project team consulted broadly about the extent of decentralised energy expected to see in the countries of interest by 2030. Many, like Travers McLeod, CEO of the Centre for Policy Development, agreed that decentralisation is the logical outcome in many situations. McLeod referred to the work of Indian Nobel Laureate and economist Amartya Sen, who sees the decentralisation of telecoms and energy as a way of meeting the twin goals of economic development and achieving social justice in India. Sen argues the importance of expanding and safeguarding human capital in order to achieve sustained and sustainable economic growth.230 Providing basic services to those in need to expand their capability appears easier, in many cases, in a decentralised world. Sen writes of the

“failure to develop a framework for assessing the comparative costs of different sources of energy (from fossil fuels and nuclear power to solar and renewable energy), inclusive of the externalities involved, which can take many different forms” and says, “Even if carbon emissions had not been such a big problem, the case for rapid development of the economic use of solar power would be important for many of the poorer parts of the globe in a way that the richer world, particularly affluent but sun-starved Europe, may not readily see.”

McLeod notes also that China is very conscious of the need to transition its domestic energy system in the face of its pollution problems.

John Daley, CEO of the Grattan Institute says the decentralised energy trend is accelerating. Christopher Heathcote, CEO of the Global Infrastructure Hub says getting decentralised energy right could be a game changer for many Asian nations. CSIRO’s Paul Graham says decentralisation will occur in all countries, but the customised centralised-decentralised combination will be determined by the available local renewable resources and ability to harness them.

**Energy Storage as an Enabler of Decentralised Energy**

Adding storage to decentralised energy generation allows much more independence from the centralised energy system. Dr Gregor Verbic from the University of Sydney’s Electrical Engineering Department suggests that storage demand will be greatest where there is high penetration of decentralised photovoltaics, a good solar resource and low feed-in tariffs. This combination of factors has now occurred in Australia, and in 2015 residential storage products were launched in Australia by Tesla, Enphase and Sunverge.

Professor Tiho Ancev of the University of Sydney’s Economics Department believes household batteries are potentially a huge change factor for the energy system, especially if they can be scaled up to service larger buildings. As always, the success of distributed storage, and distributed energy more generally, will be influenced by regulatory and commercial responses to the new technology from governments and incumbent market participants.

**Impact of decentralised energy resources on transmission and distribution**

Intuitively it seems that decentralised energy resources will lower the requirement for investment in the centralised energy network and grid. Reduced peak load should at least defer the need for augmentation of the network. However, in many cases, particularly in the more developed countries, the network has already been built and will simply be repurposed to be more of a two-way energy balancing resource, with further upgrades required to provide power stability and quality as many sources of unscheduled generation are added. In other cases where the existing network connection is minimal, unreliable or missing, decentralised energy may supplant the need for network extension and completed development.

A considered implementation of decentralised energy to a country’s power system offers an optimal balance of cost, reliability and emissions reduction, but requires significant changes in thinking from governments, regulators and industry participants.

**PROJECTIONS FOR PENETRATION OF DECENTRALISED ENERGY**

In this section the project team estimates the decentralised/centralised electricity mix for three of the countries of interest. Australia is analysed as an illustrative example, rapidly transitioning from a highly centralised electricity combination to now having a high penetration of distributed generation, mainly rooftop PV. China and India are analysed due to their size and critical impact on the Asian copper demand.

This analysis nominates a metric to measure the decentralisation of an electricity system, the *decentralisation index*, to estimate the level of this index for the three countries in 2030. The decentralisation index is the share of total electricity generation in an electricity system produced by sources local to the load.

This analysis considers mainly distributed PV generation, with the addition of storage to a proportion of the PV systems. Undoubtedly other technologies will feature variously in a diverse range of distributed energy systems around the region, but we believe that these two will dominate until at least 2030.

**Australia**

Australia has the highest penetration of rooftop solar in the world and so is a useful reference case for this study. It already has over 4.6GW of small-scale solar PV deployed generating around 5.6TWh which is 2.5% of the total energy demand.\(^{231}\) By 2030, CSIRO predicts that distributed generation, mostly small-scale solar PV will have capacity of between 40 and 81GW and generation in the range 48-98TWh, making up 20-40% of the total energy demand.\(^{232}\) Taking the midpoint of these scenarios we estimate a 2030 decentralisation index for Australia of 30%.
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Distributed batteries are already being installed at Australian residences with PV systems. Morgan Stanley estimates the future residential storage market could be as many as 2.4 million installations.233

India

India’s announced targets generally address centralised renewables rather than decentralised generation. However the government’s electrification goals would be more easily and economically achievable with solar PV and batteries for many of the villages with little or no reliable grid power, and there are now signs that the state and central governments will encourage distributed energy resources. Of the 100GW total solar target for 2022, in March 2015 the Government set a target for 40GW of distributed rooftop solar234 as a way of circumventing the nation’s massive grid losses, including an interim target of 10GW by 2018. This forecast is backed by Deutsche Bank,235 and residential rooftop PV is already growing rapidly with some policy support. Commercial decentralised generation is growing too, as companies opt for their own power sources, due mainly to the unreliability of grid electricity. Infosys recently invested in a 50MW local PV system while BMW generates 20% of its power locally. India already has the world’s largest single rooftop system (12MW)236 and the Government is driving decentralised solar using its own rooftops and those of Government-owned corporations, including a goal for 1GW on railway buildings, on airports and even on top of canals.237 Some states and cities now require rooftop PV on all new construction.238

Another government estimate for India shows only 11GW of decentralised solar PV generation by 2030,239 implying a decentralisation index around 2%. We suspect that is highly conservative. McKinsey’s 2014 report “India: Towards Energy Independence 2030”240 proposes an “Energy Security” scenario involving off-grid electrification of 50,000 villages with off-grid solar.

Energy Minister Goyal says there is “no one size fits all solution”, and it appears a new energy ecosystem is already forming in complex and unpredictable ways. Some are not that sure the government’s goals for centralised renewable “ultra-megaprojects” are achievable and discount the government targets by as much as 30%. Certainly land costs are starting to affect utility PV system cost and we suspect that in time the attractiveness of simpler, smaller local PV projects may tip the balance towards a more decentralised model. Local PV-based systems also offer a safety advantage over the “informal” network connections common in slum areas, so social decentralisation drivers exist as well.

Expert interviews on the subject indicate that real innovation may occur at the village level as much as in the huge generation and transmission projects. University of Sydney law researcher Penelope Crossley expects those areas with low access to electricity, will leapfrog the centralised grid system and solve their electricity needs with local systems, and Electrical Engineer Dr Gregor Verbic says off-grid solutions could be a much cheaper option for the country as a whole. Grattan Institute CEO John Daley, CSIRO’s Paul Graham and Antony Sprigg, CEO of the Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia, all expect high levels of decentralisation in India over time. Global Infrastructure Hub CEO Chris Heathcote agrees, citing the high cost of grid losses although he suspects bureaucracy may slow or stop local projects. Amandine Denis of ClimeWorks expects decentralised solutions will apply in many cases such as telecoms. In 2012 the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) directed all cell tower companies to have 50% of their towers run on hybrid power in the rural areas and 30% in the urban areas.241 Hybrid power is defined as a combination of grid supplies and renewable energy based on solar, wind, biomass or fuel cells. Indian telco Tata says more than 600,000 telecom towers in India use diesel generator sets to provide power to their antennas and

have created a subsidiary to replace gensets with PV at a trial group of 25 sites.\textsuperscript{242}

Taking all these factors into account, we have extrapolated the growth rate implied by the 40GW 2022 forecast, tempered somewhat in case that goal is not met and to allow for decreasing growth over time to yield a forecast of 80GW of distributed PV systems in India by 2030.

The unreliability of the Indian transmission grid has been discussed in a previous section and must be addressed to ensure India’s goals for centralised renewables are achievable. The barriers to adding significant distributed generation are lower. Bridge to India estimates that the Indian distribution network “can easily accommodate up to 30% of distributed solar PV without any major changes to the distribution grid infrastructure.”\textsuperscript{243} Good quality solar inverters could actually improve power quality and network stability at the fringes of the network where villages are already connected. So an 80GW 2030 prediction seems reasonable.

The estimate of 80GW of distributed solar would put India’s 2030 decentralisation index at around 7% allowing for lower levels of other distributed generation. We believe there are advantages to higher decentralisation and India could become a much more decentralised system than is currently planned.

**China**

Amongst its renewables goals, China aims to become a world leader in distributed solar power and to build a smart power distribution network that adapts to high levels of distributed power generation. Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{244} note there are several advantages of distributed PV over large-scale central generation in China: savings in land and transmission and reduced losses. Accordingly, there has been strong policy support for distributed generation since 2013, and there are indications that the Chinese government is not content with the slow uptake to date. At June 2014 just 1GW of distributed PV had been deployed in China, around 5% of the total PV capacity installed. This situation was the polar opposite of what had occurred in other nations where
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\textsuperscript{243} Magal, K. (2014) India’s distribution grid is capable of handling up to 30% distributed solar without any upgrades, Bridge to India, http://www.bridgetoindia.com/blog/indias-distribution-grid-is-capable-of-handling-up-to-30-distributed-solar-without-any-upgrades/#sthash.eirFbeAm.dpuf

PV deployment was led by households and businesses. In Australia in 2014, 98% of PV capacity installed was distributed systems connected to the low-voltage network.\textsuperscript{245}

Cost appears not to be the primary barrier to distributed PV in China. Primary barriers have been concerns that projects were effectively limited to self-consumption rather than exporting energy and the uncertainty of financial returns. The Chinese government in September 2014\textsuperscript{246} introduced a goal to add 8GW of distributed PV as well as policy to provide guaranteed minimum feed-in tariffs and investment returns for distributed systems. These actions are likely to start to remove the barriers to decentralised generation, though policy flow-down will take some time. IEEFA forecasts 18-20GW new PV capacity will be installed in China in 2016, 40% of which will be distributed.\textsuperscript{247}

Expert interviews on the subject suggest that distributed generation makes sense in China and will become part of the energy system complementing the grid investment. University of Sydney Electrical Engineering expert Dr Gregor Verbic says distributed generation will be economic for new greenfield projects, and the Grattan Institute’s John Daley suggests that the economics of distributed PV will be appealing to companies. We expect centralised and decentralised solutions to co-exist, with the grid correcting large-scale regional imbalances like an energy highway, whereas local systems will reduce congestion on the local “roads” of the distribution network.

The NDRC’s “China 2050 High Renewable Energy Penetration Scenario and Roadmap Study”\textsuperscript{248} estimates 260GW of distributed solar by 2050. While the study does not quantify a 2030 forecast, based on this number and its other forecasts we infer a 2030 projection of 100GW. Certainly there are signs that China will unlock the distributed PV market which will benefit its domestic PV industry as well. This would give China a 2030 decentralisation index of around 2%.

Summary

In summary then, it appears that Australia is likely to have a relatively high decentralisation index of 30% in 2030, followed by India at around 7% or perhaps a little higher, with China the most centralised of the three at around 2%.

With increasing levels of decentralised energy and falling battery costs, we expect significant deployment of distributed energy storage in each country, with the extent roughly proportional to the decentralisation index, though also influenced by electricity prices. At today’s prices we expect less storage in China and India than in Australia.

IMPLICATIONS FOR COPPER

Much copper use is in transmission and distribution systems. Electricity transmission and distribution was the second largest market for copper in Asia at 13.5% of total demand.\textsuperscript{249} However distributed energy offers a higher copper content per unit of energy delivered.

Transmission and distribution

In the early years of the power industry copper was used almost exclusively in transmission and distribution, but was limited in overhead applications by its weight and lack of tensile strength. Copper cable diameter was selected on strength rather than on conductivity leading to larger cables than would otherwise be necessary. Aluminium, which is stronger and lighter, has allowed longer span lengths between towers and has been used in overhead transmission since 1895. Improved Aluminium Conductor Steel-reinforced cable (ACSR) was introduced 1907 and aluminium ceramic composite reinforced was introduced in 2010. Aluminium has only 60% of the conductivity of copper, so much more is used for the same level of losses, but even then the aluminium cable is lighter.

While overhead transmission cables are the domain of aluminium, copper is used widely in the distribution system and in subsea and underground transmission cables, and there is extensive use of copper in the associated transformers and power quality equipment. An emerging threat to copper in underground cables is high-temperature superconductor (HTS) cable. Further, solid state power electronics, applied at transmission scale, now threaten the need for copper in transformers.

Growth in the transmission sector, then, is positive for copper today, though the copper use factor is likely to decline over time to 2030. Above-ground HVDC transmission and long-distance interconnections will generally not be a great driver of copper use. Copper


\textsuperscript{249} ICA data supplied
gains are much higher for subsea and underground transmission. Substitution of distribution network for transmission, as occurs when decentralised energy resources are extensively deployed, would be positive for copper use.

**Decentralised Energy**

Decentralised energy resources generally use more copper than the equivalent centralised energy system. The ICA’s Hal Stillman indicates, for example, that the copper content of solar rooftop PV is 4kg/kWp, including the grounding wire. Local minigrids and microgrids often duplicate an existing distribution system. The lower voltage requires higher current to deliver the same power and means bigger conductors are needed. In addition, local renewable energy generation involves considerably more copper than the same amount of central fossil capacity as observed in the previous section. Finally, the inverters, power quality equipment, batteries and other equipment used in local energy systems are copper-intensive.

Applying this factor to the projections above, expected copper gains resulting from distributed PV are around 240kt by 2030 in Australia, 320kt in India, and around 400kt in China; approximately one million tonnes in aggregate. We think the Chinese and Indian forecasts have considerable potential for future growth. Resultant requirements in LV network upgrades, power quality equipment and associated hardware are expected to multiply the copper demand of this decentralisation of energy. However, if local systems are not connected to the national grid, there will be some losses in transformers and associated equipment.

According to CSIRO’s Paul Graham, a distributed energy system with storage removes “peakiness”, implying that a smaller network is needed, but that reduction in network size is associated with technologies where copper has strong competitors and likely outweighed by the gains in the distributed energy system where copper has strong advantages. The ICA’s Hal Stillman sees an advanced battery, beyond today’s lithium ion technology in capability, at a price point of $125/kWh by 2025 and expects significant energy system penetration at both the grid and distributed level. Copper use in batteries varies from 76g to 172g/kWh.\(^{250}\)\(^{251}\) We estimate a typical residential battery will be 8kWh, representing between 0.6 and 1.4kg of copper. If the Morgan Stanley forecast is accurate, the Australian residential battery market could represent a gain of 1.4kt to 3.3kt, which is minor compared to the PV systems themselves.

---


INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT

GROWING ASIAN INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS

Continuing urbanisation by 2030 will strain urban infrastructure across Asia. Sections above already discussed electricity and housing but other infrastructure should also be considered, particularly water (potable and sewerage) and transport. After a general introduction, this report will concentrate on transport. Estimates vary, but analysts agree the scale of projected investment is enormous. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) Institute252 estimated a required Asian infrastructure investment of US$8 trillion between 2010 and 2020. HSBC says emerging Asia will need US$11 trillion in basic infrastructure investment between 2014 and 2030.253

The source of the capital will influence the infrastructure built. Institutions like the ADB, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank are important financiers for this forecast infrastructure spend. An important emerging player is the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) proposed by China in October 2013, now establishing funding of US$100 billion capital. While the IMF and World Bank are regarded as US and European initiatives, and the ADB, based in the Philippines, is largely led by Japan. The AIIB will use mainly Chinese capital and be headquartered in Beijing. Shares in the AIIB are based on relative economy size and defined fraction of authorised capital. China has 30% shares and 26% of the votes, India has 8.5 and 7.5% respectively, and other countries including Russia, UK, Germany, Korea and Australia have smaller stakes, while the US has not participated. It is significant that rising Asia is moving to become the prime financier of new Asian infrastructure.

Christopher Heathcote is CEO of the Global Infrastructure Hub, an initiative of the G20 which has a goal to unlock an additional US$2 trillion in global infrastructure capacity by 2030. Heathcote predicts changes in infrastructure delivery by 2030, with more services delivered by decentralised infrastructure. Decentralised energy is discussed in the previous section, but this trend also applies to at least telephony and water services.

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

The OECD estimates that the benefits of investment in water and wastewater are significant with a ratio of “positive externalities” to investment of between four and twelve to one. The need for water infrastructure in East and South Asia is significant, as recognised by the World Bank and the ADB. In its program “Water for All”, the ADB states that 318 million people in Asia do not have access to improved drinking water and sanitation facilities. The Millenium Development Goals aimed by 2015 to halve the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation and have now been replaced by the Sustainable Development Goals which aim to “ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all” by 2030. The ADB plans to spend $2.0 billion to $2.5 billion annually or a total of over $20 to 25 billion by 2020 on water infrastructure for Asia and the Pacific.

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Dense cities can become constrained by transport congestion. High levels of transport by private vehicle are particularly problematic. Cities in Asia have been historically affected by congestion and local air pollution from internal combustion engine vehicles. Four solutions are emerging:

1. Improving the availability of multiple forms of public transport to reduce the number of private vehicles on the road network;
2. Introducing vehicle sharing and ride sharing schemes for the same reason;
3. Electrification of the vehicles that remain to improve local air quality; and
4. Increasing the capacity of the road network by employing autonomous vehicles.

This report examines the latter three in the next section on Light Vehicles and the first in the following section on Public Transport.

The overall national approach to passenger transport and mobility are examined in the following paragraphs, referring occasionally to the Intended Nationally-Determined Contribution (INDC) and Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Project (DDPP) report for each country, where available.

SELECTED COUNTRY SUMMARY

China

The IEA says passenger transport tripled in China between 2000 and 2010. Ma et al. forecasts that vehicle population in China will increase from 65 million in 2010 to 294 million in 2030. Other forecasts are much higher.

China’s INDC indicates the need to “properly allocate public transport resources in cities, giving priority to the development of public transportation and
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encouraging the development and use of low-carbon and environment-friendly means of transport, such as new energy vehicles”.261 It aims to increase the share of public transport in motorised travel in big-and-medium-sized cities to 30% by 2020, promote alternative fuels, bicycles and walking. Its DDPP report262 indicates that transport energy demand will increase 130% by 2050 and indicates changes are needed in sectoral structure and vehicle energy efficiency. It encourages rail transport for passengers and predicts a rail share of passenger transport by 2050 of 25%, up from 18% in 2010. The number of public transit vehicles per ten thousand people in 2050 is forecast to reach twelve, nearly three times higher than in 2010. Electrification of railway systems will increase rapidly to more than 90% of the system by 2050, from less than 50% in 2010. Electric and fuel cell vehicles are forecasted to be 60% of passenger car stock in 2050 and could be as high as 80%.

India

India already has severe air quality and traffic congestion issues as the number of road vehicles grows rapidly. Air quality in New Delhi is worse than Beijing.263 According to international public transport non-profit UITP, in early 2012 there were almost 160 million registered motor vehicles, a number which had grown at 10.5% per year over the previous ten years. Currently there are over 200 million registered vehicles, showing growth of 7.7% since 2012. The share of buses in total registered vehicles declined from 11.1% in 1951 to just 1% in 2012.264

The Indian Government indicates that overall annual per capita transport demand of 5,970km in 2012 will rise to 18,700 in 2047.265 Interpolating yields about 12,500km in 2030. As population is forecasted to increase over 19% by then, total Indian transport demand can be predicted to increase 2.5 times, from 7.5 to 19.1 trillion km. It is obvious that a reliance on personal vehicles for this level of transport demand in

India’s already congested cities would be disastrous. Public transport solutions will be needed. Additionally, India already imports almost 75% of its crude oil, so alternative fuels including electricity will need to be explored for energy security purposes.

India’s Smart Cities policy\(^{266}\) includes “applying Smart Solutions in the transport sector”, particularly intelligent traffic management systems and aims to reduce average commute time to “have positive effects on productivity and quality of life of citizens”. Its Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT)\(^{267}\) focuses on ensuring basic infrastructure services, including transport, for 500 cities. Its INDC\(^{268}\) mentions “focusing on low carbon infrastructure and public transport systems” including “Urban Transport policies... to focus on moving ‘people’ rather than ‘vehicles’, in which Mass Rapid Transit System (MRTS) would play an important role.” It says 39 urban transport and mass rapid transport projects have been approved of which 19 projects had been completed in mid-2015.

India’s DDPP report\(^{269}\) notes that the transport sector is the country’s second-highest greenhouse gas emitter after electricity and that transport energy requirements will increase by a factor of more than three between 2010 and 2030 under a conventional scenario. It, however, proposes a range of measures to limit the increase to a mere doubling. It notes the importance of modal shift to public transport in cities, reducing transport demand by better planning, alternative fuels and alternative (electric drive) vehicles. Relevant policy includes the National Urban Transport Policy (NUTP) (MoUD, 2006),\(^{270}\) the National Policy on Biofuels (NPB) (MNRE, 2009),\(^{271}\) and the policy on electric vehicles (Gal, 2012).\(^{272}\)

### Japan

Japan has a modern public transport system and over 80 million registered vehicles.\(^{273}\) Passenger vehicle numbers are expected to be fairly stable at around 60 million to 2030,\(^{274}\) and little growth of the established public transport system is expected.

Japan’s DDPP\(^ {275}\) indicates transport greenhouse emissions in 2050 reduced by 82% compared with 2010 despite a 33% increase in passenger-km per capita. A major driver is a 69% reduction of energy demand in aggregate for transport resulting from efficient vehicles leading to 77% less energy content in passenger transport associated with the switch from fossil fuel to electricity and hydrogen. Electrification plays an important role, and electricity accounts for about half of total final energy consumption in passenger transport. Its INDC\(^{276}\) indicates a drop in transport emissions of 28% by 2030 driven by improvement of fuel efficiency, promotion of next-generation automobiles, promotion of public transport, modal shift to railway and rail energy efficiency improvements.

### Korea

Seoul has a comprehensive public transport system, and high-speed rail connects the cities. Korea’s INDC\(^ {277}\) notes that the Korean government is "continuing to expand infrastructure for environment-friendly public transportation, while introducing low-carbon standards for fuel efficiency and emissions produced from automobiles". Korea has strengthened vehicle emission standards effective in 2020\(^ {278}\) and provides incentives including tax reductions for electric and hybrid vehicles.\(^ {279}\)

\(^{266}\) Government of India, What is a Smart City, http://smartcities.gov.in/writereaddata/What%20is%20a%20Smart%20City.pdf  
^{267} Ministry of Urban Development, Government of India (2016) http://amrut.gov.in  
Australia

Australia is large and highly reliant on motor vehicles for transport. Public transport in the large cities is reasonably developed. Australia’s DDPP forecasts a 70% improvement in the energy efficiency of cars and light commercial vehicles, mostly through electrification combined with fuel efficiency improvements and a continuation of the trend towards smaller vehicles.

IMPLICATIONS FOR COPPER

Light vehicles and public transport are significant in terms of their potential impact on copper. They are discussed in more depth in the following sections.

On water, increasing water access tends to favour copper. While copper is not presently the prevailing material of construction used in pipes, the supporting infrastructure for potable water and sanitation services requires electric pumps and control systems. Extrapolating just the ADB’s forecasts indicates a regional spend as high as US$37.5 billion on water infrastructure, a small proportion of which should flow through to copper demand. We estimate the incremental demand is orders of magnitude less than the other technologies and trends discussed in this report and so have concentrated on transport infrastructure.

LIGHT VEHICLES

DISRUPTION IS COMING

According to McKinsey & Company there is transformational change underway in the automotive industry, an industry which has seen little change and consolidation to date. They see four disruptive, interconnected and reinforcing trends. Future mobility will be increasingly diverse, autonomous, electrified and connected. McKinsey & Co predict that new car sales will continue to grow at 2% globally (much faster in many of the Asian countries of interest). However new mobility services, including car share and e-hailing, will grow in dense, congested urban areas.

The McKinsey research predicts that 10% of new vehicle sales by 2030 will be shared vehicles and up to 15% will be autonomous. Instead of owning a “one-size-fits-all” car, people will increasingly select a tailored mobility solution for each specific mobility need. McKinsey expects capital cost-parity of electrified vehicles (EV, hybrid, fuel cell) by 2025 and penetration rates between 10 and 50% by 2030 depending on location, led by dense cities with emission regulations. Dr Penelope Crossley of Sydney University says that “air pollution will be a big driver for EV uptake”. Traditional manufacturers will be challenged by new competitors including technology companies, specialist manufacturers and start-ups. Chinese manufacturers may play an important role globally.

In addition to a change in technologies and likely ownership models, the other key feature of the automotive industry landscape is a change in the countries and companies are producing vehicles. The growth of the auto sector in China, India and South Korea is expected to continue and the arrival of start-up companies such as Tesla will challenge incumbent players.

THE CHANGING OWNERSHIP MODEL

It is likely that the ownership model for cars will change in the coming decades; from the current model based almost entirely on private ownership, to the purchase of mobility services. This shift is already evident in some cities with the emergence of car sharing as people decide not to own a car but to pay for access to one when they need it. The introduction of autonomous vehicles is likely to further promote this development as people will not need to own a car, nor drive to satisfy their mobility needs.

What format mobility services assume in 2030 will be determined by the context of local requirements. For example, a dense city where private car ownership is supplemented with several other mobility options (including car share, ride share, e-hailing and public transport) will differ from rural locations where distance rather than congestion is the key factor.

While the changing model is likely to result in fewer vehicles per capita, overall numbers will still rise. The utilisation rate of shared vehicles, whether driven or autonomous, will be higher than those in private ownership, spending less time stationary. This will in turn lead to a faster turnover of the vehicle fleet, resulting in the need for new or perhaps re-manufactured vehicles.

Future light vehicle ownership is likely to be a mix of these options reflecting varying consumer preferences and means, as well as government policies. Private ownership will retain an appeal for many wealthier and status oriented Asian customers, while a focus on the mobility service rather than the vehicle itself is likely to gain appeal in many existing and emerging highly-urbanised markets.

THE LIKELY TECHNOLOGY COMBINATION

The likely dominant technology in the world’s light car fleet is a matter of conjecture, though current trends help indicate the likely future. A discussion on vehicle technology has two main areas of focus: the propulsion system and the control system. Both are undergoing radical transformation at a level not seen since the format of the conventional car was established in the early 20th century.

Propulsion technology

The system that propels the vehicle along the road has been dominated by the internal combustion engine since mass production commenced after World War I. Whether burning petrol (gasoline), diesel, liquid petroleum gas (LPG) or compressed or liquefied natural gas (CNG/LNG), engine technology has improved power, torque, efficiency and reliability, while remaining fundamentally unchanged for over 100 years. Although early electric and steam powered alternatives were produced, they were not successful in gaining market penetration, and the internal combustion engine has dominated.

However, since 1997, with the introduction of hybrid electric vehicles, a challenge to the conventional propulsion technology has been underway. There are now several technology alternatives, and many major existing and new market entrants are investing in the development of technologies that could ultimately replace the internal combustion engine.

The major propulsion alternatives include:

• internal combustion engine (ICE) - the status quo;
• hybrid electric vehicles - which feature a combination of both electric and internal combustion engines but only a single combustible-fluid fuel (HEV);
• plug-in hybrid electric vehicle - with dual fuel sources: electric and combustible-fluid fuel (PHEV);
• pure, single-fuel electric vehicle (EV) - sometimes referred to as a Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV); and
• fuel cell vehicles - which convert a single fuel, often hydrogen, direct to electricity for propulsion (FCV).

Although fuel cell vehicles offer the same pollution and emission benefits as EVs, this present research found broad scepticism about the likelihood of hydrogen becoming the dominant alternative technology rather than electric.

Although the world has long since become comfortable with petrol and its inherent safety risk as a highly combustible fuel, the real and perceived safety issues associated with hydrogen continue as a barrier to its acceptance as an alternative fuel. In addition, the required production investment and need for an entirely new refuelling infrastructure capable of careful handling and storage of hydrogen fuel are barriers to large-scale market penetration. Finally, timing is likely to play a role in deciding the winner of the BEV versus FCV competition. From a “path-dependency” perspective, John Daley, CEO of the Grattan Institute points out that EVs will get to scale before hydrogen cars and will then be hard to stop. The automotive industry is built on economies of scale, and the scale of production of common automotive batteries will be boosted by the use of similar batteries for everything from mobile computing devices to stationary energy storage.

Automotive expert Tim Olding, previously Managing Engineer at General Motors Holden and Chief Engineer of EV Engineering Pty Ltd, observed that hydrogen technology may nonetheless have a role to play in long-distance transport operations where range is important and potentially where fast refuelling is a priority. Olding otherwise believes that the development of hydrogen-based propulsion technology may be a defensive strategy by incumbent automakers who recognise the huge barriers to new entrants should it become the dominant technology. This is in contrast to EVs which feature much simpler and more common systems than either conventional or hydrogen vehicles.

Control technology

The second major technology system in a light vehicle is the control system. Just as the internal combustion engine has carried over since the days of Karl Benz in the late 19th century, so too the basic steering, acceleration and braking controls have continued to be in the driver’s control. The layout of these controls was eventually standardised into the format known today, and the sophistication of these systems to improve safety and comfort has seen the advent of anti-lock brakes, power steering, and traction control, etc. Today’s cars start, stop and turn as directed by the driver.

Like the changes in propulsion technology, a range of alternatives is now emerging with both incumbent and new entrants investing and experimenting in these new technologies. The current major technologies include:

• conventional driver-controlled vehicles - the status quo, an evolution of the 1886 Motorenwagen invented by Karl Benz;
• Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) - conventional vehicles with the inclusion of automated accident avoidance systems as featured in current luxury vehicles;
• autonomous with manual driver override - vehicles that can drive themselves but still feature manual controls to allow driver override when selected; and
• fully-autonomous vehicles - automated vehicles that do not require (or allow) any driver control and have the potential to become networked.
THE DRIVERS FOR CHANGE

There are several factors that are likely to drive disruption and change in the light vehicle industry. The main ones are environmental concerns and the need to reduce congestion in dense cities. Other factors include energy security, consumer preference and customer-centred innovation. The major drivers are explained below.

Local air quality

Electrification of vehicles has the potential to contribute to improved air quality in dense urban environments due to the removal of tailpipe pollution. Of course, the total greenhouse emissions of an EV depend on the source of electricity used to charge the battery. A car charged with electricity generated by a coal-fired power station will account for a significant operational carbon footprint, whereas a car that is charged with renewable electricity will have a negligible operational carbon footprint. However, at point of use, electric vehicles, regardless of electricity source, do not generate the tailpipe pollution which is recognised as a significant contributor to local air pollution. This feature of EVs is of particular relevance to major cities in China and India that are grappling with very poor air quality.

“Pull” factors leading to increased demand for electric vehicles include consumers seeking cars with lower running and maintenance costs. “Push” factors include governments seeking to improve air quality of cities, reduce overall greenhouse emissions and address energy security concerns through incentives such as rebates, tax breaks and preferential parking or travel lanes.

Road network congestion

There are many arguments in favour of a transition to autonomous vehicles but most involve reducing road congestion, including that:

- the driving and navigational systems are expected to all but eliminate road accidents resulting in reduced injuries and fatalities as well as reduced repair costs;
- this, and the ability for vehicles to travel much closer together, should reduce congestion; and
- the number of cars per person should be reduced.

HOW BIG WILL THE CHANGE BE?

Autonomous cars

Like any emerging technology, predicting the likely scale and impact of autonomous vehicles is difficult. However, recent developments give several reference points on which to base an understanding of possible futures that may eventuate. The number of automakers investing in autonomous vehicle technology includes Tesla, Toyota, Ford, Volvo, Audi, Land Rover Jaguar, Daimler, General Motors and Nissan. Technology companies Google, Apple, Intel and Uber are also investing heavily in this new technology, sometimes in collaboration with established automakers. This private-sector commitment is quickly bringing the first
generation of autonomous vehicles to market. Automotive expert Tim Olding says that “driverless cars will come quicker than you think, replacing taxis or car sharing schemes”.

Short of full autonomy, a strong consensus of experts expect the interim steps of internet connectivity and networking of vehicles. McKinsey & Co\textsuperscript{282} predict that the number of networked cars will rise 30% annually for the next several years and by 2020, one in five cars will be connected to the Internet.

### Electric Vehicle penetration

According to “Green Car Reports”\textsuperscript{283} the Chinese company BYD manufactured the most EVs in 2015 with approximately 60,000 built, ahead of Tesla from the USA with approximately 50,000. Nissan manufactured 50,000 EVs in Japan, BMW 30,000 in Germany and Ford and General Motors made approximately 20,000 units each in the USA. There are several other major manufacturers producing EVs such as Fiat-Chrysler and the VW Group, but it is noteworthy that the leader in 2015 was a Chinese company and that the top two manufacturers were not traditional automakers with a long industrial heritage. Disruption in the auto industry is here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Country of origin</th>
<th>Number sold in 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BYD</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>61,722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesla</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>50,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motors</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Navigant Research,\textsuperscript{284} the global light-duty EV market is expected to grow from 2.7 million vehicle sales in 2014 to 6.4 million in 2023 under a base scenario (i.e., based on assumptions that sit between aggressive and conservative levels).

To get an overview of the possible vehicle market make up in 2030, the IEA\textsuperscript{285} predicts the following vehicle type annual sales mix:

- Internal combustion engine (ICE): 39 million
- Hybrid electric vehicles (HEV): 25 million
- Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV): 22 million
- Battery electric vehicles (BEV): 9 million
- Fuel cell vehicle (FCV): 6 million

A 2015 global tally of national goals by The International Council on Clean Transportation\textsuperscript{286} amounts to total stocks of at least 15 million electric vehicles globally by 2020, and more than 25 million by 2025-2030. Navigant\textsuperscript{287} predicts 5.8 to 6.4 million sales of electric-drive vehicles by 2024, half of which would be plug-in vehicles (BEV and PHEV). We take our forecasts from a country by country analysis which follows.

Once at scale and with charging infrastructure networks established, EVs should have a lower capital cost than ICE or FCV cars, as well as much lower operating and maintenance costs than either, much less than ICE cars. John Daley of the Grattan Institute points out that “EVs will get to scale first and then be hard to stop”. The significance of EVs as a likely future dominant technology is apparent. Tim Olding of Quickstep supports this prediction saying that “EVs win, especially for non-private vehicles due to operational and maintenance cost and declining battery cost. Hydrogen has a place for range and fast charge but that comes at a cost. Hydrogen could be seen as a defensive play for incumbents”.

---


\textsuperscript{284} Green Car Congress (2015) Navigant forecasts global light duty electrified vehicle sales to exceed 6.0M in 2024; PEVs to account for roughly half, greencarcongress.com, 21 December 2015, http://www.greencarcongress.com/2015/12/20151221-navigant.html#more


\textsuperscript{287} Green Car Congress (2015) Navigant forecasts global light duty electrified vehicle sales to exceed 6.0M in 2024; PEVs to account for roughly half, greencarcongress.com, 21 December 2015, http://www.greencarcongress.com/2015/12/20151221-navigant.html#more
GEARING UP FOR CHANGE - COUNTRY BREAKDOWN OF POLICIES

Of particular interest for the 2030 Roadmap is the ramp up of automotive production in the three largest car manufacturing economies within our scope, namely China, India and Korea. The chart (right) is from A T Kearney.

The following graph demonstrated automotive production in China, India and Korea (auto manufacturing historical graph).²⁸⁸

The fact that the auto-industry is in transition, added to the fact that so much manufacturing is occurring in our region of interest, makes a focus on this industry relevant to an understanding of the demand for copper.

China

Total auto manufacturing in China will continue to grow. China is the largest manufacturer of vehicles in the global market and according to research by Statista²⁸⁹ produced an estimated 21 million passenger cars and 3.4 million commercial vehicles in 2015, a huge leap from the respective 2005 figures of 3 million and 2.6 million.

According to Wu et al²⁹⁰ (Tsinghua University, Beijing), car ownership in China will rise from 128 cars per 1000 capita in 2015 to 250 cars per capita by 2030, at which point car ownership rate will peak. It is expected that car ownership will saturate at 500 cars per 1000 capita by 2050. This is equivalent to an additional 175 million cars on Chinese roads from 2015 to 2030.

From this growing base of demand and production, China is also preparing to increase production of EVs. Reports in the China Daily\(^{291}\) quote Tong Guangyi, Vice-Director of the NEA Power Department, discussing a government goal to build a network of 12,000 charging stations to meet the needs of an anticipated 5 million EVs by 2020. Also part of the investment program are 4.8 million power poles, 3,850 charging stations for public buses and 2,500 for taxis to be built in the same period. The Chinese Ministry of Industry and Information Technology\(^{292}\) has announced common guidelines for a nationwide charging network.

China is expecting significant growth in EV numbers, but notably, e-bike take up is already very large. Although this section of the roadmap is focused on light vehicles, the uptake of electric bikes and buses demonstrates the application of electricity-based propulsion is broader than just cars. Data from the International Energy Agency\(^{293}\) (IEA) indicates China had 280 million e-bikes and 83,000 EVs in service at the end of 2014. The IEA estimates annual domestic sales of EVs and PHEVs in China of 8.4 million a year by 2030. This implies total production by 2030 of over 40 million vehicles.

To conclude the overview of the Chinese car market, James Li of the International Copper Association observed that “Japan owns hybrid technology, and maybe Korea and/or Japan will own hydrogen, but China will own pure electric”. Considering the command nature of the Chinese economy and the rise in production and profile of companies such as BYD, this prediction is noteworthy.

**India**

According to research by AT Kearney\(^{294}\), the Indian automotive industry is the sixth largest in the world by volume (3.16 million units produced in 2014\(^ {295}\)) and is made up of 35 automakers. In the ten years from 2003 it grew 14.4% and accounts for 7% of GDP and 7-8% of employment.

As in other countries, the overall transport sector is facing significant changes. McKinsey & Co’s 2014 report “India: Towards Energy Independence 2030” suggests that India is changing its transport modal mix and introducing efficiency measures.\(^{296}\) Despite having a lower average car size, meaning lower emissions and fuel consumption, McKinsey point out that Indian fuel efficiency standards lag behind the European Union. The fuel efficiency standard of trucks is even further behind the EU, attributed in part to poor infrastructure and older technology.

EVs in India have made little impact to date in the market with approximately 2,700 cars\(^ {297}\) in the national fleet. However, India’s INDC\(^ {298}\) for the Paris Agreement, describes a program known as the Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid & Electric Vehicles in India (FAME India). This is part of the National Electric Mobility Mission Plan 2020 (NEMMP)\(^ {299}\) intended to incentivise faster adoption and manufacturing of hybrid and electric vehicles.

Indian car ownership, currently 34 cars per 1000 people, is expected to grow to 73 cars per 1000 people by 2030.\(^ {300}\) In absolute terms this is 112 million cars on Indian roads in 2030.

The composition of the car fleet will be heavily influenced by climate policy. The NEMMP aims to increase the number of electric vehicles to 7 million by 2020, a penetration rate of about 10%, and turn the Indian electric vehicle manufacturing industry into a global player. We think that is unlikely given the standing start of the Indian industry and that the goal is higher than for China’s well-established industry. The IEA\(^ {301}\) estimates annual domestic sales of EVs and PHEVs in India of 2.5 million a year by 2030. Assuming

---


\(^{298}\) India’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution: Working Towards Climate Justice (Oct, 2015), http://www4.unfccc.int/submissions/ind/Submission%20Pages/submissions.aspx


a ramping up of production to this level, we expect total production by 2030 of almost 15 million vehicles.

In summary, the Indian automotive sector is large in terms of volume and market players. It is important in terms of its share of GDP, growth and as an employer. Like other national auto industries, it is also facing pressures of fuel efficiency and a transition towards EVs.

### Japan

The Japanese auto industry is the second-largest in the world and has produced electric vehicles since the 1970s. The industry has, however, experienced a prolonged period of little growth. According to the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, “In 2014 motor vehicle production in Japan increased for the first time in two years, totalling 9.77 million units, up 1.5% from the previous year”. Domestic sales have now grown for the past three consecutive years to around 5.4 million units.

Japan’s fuel security issues have led to policy interventions which favour electric vehicles. In 1997, the government set a target for the diffusion of clean energy vehicles by 2010 including 110,000 EVs. This was evidently almost met as there are currently 108,000 EVs in the national fleet. The Government’s Next-Generation Vehicle Strategy requires the BEV/PHEV market share to reach 5-20% of total vehicle sales by 2020 and 20-30% by 2030 and the government targets deployment of 2 million slow chargers and 5,000 fast charging points by 2020.

If no overall growth of annual sales is assumed to 2030, these production levels amount to EV production for the Japanese domestic market by 2030 of around 14 million vehicles.

### Korea

Korea is the world’s fifth-largest manufacturer of motor vehicles, producing 4.1 million units in 2014, and the eighth-largest car market in the world. The Economist reported that in 2014, “South Korea’s car exports rose by 14% year on year in April to 299,268 units [for that month], according to new government data, driven largely by strong demand from China and the US”. Korea’s domestic light vehicle fleet is currently around 14 million vehicles with annual sales around 1.7 million units. Electricity prices are low, and gasoline prices are high, creating a good environment for electric vehicle uptake. Korea imports all its oil, so an energy security argument is also applicable.

The Korean government in 2011 set a target of 20 per cent vehicle electrification by 2020, is investing in R&D and is offering subsidies to stimulate uptake. The target has been revised downwards, and it appears that EV sales in 2025 will be around 35,000 units, though other sources show much higher numbers for a total fleet of 200,000 in 2020. We estimate total sales of EVs and PHEVs in Korea around 2.5 million between now and 2030.

There are plans to fully electrify the car fleet of the island province Jeju, which would create a fleet of 371,000 EVs by 2030.

### Australia

EV uptake in Australia today is unsubsidised and has been low to date, though increased by four times in 2014 from a very small base. Energeia in a 2016 study estimated the 2030 EV market in the country to be a “fleet of 2.2 million vehicles, consuming...”

---

4.4 TWh of electricity annually (2% of demand on the national electricity market), which represents 79 GWh of potential battery storage by 2030."

**SUMMARY**

We expect the electrification of light vehicles to be significant by 2030. We expect capital cost-parity of electrified vehicles by 2025. Penetration rates may be as high as 50% by 2030 depending on the level of government support and approach of the local car industry in each country.

In total, for the countries studied, which should represent the bulk of demand for electric vehicles in the Asia region of interest, the production of electric cars, including plug-in hybrids, between now and 2030 should be in the region of 75 million. The mix is 55% in China, around 19% in each India and Japan, and around 3% each in Australia and Korea.

A key question is whether this number of vehicles can be reached in highly urbanised countries. Many cities will become constrained by congestion. The trends towards autonomous vehicles and car sharing would be required to increase the utilisation of vehicles and road capacity. People’s mobility needs are unaffected by transport technology, so when congestion constrains vehicle numbers there will be substitution into other modes of transport including walking, bicycles and public transport (see the following section).

**IMPLICATIONS FOR COPPER**

The data shows that the market share of these emerging technologies is small, but growing. Copper use in electric drive cars is significant due to the high currents involved. For the copper supply industry, the change in demand profile is noteworthy.

Inoue estimates that the use of copper in an electric vehicle is six times that of an ICE car, at an average 91kg compared to around 15kg. The IEA suggests this may be much higher by 2030 as battery capacity increases, predicting copper content of 300kg per EV, 85kg per FCV, and 105kg per PHEV. Given the level of urbanisation expected and the increasing specialisation of vehicles in future, we expect many of the EV fleet to be city cars which do not need a long range and so estimates in this report use a copper content of 100kg per vehicle for both EV and PHEV until 2030.

The copper content of 75 million cars, then would be around 7.5 million tonnes. Assuming that these are not incremental vehicles but substitute for ICE cars, the incremental copper would be in the region of 6.4 million tonnes. As stated above, vehicle numbers this high may not be attainable due to city congestion unless there are significant advances in autonomous vehicle technology which increase road capacity and the expanded use of e-hailing, ride sharing and similar models to increase vehicle utilisation. Advanced mobility services are expected to increase copper demand.

Inoue and others suggest that the copper impact of the charging network could exceed that of the vehicles themselves. As demonstrated in the Australian example, there will be significant additional load from the electrification of light vehicles. As much of this load may occur rapidly and since smart charging integrated into demand response systems could allow much of the charging to be done without increasing peak electricity demand, light EV energy demand does not necessarily translate into additional generation, transmission and medium-voltage distribution infrastructure. However there is certainly a copper demand increase from the significant new low voltage distribution to reach charge stations and reticulation in buildings, particularly the electrification of car parking areas.

**PUBLIC TRANSPORT**

**MASS TRANSIT AND URBAN MOBILITY**

Public transport is likely to play a big role in the rapidly growing and urbanising cities in developing countries that are the focus of this report. Mobility will need to be addressed as housing improves and as poor populations emerge into the middle class. Asian countries need to make a significant investment in improving urban transport infrastructure and systems. The UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific says “there is a need for evidence-based policies and sustainable and inclusive plans for the urban public transport systems” to tackle the mobility demands arising from rapid urbanisation.

---

Private transport is proving hugely popular in China and increasingly in India too. However the pressures of congestion, air pollution, and to a lesser extent public safety are prompting regional and city levels of government to plan and invest in public transport infrastructure. This will drive investment, employment, use of resources/materials and create change in the communities where mobility increases. The Asian Development Bank\(^{319}\) estimates that road congestion already costs Asian economies 2−5% of GDP every year due to lost time and higher transport costs. The region’s cities suffer from the highest air pollution levels in the world, with as much as 80% attributable to transport.

The ADB estimates that transport investments in developing Asia between 2010 and 2020 will be over US$2.5 trillion required. It says, “As some large Asian cities are discovering, construction of urban roads will not alone provide a solution. Construction of new roads leads to more purchases of private vehicles which eventually leads to the roads again becoming congested. Moreover, further road building faces severe practical limitations and escalating costs due to the shortage of land in urban areas. Public transport systems are needed to provide urban populations with safe, secure, accessible, rapid, efficient, and user-friendly transport, and to reduce pollution, congestion, and accidents. ADB support will include bus rapid transit and rail-based public transport systems.”

Delivery may be by the public sector, the private sector or a partnership of the two. There are some governance and transparency hurdles which vary by country, but ADB indicates that it is rapidly scaling up its urban transport operations. The Global Infrastructure Hub’s Chris Heathcote says the new Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, discussed earlier, will be an important player and likely more nimble than traditional development banks if it can achieve a good balance of governance and speed and develop the capacity to do many small projects.

At the national level, building new public transport capacity and improving existing systems provides a recognised policy lever to reduce national greenhouse gas emissions. This is likely to receive renewed focus following the unanimity of the Paris Agreement and the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions each country committed to achieve, as discussed in previous sections. Over 61% of the INDCs proposed actions mitigate emissions from the transport sector.\(^{320}\)

The UN Low Carbon Rail Transport Challenge Action Plan of September 2014\(^{321}\) sets a 2030 target for a 50% increase in the rail share of passenger transport from 2010, along with a doubling of rail vehicle energy efficiency and a halving of greenhouse emissions intensity. These developments set the scene for an expected shift to rail and the electrification of rail transport by 2030. The UN report says, “Asia accounts for the majority of the projected growth in transport demand and presents the greatest opportunities for meeting the modal share targets through investment in low carbon rail transport.”

International public transport non-profit UITP says of the Paris Agreement that “around a quarter of all countries that have identified specific transport interventions have pledged to focus efforts on public transport,” and Secretary General, Alain Flausch says, “If governments are committed to making ambitious targets for CO\(_2\)-e reductions, they will need the public transport sector.”\(^{322}\) As Professor Jean-Pascal van Ypersele, Vice-Chair of IPCC says, “Traffic jams have huge costs for everyone, and public transport has a key role to play to improve living conditions and fight climate change.”\(^{323}\) Siemens estimates\(^{324}\) that “worldwide, major cities stand to gain around $800 billion per year of economic opportunity from 2030 by upgrading their public transportation networks.”

It is likely that the $100 billion of funding proposed as part of the Paris Agreement will, in part, be used to invest in public transport as an effective emission mitigation action. As the UK’s Overseas Development Institute reports: “Big banks have pledged to scale up their investments in renewable and clean energy, green bonds, low-emission transport and agriculture.”\(^{325}\)

---


\(^{323}\) UITP India (2015), The International Association of Public Transport (UITP), public transport has a key role to play in the fight against climate change, UITP, 11 December 2015, http://www.uitp.org/news/interview-JPVanYpersele


Many of the expert interviewees raised the importance of public mass transit options in city design. John Freer at GE Global Research expects public transport growth in Asia. Grattan Institute CEO John Daley expects plenty of investment in heavy rail and buses, though notes capacity constraints will still be a problem unless networks are optimised for increased frequency, for example with driverless trains. Light rail is a useful complement for shorter journeys of 4km or less, he says, particularly suited to city centres. Antony Sprigg, CEO of the Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia, notes that 2030 capital budgets are largely committed already for many countries, so there is not too much guesswork estimating the extent of public transport in 2030. He says it is difficult to change cities quickly, and incremental tweaks to transport are more likely than quantum leaps in the 2030 horizon timeframe.

HIGH SPEED RAIL

High-speed rail supports energy independence and environmental sustainability. Electric trains use less energy to transport people and goods on a per unit basis and can draw power from more diverse sources of energy including renewables than automobile and aircraft which are more reliant on imported petroleum. Freeman and Kroebergrave describe Chinese high-speed rail as a sensible long-term economic investment. The introduction of high-speed railways in China is responsible for 59% of the increase in market potential for the secondary cities connected by these “bullet trains”, according to Zheng and Khan.

Frost & Sullivan predicts “an enormous modal shift from highways to rail” by 2025. They say the Chinese high-speed rail network will span over 25,600km by 2030, with track length exceeding Russia’s by 2020, and China Southern Rail and China Northern Rail will both become top three global rolling stock manufacturers. The Chinese high-speed rail investment by 2022 will be, by far, the largest in the world at 198 billion euros. They expect the other main players in Asia to be Japan at 28 billion euros, India at 12 billion and Korea at 9 billion. By 2025 they expect the first moves to connect Asia and Europe by high-speed rail. There are also plans for international high-speed rail connections to ASEAN countries, according to ISCA’s Antony Sprigg, and a Beijing to Seoul high-speed rail proposed to open by 2030. Frost & Sullivan expect India and Malaysia to be the next centres of rail infrastructure expansion in Asia.

URBAN RAIL

Intra-city transport, interconnected to inter-city and local transport, is efficient and a key feature of a comprehensive mass transit system. Frost & Sullivan expect Asian urban rail investment by 2022 of 923 billion euros: 465 billion for metro rail, 286 billion for monorail, and 172 billion for light rail. They further predict that most Asian urban rail markets will be mature by 2025.

ELECTRIC BUSES

CSIRO’s Paul Graham expects electric buses to make big inroads when costs reduce. Automotive technology expert Tim Olding agrees, noting this will be driven primarily by the urban air quality benefit compared to diesel buses. Sydney University’s Professor Joe Dong notes the profusion of electric subways in Chinese cities, even second tier cities, but also that electric buses are well established already. Navigant Research predicts that, between 2012 and 2018, the electric bus market will increase at an annual rate of 26%. IDTechex predicts that the market for medium and large hybrid and pure electric buses will be over $72 billion in 2025.

MOBILITY AS A SERVICE INCORPORATING PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Dean Economou, formerly of NICTA, expects the emergence of mobility as a service by 2030 to encourage public transport demand. In such a scheme passengers can substitute transport modes freely with a single payment to an integrated mobility service provider. Frost & Sullivan agrees, and says “The future of mobility is multi-modal commuting, combining door-to-door solutions using dedicated mobility platforms.” They mention the importance of “first-mile and last-mile”

connectivity to public transport.\textsuperscript{333} Arup says, “Big data and the Internet of Things will allow transportation modes to communicate with each other and with the wider environment, paving the way for truly integrated and inter-modal transport solutions.”\textsuperscript{334}

The future of mobility is likely, then, to be a combination of evolved light vehicle solutions as discussed in the previous section with much more extensive public transport options to offer people convenient, integrated mobility services. The experts interviewed for this report are deeply sceptical of predictions based on a single transport mode or technology. The future will be a combination of these, made possible by advanced ICT and emerging mobility integrators. Mobility solutions will be focussed on customer needs.

**COUNTRY BREAKDOWNS**

**China**

Credo Group, in a report for Siemens, forecasts a 44% increase in peak commuter volume by 2030 in Shanghai, 47% in Guangzhou and 48% in Beijing.\textsuperscript{335} Miller\textsuperscript{336}, in an EY/Urban Land Institute report says “Trillions of dollars’ worth of infrastructure investment has transformed China into an exemplar of modern urban transit, expansive highways, vanguard high-speed intercity rail, and highly efficient ocean ports.” The report notes 27 subway-building programs are proceeding, including expansions of transit systems in Guangzhou and Shanghai.

ISCA’s Antony Sprigg says transport infrastructure progress in China “is huge and fast” with the shifts largely driven by air quality concerns. Paul Irwin and Penny Crossley raised similar points. The University of Sydney’s Professor Joe Dong notes in particular that high-speed rail is a key national technology, with investment of around one trillion RMB annually. According to the International Railway Journal, China’s high-speed rail (HSR) network length reached 12,183km by October 2014, four times longer than the world’s next largest network (Spain).\textsuperscript{337} The Chinese government’s Mid-to-Long Term Railway Network Plan adopted in 2004, and updated in 2008, laid out a development strategy for the network for the period up to 2020, including the connection of all provincial capitals and cities above 500,000 people to a rapid rail network of 45,000km, including about 16,000km of high-speed lines.\textsuperscript{338} China appears to be exceeding its own targets for high-speed rail; the programme was later accelerated to achieve most of these objectives by 2015. In 2014, Hu et al\textsuperscript{339} stated a goal for the domestic high-speed network in 2020 of 20,000km. It appears this was conservative as one government source estimated the network was around 15,000km at the end of 2014\textsuperscript{340} and another said it was around 19,000km by the end of 2015 with a goal of 30,000km for 2020.\textsuperscript{341} At that point we expect most cities of 500,000 people and larger will be connected to the network, though we expect some further growth in the following network to connect emerging centres and improve capacity on existing routes.

At the end of 2014 China had 1556 high-speed train sets.\textsuperscript{342} We expect train numbers to grow roughly proportionally with the growth of the network.

Urban rail networks in China were around 3,000km in 2015 and should reach 6000km by 2020 according to the World Bank.\textsuperscript{343} Even at these levels, China’s cities are underserved by urban rail compared to Western cities,\textsuperscript{344} so we expect considerable growth by 2030. The International Railway Journal in August 2015 said over 6000km of metro lines are currently under construction.\textsuperscript{345} One estimate is for the Chinese urban rail network to grow to 17,000km in 2020 and 37,000km in 2030,\textsuperscript{346} though this seems aggressive.


Another says China’s urban rail mileage will reach 7,395km in 2020 which seems consistent with another government source which says 7,000km in 2020. We predict that network growth continues but slows in the following decade and that the network in 2030 will be 11,000km.

When projecting rail vehicle numbers we note that, in 2013, the largest domestic manufacturer, CNR, supplied more than 2,000 subway and light-rail vehicles and carriages to twelve Chinese cities. The Beijing network of 554km is served by 4688 railcars, a ratio of vehicles per km of network of 8.46, whereas the Shanghai system appears to have a lower ratio of 6.10 with 3586 railcars to 588km. We assume a ratio of 7 cars per km of network.

Chinese-made electric buses have been in service there since 2011 with 80,000 in service by 2014 of a total city bus fleet of around 500,000 according to CleanTechnica. They have now been exported also to countries including India, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines and Singapore. According to Automotive World, “A recent announcement stipulated that starting in 2016, 20% of government vehicle purchases must have zero emission technology.” According to Dr Peter Harrop, chairman of IDTechEx, “in China... over 100,000 electric buses a year will eventually be bought as part of the national programme”.

We expect very quick growth of the Chinese electric bus fleet driven by air quality concerns, leading to rapid volume-driven price reductions which will increase uptake in other Asian nations. A PR Newswire report estimates that China will sell 154,000 electric buses in 2020.

As mentioned in the previous section, China’s Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Plan forecasts that the number of public transit vehicles in 2050 will reach twelve vehicles per ten thousand people, nearly three times higher than in 2010. Electrification of railway systems will increase rapidly to more than 90% of the system by 2050, from less than 50% in 2010.

India

Credo Group forecasts a 93% increase in peak commuter volume by 2030 in Delhi and 82% in Mumbai. According to Miller in 2013, “New Delhi alone is adding 1,400 new cars a day on road systems unable to handle current volumes, while the city’s ten-year-old, world-class underground approaches overcapacity.” Miller adds, “Every city in India is building its own metro system”. The Indian government Railways Board’s 2009 document “Indian Railways Vision 2020” stated an aim to add 25,000km of new lines between 2010 and 2020 to the total network (including inter-city). The network was a little over 64,000km at the time, already the fourth largest in the world. The IEA says that to date, 38% of the total railway network in India has been electrified and predicts only a slight increase by 2040, with the share of electricity in total rail fuel use increasing from 33% today to 37% in 2040.

---

India’s Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Plan\textsuperscript{362} mentions development of high-speed rail links between cities for passenger transport. The Indian government has expressed interest to construct about 4,500 km route length tracks of High Speed Rail lines over six corridors.\textsuperscript{363} India has four active metro rail systems totalling around 236 km according to India’s INDC.\textsuperscript{364} According to UNEP, “The Planning Commission’s proposal for the Twelfth Five-Year Plan for urban transport has recommended that all Indian cities with a population in excess of 2 million start planning rail transit projects, and cities with a population in excess of 3 million start constructing the metro rails. An estimated investment for the development of metro rails in Indian cities is USD 26.1 billion.”\textsuperscript{365} The metro projects under construction total around 750km in length,\textsuperscript{366} and another 600 km are under consideration. It appears the 2030 total network length may be around 1600km if all current and planned projects are complete by then. However, research undertaken by the Indian Institute of Management in conjunction with the Japanese National Institute of Environmental Studies has predicted that 2000km of metro line will be complete by 2030.\textsuperscript{367}

India is potentially the second-largest electric bus market in the world according to BYD’s Michael Austin, and the Gujarat government recently announced plans to introduce a pilot project to run electric buses between Gandhinagar and Ahmedabad.\textsuperscript{368} The Government of India’s National Electricity Mobility Mission Plan [NEMMP] 2020\textsuperscript{369} will provide a subsidy for electric buses according to UNEP’s “Promoting low carbon transport in India project.”\textsuperscript{370}

**Japan**

Credo Group forecasts an 8% increase in peak commuter volume by 2030 in Tokyo.\textsuperscript{371} EY [Miller]\textsuperscript{372} says past Japanese highway projects have offered limited mobility benefits, so public transport growth seems likely.

Japan previously had the longest high-speed rail network in the world at 2388km. There are some expansion plans,\textsuperscript{373} but passenger numbers are not expected to grow significantly, and generally we consider that Japan’s network is largely built. An exception may be the “maglev” trains in development. According to Arup,\textsuperscript{374} the first test runs of Japanese maglev trains, designed to reach speeds of around 500km per hour, took place in June 2013. The trains are expected to be in commercial use by 2027. The ultimate aim is to establish a maglev track from Tokyo to Osaka by 2045, which will provide a high speed link between the north and south of Japan, slashing the journey time between the two cities to 67 minutes.

Japan has an extensive urban rail network, but new projects to 2030 will also be limited by lack of growth in passenger numbers.

Japan commenced trials of electric buses in 2011\textsuperscript{375} and is expected to have the highest penetration rate globally of electric buses, predicted by Navigant\textsuperscript{376} to


\textsuperscript{368} Automotive World (2014) All aboard the electric bus, automotiveworld.com, 13 October 2014, http://www.automotiveworld.com/analysis/aboard-electric-bus/


reach 21.2% by 2023. Japan has a smaller proportion of buses to rail than many countries, however, with around 1500 buses serving Tokyo,377 as an example.

Korea
Credo Group forecasts an 11% increase in peak commuter volume by 2030 in Seoul.378 Like Japan, Korea has well-established urban rail networks. Seoul had the world’s first commercial, all-electric bus service in 2010, and the government has announced that half of its fleet of 7,600 buses will be electric by 2020.379

Indonesia
EY says “remedying Jakarta’s traffic gridlock takes on particular urgency,”380 and Credo Group381 forecasts a 65% increase in peak commuter volume by 2030 in Jakarta.

After a decade of discussion of a high-speed rail project for Java, on 16 October 2015, Indonesia and China signed an agreement to build a 150km Jakarta to Bandung high speed rail link, the first stage of a planned 750km Javanese network.382

ISCA’s Antony Sprigg expects massive growth in transport demand, but believes the government currently lacks the social license needed to achieve a coordinated transport system. Indonesia’s Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Plan cites limited investment and little success to date introducing public transport.383

Malaysia
Significant rail investment is expected, as noted above. On 19 February 2013, Singapore and Malaysia announced that they officially agreed to build a 380km high-speed rail link between Kuala Lumpur and Singapore by 2020.384

However, ISCA’s Antony Sprigg believes the government is struggling to find the balance between public transport and roads. He says at the moment mainly road projects are being funded as many unsolicited road proposals are made.

Vietnam
There have been a number of proposals for a 1,630km high speed rail link between Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City,385 backed by Japanese aid, but these have not yet been confirmed, and it seems unlikely the project will be complete by 2030.

Thailand
Credo Group forecasts a 58% increase in peak commuter volume by 2030 in Bangkok.386 There have been various plans for high-speed rail working with Chinese and Japanese partners. Nothing has yet eventuated though Thailand and China recently agreed to build a US$12.2billion railway line connecting the two countries.387

Philippines
ISCA’s Antony Sprigg cites the Philippines as an example where poor city infrastructure development has already constrained growth due to air quality and congestion. The JICA roadmap for “Mega Manila” by 2030388 notes the need to improve public transport services and emphasises the need to establish better north-south connectivity and “appropriate hierarchy of different transportation modes such as roads, railways, and other mass transits”. The roadmap also recommends planned and guided urban expansion to adjoining provinces through an integrated multi-modal public transport network and strengthening traffic management systems, noting “efficient public transport system is a pro-poor investment”.389

Australia
Credo Group forecasts a 28% increase in peak commuter volume by 2030 in Sydney and 29% in Melbourne.390

There have been several proposals for a high-speed rail link between Sydney and Melbourne, one of the busiest air routes in the world, but none has progressed, and we do not expect it to happen before 2030. The urban rail projects expected by 2030, particularly in Sydney, are significant for the nation, but the investment is small when compared to the other countries in the region. There is some interest in electric buses, but the relative scale is small.

Singapore
Singapore already has a comprehensive public transport based on an urban rail system 178km in length. Two new lines are underway, and Rail Journal suggests a doubling in capacity by 2030.391 Singapore will continue to invest in public transport, but the scale has little impact on the overall regional investment.

SUMMARY
Congestion, air quality and climate concerns amid increasing urbanisation and population growth will encourage the growth of public mass transit over individual transport in and between the large Asian cities by 2030. This public transport will increasingly be electrified, with implications for growth in the associated electricity systems.

For high-speed rail, China is the key. Its domestic network will be by far the biggest in the world by 2030. China is developing critical international links and will finance, build and export technology that will transform other nations in the region. We expect the domestic Chinese network to achieve 30,000km by 2020 and then grow to around 40,000km by 2030. If the number of train sets grows proportionally (currently 1,556 serving a 15,000km network in 2014), numbers will grow to around 4,150 sets in 2030.

Our prediction of an 11,000km Chinese urban rail network in 2030 implies a fleet of 77,000 urban/subway railcars in 2030. The significant metro developments in India are an order of magnitude smaller than the Chinese plans, and the other countries of interest are smaller again. China appears to be around 80-85% of the total Asian opportunity in the 2030 timeframe.

For electric buses, once again, as goes China so goes the region. For a production estimate we rely on the forecast of IDTechEx that over 100,000 electric buses a year will eventually be bought in China. We note that some forecasts are much higher. Assuming a steady build up from today’s production levels to 100,000 a year in 2024 gives a total production to 2030 of 1.14 million vehicles for China domestic use. The numbers anticipated for Korea (3,800 by 2020), India and the other countries are comparatively small. Assuming, then, that China is again around 80% of the total Asian market suggests around 1.4 million vehicles for the region by 2030.

IMPLICATIONS FOR COPPER
High Speed Rail
Electric trains draw as much as 11MW. Multiple sources including Forbes392 indicate that 10 tonnes of copper are used in the power and communication cables per kilometre of dual-track catenary system. Analyst Richard Mills says, “Copper is the key to the increased speed of modern high speed trains. Today’s high speed trains do not have a motor located in the locomotive, instead they use a series of motors and transformers located under the length of the train.”393

The ICA indicates that there is an additional 10 tonnes in the power and communication cables per kilometre of track, a number also quoted by Richard Mills: “An additional 10 tonnes is used in the power (catenary system – overhead cable made of copper or copper-alloy that is suspended horizontally above the track and supplies the trains electricity) and communications cables per kilometre of track.”394

The technology used in Chinese high speed rail will be a big lever for future copper use. If the network grows to 40,000km as forecasted, using the factors above, the copper demand estimated is around 400kt for the tracks. The copper content for the vehicles would be approximately 41kt, an order of magnitude less than the tracks. So around 440kt additional copper is required for Chinese domestic high speed rail. Using Frost and Sullivan’s estimate of the high-speed rail

investment forecast breakdown in Asia quoted above (80% China, 11% Japan, 5% Korea, 4% India), another 25% is added to get a rough order estimate for the total high-speed rail copper potential in the Asian countries of interest of 550 thousand tonnes. There is potentially significant additional demand if the international links are built, as seems likely, and if China’s technology is used elsewhere in the world.

**Urban Rail**

Kabwe and Yiming state that the average railroad train uses 5,000kg of copper, while electric subway cars, trolleys, and buses contain a weighted average of 1043kg.\(^{395}\) If all of the 77,000 vehicles forecast above are produced between now and 2030 that would represent roughly 80,000 tonnes of copper for the vehicles.

The ICA indicates that there is an additional 107 tonnes of copper in the power, communication and ancillary systems per kilometre of urban metro rail track, which is often underground. This is an order of magnitude higher than for cross-country, above-ground high-speed rail. The 11,000km 2030 Chinese rail network should, then, contain almost 1.2 million tonnes of copper, much higher than the vehicles themselves. Given that around 3,000km is already built, that yields an incremental 856,000 tonnes of copper. If China is 85% of the total regional investment, then the total copper impact of Asian urban rail development, then, is estimated to be around one million tonnes.

**Electric Buses**

A China Market Research Report\(^ {396}\) expects electric buses mainly to use LFP power batteries, often partnered with a supercapacitor. These configurations were employed in up to 82% of buses in 2015. Rated power of drive motors is in the range 80 kW to 120kW, largely asynchronous motors with still permanent-magnet synchronous motors expected in medium and small buses. While there is considerable variation, in estimates we use Kabwe’s copper intensity estimate above of a little over one tonne of copper per electric bus to indicate the scale of the opportunity.

Charging of electric buses, including inductive charging underneath roads at bus stops, is a significant load requiring substantial network augmentation.

Using this factor and the forecast bus numbers above, the copper opportunity from electric buses is estimated to be around 1.5 million tonnes by 2030, not considering the charging infrastructure, which will be itself a considerable boost to electricity distribution network growth.


http://www.chinamarketresearchreports.com/115182-toc.html
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS NEED TO UNDERSTAND BUILDING NUMBERS AND TYPES IN 2030

A nation’s building stocks evolve with growth, development and urbanisation. The lifestyles that accompany different levels of economic development drive demand for materials, products and services as well as building materials. Copper is used in residential buildings for applications including electrical, communications and plumbing.

COUNTRY BREAKDOWNS

India and China are the largest drivers of residential building demand due to the population, urbanisation and income growth trends discussed earlier, so these two countries are the focus of this section.

India

India’s massive population continues to grow, as outlined earlier, and is also changing with ongoing urbanisation and demographic shifts. The goal to elevate a significant portion of population out of poverty will drive significant new residential construction. The Indian Government’s response has been to develop...
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the “Affordable Housing for All by 2022” policy\(^\text{397}\) (see breakout box below). If these goals are achieved, it will result in massive growth in the construction sector. Dr Satish Kumar\(^\text{398}\) predicts a “400% increase in aggregate floor area of buildings” in India by 2030, which equates to an additional 20 billion square metres of new building floor area. Another way to consider this likely growth is to acknowledge that, according to Kumar, “about 75% of the buildings expected to exist in India in 2030 have not been built.” In its Intended Nationally Determined Contribution\(^\text{399}\) (INDC) to the COP21 Paris Agreement, the Government estimated that “more than half of India of 2030 is yet to be built”.

What is driving such growth projections? According to DMG, India has an estimated urban housing shortage of 18.8 Million dwelling units and a housing shortage in rural India estimated at 47.4 Million units in 2012.\(^\text{400}\) About 95% of those without urban housing are people in the lowest two income groups, and 90% of those without rural housing live below the official poverty line. With population growth, demand for new houses by 2017 could be over 88 million dwellings. There are currently 50 cities in India with over 1 million people, and this is predicted to become 87 by 2030.\(^\text{401}\) In the large cities, it is expected that affordable housing will precede redevelopment of existing slum areas.

According to the UNEP,\(^\text{402}\) India’s construction market is one of the fastest growing in the world, with an annual growth rate of 9.2%. This trend is linked to population growth, but also to rapid urbanisation. It is predicted that by 2020 approximately 40 per cent of India’s population will be living in cities, indicating a 12 per cent increase since 2008.\(^\text{403}\) The urban population is expected to more than double by 2050.

In dollar figures, rather than dwellings or square meters, it is estimated that “the Indian real estate market is estimated to be approximately USD 78.5 Billion in 2013 and is expected to grow to approximately USD 140 Billion by 2017”.\(^\text{404}\)

---


\(^{398}\) USAID ECO - III Project, 2011 http://www.gbpn.org/activities/india


\(^{402}\) United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) [2016] Sustainable Social Housing Initiative (SUSHI), Case Studies India, SUSHI in India, http://www.unep.org/sustainablesocialhousing/CaseStudies_India/India_sushi.asp
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**Affordable Housing for All by 2022**

The “Affordable Housing for All” memorandum from 17 June 2015 covers four key components:

a) Slum rehabilitation of Slum Dwellers with participation of private developers using land as a resource;

b) Promotion of affordable housing for weaker section through credit linked subsidy;

c) Affordable housing in partnership with Public & Private sectors; and,

d) Subsidy for beneficiary-led individual house construction or enhancement.

The policy covers the entire urban area of all India’s 4,041 statutory towns, focusing on 500 Class 1 cities and will be run in three phases:

- Phase 1 runs from April 2015 until March 2017 with 100 cities selected based on willingness to participate.
- Phase 2 will run from 2017-19 with 200 more cities followed by
- Phase 3 from 2019-22 for all remaining cities.

Funding will be via a credit linked subsidy scheme to the value of US$1500/house and loan interest subsidy.

The policy has a stated ‘technology sub-mission’ to facilitate adoption of modern, innovative and green technologies and building material for faster and quality construction of houses and will also develop a virtual platform to obtain suggestions and inputs on house design, materials, technologies and other elements of urban housing.

Looking at the numbers involved in this policy shows the economic and social significance of the Affordable Housing for All policy. Drawing from analysis by KPMG, meeting the policy objectives will require:

- US$2 trillion investment likely to be required.
- 110 million houses will likely be required by 2022
- 70 per cent of the urban housing need is in the affordable segment
- 78 per cent of investment in housing gets added to the GDP

Clearly this is a massive undertaking and will drive economic activity that, assumedly, will have a multiplier effect into the broader Indian economy.

An understanding of the rate and reliability of household electrification is also useful in understanding the Indian housing and energy challenges. Jairam Ramesh in the MIT Technology Review identified that 50 million homes are not electrified. Another article in the same edition says 300 million people (perhaps 400 million) are without electricity, and that a further 250 million people have “spotty” grid power available for only three to four hours a day. This poor access to reliable electricity is known to slow social and manufacturing advancement, not to mention quality of life. This is a problem not just in rural villages, but also in urban slums where the connection cost of $105 per dwelling is recognised as barrier to more connections. There are thousands of unelectrified villages, most of which will never be connected to the grid. MIT Technology Review draws the conclusion that distributed generation is the only way to electrify the rural villages, but goes on to point out that this a tough, low-margin business.

In addition to the Affordable Housing for All by 2020 policy, the 100 Smart Cities policy announcement by the Government of India is a significant initiative. The program’s objective is to promote cities that provide core infrastructure and give a decent quality of life to citizens, a clean and sustainable environment and application of ‘Smart’ Solutions. The focus is on sustainable and inclusive development, and the idea is to examine compact areas and to create a replicable model which will act like an exemplar to other aspiring cities. Indicative solutions are likely to include smart energy and water management, renewables, energy efficiency, green buildings and integrated multi-modal transport. The program hopes to drive economic growth.

---

405 http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=122576
and improve the quality of life of people by enabling local area development and harnessing technology, especially technology that leads to smarter outcomes.

The Smart Cities program will target 100 cities from 2015-2020 with a defined number per state with selection via a competitive process that promotes a strategy of area-based development. The Indian Government intends this to “capture the spirit of competitive and cooperative federalism”. Grants from the Federal Government will initially total US$29 million. The policy states that the core infrastructure elements in a smart city would include at least:

• adequate water supply;
• assured electricity supply;
• sanitation, including solid waste management;
• efficient urban mobility and public transport;
• affordable housing, especially for the poor;
• robust IT connectivity and digitalisation;
• good governance, especially e-Governance and citizen participation;
• sustainable environment;
• safety and security of citizens, particularly women, children, elderly; and
• health and education.

The program will include the redevelopment and renewal of existing urban areas as well as development of new greenfield sites. It will also target the infrastructure linking different areas such as transport management and smart metering projects.

Other observations of note from the research phase of this project include the requirement that buildings older than 30 years must have their wiring certified and then recertified every five years.410 Household electrical equipment and technology is changing with the uptake of LEDs, air conditioning and refrigerators. National building and electrical codes specify only copper for wiring, however sixteen states have altered these specifications. Copper is used for internal wiring although at varying thickness while feeders and bus bars are typically made from aluminium. Multishare risers are copper, and high rise buildings use bus bars.

The per capita residential building space was calculated to be 1.8m$^2$ in 2012. This is projected to grow to 35m$^2$ in 2047.411 Currently, 45% of the residential floor space in urban areas is in high-rise buildings. It is projected that 50% of the new high rise buildings and 40% of horizontal buildings in 2047 are smart energy buildings.

As noted earlier, Indian residential power demand is rising quickly.412, 413 The increase of Indian GDP is resulting in increased consumer purchasing power which in turn leads to greater use of domestic appliances (see the following section). Household electrical demand is expected to rise sharply in the coming decade due to the growth of residential floor space combined with expectations of improved domestic comfort.

In terms of plumbing, the copper market share is small and will likely decline further.

**China**

Building construction in China has undergone massive expansion in the last 15 years. The scale of construction activity is vast. According to a recent Reserve Bank of Australia report,414 1.9 billion square metres of residential floor space was built in China in 2011, more than the entire residential building stock in Australia. To make another international comparison, the Economist Intelligence Unit415 says China’s housing construction in the decade to 2010 was equivalent to all the housing in Japan and “in per capita terms, the average amount of floor space enjoyed by urban Chinese has doubled over the same period”. The scale of this remarkable residential construction is necessary, in part, to house the 20 million annual increase in the urban population, but also reflects the increasing wealth and expectations of the Chinese people. Not surprisingly, residential construction is a key driver of Chinese economic growth.

---

413 Indian Ministry of Power, http://powermin.nic.in/Overview-0
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To help gain a picture of the likely direction of construction growth in China, the goals set out in the country’s INDC tabled at the COP21 Paris conference include several key points specifically addressing the construction industry which will lead to low carbon development featuring green buildings, renewable energy, energy efficiency measures in both urban and rural areas (see breakout box below).

China’s INDCs for Controlling Emissions from Building Sector

- To embark on a new pattern of urbanization, optimizing the urban system and space layout, integrating the low-carbon development concept in the entire process of urban planning, construction and management and promoting the urban form that integrates industries into cities;
- To enhance low-carbonized urbanization, improving energy efficiency of building and the quality of building construction, extending buildings’ life spans, intensifying energy conservation transformation for existing buildings, building energy-saving and low-carbon infrastructures, promoting the reutilization of building wastes and intensifying the recovery and utilization of methane from landfills;
- To accelerate the construction of low-carbon communities in both urban and rural areas, promoting the construction of green buildings and the application of renewable energy in buildings, improving low-carbon supporting facilities for equipping communities and exploring modes of low-carbon community operation and management;
- To promote the share of green buildings in newly built buildings of cities and towns reaching 50% by 2020.

Yin and Chen provide relevant data on per capita floor space for urban residential, rural residential and commercial buildings. In 2010 these were 21.7, 36.4 and 5.9 m² respectively, and all are expected to increase with income growth. Based on a number of sources, Yin and Chen expect respective levels of 42.1, 50 and 21.5 m² per person in 2050. Total floor space of urban residential, rural residential and commercial buildings will increase from 145, 244 and 79 billion m² to 445, 193 and 310 billion m² in 2050 respectively.

Japan

As previously discussed, the Japanese economy has faced significant challenges of limited growth for an extended period, though the nation’s significance should not be overlooked. In 2013, Japan’s GDP reached 525.3 trillion JPY (3,621 billion EUR), third highest in the world after the United States and China. The construction sector plays a significant part in the Japanese economy, representing 10% of jobs and a value of JPY23.5 trillion, of which residential comprises one third. The sector experienced an extended slump, but since reconstruction works following the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami has experienced renewed activity. Government-led infrastructure stimulus programs have also contributed to the sector’s performance. Construction of over 147 million m² of buildings commenced in 2013, 62.1% of which was residential buildings.

Although significantly below the scale of the current Chinese and anticipated Indian housing construction sectors, nearly a million new residential construction starts (including apartments) were recorded in 2013, an increase of 11% from 2012, comprising 36.2% for owned houses, 36.4% for rental units and 26.9% for built-for-sale units.

References:
419 Liu, J., 2011a. China TIMES Model System and Impact Analysis on the Application of CCS Technology, School of Public Policy and Management, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China.
Japan’s Deep Decarbonisation Pathways Project (DDPP) report\textsuperscript{424} cites one potential future scenario for the buildings sector in Japan which would drive energy consumption decreases substantially, with final energy demand being reduced by approximately 60% to 70% in 2050 compared with the 2010 level. This is mostly due to the decrease in final energy demand per capita by almost 45% in 2050 across all deep-decarbonisation scenarios. In addition to energy-efficiency improvement, the share of electricity increases from about 50% of all energy in 2010 to about 93% in 2050 in all deep-decarbonisation scenarios. These drastic changes are obtained mainly through the diffusion of technologies that electrify space conditioning, over current gas based technologies, and water heating in the buildings sector, such as heat pump water heaters and air conditioners. Further reductions are expected with new technologies impacting electricity demand for lighting and appliances. As a result of electrification in heating demand, pipeline gas and liquid fossil fuel consumption are substantially decreased in 2050 compared with the 2010 level. Due to electrification and electricity decarbonisation, CO\textsubscript{2}-e emissions in the residential buildings sector reaches almost zero in 2050.

**Korea**

Research by Reuters\textsuperscript{425} shows that the Korean construction industry recorded compound growth of 1.58% between 2008 and 2012. Within this meagre growth of the construction sector, “the housing market deflated in 2008 as interest rates began to rise and banks tightened their lending conditions”. However, the housing market showed signs of recovery towards the beginning of 2014. According to the KOSIS,\textsuperscript{426} the housing purchase price index grew by 1.4% year-on-year in the first quarter of 2014.\textsuperscript{427}

As part of the INDC commitments,\textsuperscript{428} which provide insight into a possible future development scenario for the building sector, the Korean government is seeking to manage energy efficiency from the design stage to the operation stage by means such as establishing the Green Building Standards Code and a system for the Performance Evaluation of Eco-friendly Homes. This is likely to encourage demand for energy efficient design, construction and uptake of efficient and smart appliance, all of which offer potential for copper as a component material to meet the growing market need.

**Australia**

Building construction in Australia is a significant contributor to GDP. According to the Australian Industry Group,\textsuperscript{429} a peak industry association, “Direct construction industry output contributed 7.8% to Australia’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2014-15 up from around 6.5% a decade ago”. This makes construction the third largest economic contributor to the Australian economy (behind financial services and mining), worth AUD$204.5 billion in real terms. Residential building is 26.6% of the total and grew by AUD$6.5 billion over the decade in response to low interest rates, pent up demand and ongoing population growth. The short-term outlook for residential construction is, according to the AI Group research, very strong with anticipated growth in the value of apartment construction of 14.9% in 2015 and 4.1% in 2016.

Beyond continued growth in the construction industry driven by economic conditions and the growing population, future opportunities for copper are likely to be found in the shift to greater resource productivity, encompassing energy, water, waste and transport. Work undertaken as part of the “Pathways to Deep Decarbonisation in Australia”\textsuperscript{430} has identified an achievable “reduction in energy use per household of over 50%, while commercial sector energy use per square metre reduces by just under 50%.”

To achieve the identified potential efficiencies will require significant skills growth. As John Fennell of the ICA pointed out, “In 2004 it was predicted that smart household wiring would become the norm. Although up to 40% new dwellings are now fitted out with smart wiring, builders don’t get it so can’t sell it”.

---


\textsuperscript{426} Korean Statistical Information Service (KOSIS), http://kosis.kr/eng/
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IMPLICATIONS FOR COPPER DEMAND

Building and construction is driven by population growth, urbanisation and personal wealth (GDP per capita). Each of these drivers will affect the copper intensity of buildings as well. Forecasting copper demand associated with building and construction is therefore a complex exercise. Population and urbanisation data (United Nations), in conjunction with an average copper content per household of 30 kg (ICA), number of people per residence, and floor space per capita are used to calculate cumulative copper stock and yearly copper consumption associated with urban residential housing.

The copper stock and yearly consumption for urban residential China and India are illustrated in the figure below. We estimate that there will be approximately 5800 kt and 3200 kt of copper demand from Chinese and Indian urban housing from 2015 to 2030, respectively. There is an apparent peak in the yearly Chinese copper demand associated with a peak in the rate of urbanisation.

APPLIANCES

RELEVANCE OF APPLIANCES TO THE 2030 ROADMAP

Appliances are significant drivers of copper demand. All electrical appliances contain copper, and their use contributes to the demand for energy, which in turn requires more electricity infrastructure which also contains copper.

PATTERN OF MARKET DEVELOPMENT FOR APPLIANCES

The markets of the Asian region vary in terms of size, wealth, growth and urbanisation, so it is useful to consider the conventional pattern of market development. Yin and Chen observe that “the growth in ownership of vehicles and household appliances in response to economic factors is believed to follow an S-shaped curve with three phases: an initial slow-growth period, a boom period and a saturation period”. For this roadmap, significant variation exists between and within some countries in the study area. This means that different areas will be on different stages along this ‘S-curve’. 


WHICH APPLIANCES MATTER MOST?

HVAC

Heating, ventilation and air condition (HVAC) is one of the biggest building-based drivers of energy consumption. In the residential setting, HVAC can be delivered via either individual systems (split or window-based), which are relatively easy to retrofit to older building stock, or centralised systems that run throughout a building, as fitted to most modern buildings. Air conditioning can be regarded as a marker of economic prosperity, as its penetration tends to increase as soon as people can afford it.

A key insight into an emerging major trend in the global HVAC market, identified by TechNavio in their 2014 report, is “the shift toward smart solutions.” They say “the world is focusing more on the effective distribution of energy, thus minimizing losses”. Initiatives are being implemented by many countries to roll out efficient hybrid systems using non-polluting refrigerants. We expect a growth in sensor manufacturing as sensors play a crucial role in the smart automation of HVAC and other equipment.

The HVAC sector is a significant business sector globally, especially in the Asia-Pacific region, as identified by Transparency Market Research. They valued the global HVAC equipment market at over US$91 billion in 2013 and forecasted compound growth of 6.2% from 2014 to 2022. They say Asia Pacific alone accounted for more than 50% of the global HVAC market and will continue to lead by 2022.

Consumer Goods

Other appliances relevant to this roadmap fall into the category of consumer goods, including washing machines, dishwashers, water heaters, refrigerators and televisions.

Consumer electronics are also an important category, not only for entertainment and leisure, but for education. As Veena Sahajwalla, Professor at UNSW, observed: “consider that all school pupils and tertiary students will eventually have their own devices and classrooms and university lecture theatres will have electronics built into them”. Device volumes will certainly increase though devices are becoming more energy efficient, so electricity demand growth will be slower than the growth of device numbers.

Analysts and manufacturers alike say that white goods will soon become part of the ‘internet of things’, meaning that appliances that were traditionally stand-alone labour saving devices will soon become ‘smart’ networked devices providing a higher level of service. This will present both challenges and opportunities for manufacturers.

Discussions with experts also identified a trend towards a ‘sharing economy’. This may restrain the proliferation of appliances, especially those that are easily portable and bought for occasional use. For instance an electric drill may be used occasionally for odd jobs and would suit being shared by a group of neighbours. Other appliances, such as a washing machine or air conditioner, are not easily moved, and once in place most households would want access whenever needed.

COUNTRY BREAKDOWN

China

TechNavio forecasts compound growth of the Chinese HVAC equipment market of 8.51% over the period 2014-2019 with key drivers being overall construction growth and the push for energy efficiency. Existing HVAC penetration rates in major cities was calculated to be over 90% in 2009 (Shanghai 98.5%, Guangzhou 98.3% and Beijing 98.3%).

On consumer goods, HSBC analysis identifies that around 40 per cent of the world’s washing machines and refrigerators are made in China and approximately 70 per cent of the global air conditioners. Growth in demand for large domestic appliances like washing machines, fridges, air conditioners and water heaters is driven by improving lifestyles and better quality products. The Chinese urban market is already considered to be saturated but rural to urban moves provide opportunities for growth, and appliance penetration is expected to increase in rural properties over time. The HSBC analysis quotes market penetration figures from the China National Bureau of Statistics: “As of 2012, every 100 urban households own an average of 98

---

washing machines, 99 fridges, 127 air conditioners and 92 water heaters. Outside the cities the numbers are 67 washing machines, 67 fridges and 25 air conditioners.” With such a high urban penetration rate, the analysis concludes that “the white goods industry in China is well past the rapid growth stage and is now quite mature and consolidated.” Within the cities the analysis notes, “As people get richer, the dull old appliances, which were a status symbol years ago, simply won’t do any more. At the high end of the market, customers want energy efficiency, stylish design and the very latest technology, rather than the lowest price.”

Despite this analysis concluding that the urban market is relatively saturated, other research points out that there are significant regional variations in the ownership rates for consumer appliances. For instance, Yin and Chen observe that “refrigerator ownership of urban households is highest at 108 per 100 households in Tianjin and lowest at 81 in Hainan in 2011, while that of rural households is highest at 104 in Beijing and lowest at 27 in Yunnan”. While existing dwellings are well equipped with appliances, the continued demand for new urban dwellings will create continued demand for appliances.

### India

According to “India HVAC Market Forecast & Opportunities, 2019,” the HVAC market in India is forecast to reach US$ 3.97 billion by 2019. This growth is driven, as previously observed, by changing lifestyle, increasing per capita income, and rising consumer expenditure on comfort solutions. The main market players offering HVAC systems in the Indian market are Daikin, Blue Star, Voltas, Carrier and ETA.

In terms of HVAC in India, according to ICA’s in-country contributor, the copper market share is small and will decline further. In some areas aluminium has some significant disadvantages including coastal corrosion and reduced efficiency from contamination. Aluminium cannot be repaired and must be replaced, whereas copper can be repaired. Inverter penetration is growing from a small base. Imported HVAC products from Korea product are not proving successful, and local equipment manufacturers are using mainly copper in their equipment.

A related market in India of relevance to the Copper Roadmap is the sensors market, which, according to TechsciResearch.com is one of the fastest growing markets in Asia-Pacific with projected “compound annual growth rate (CAGR) over 20% through 2020”. Sensors will have an increasing role to play in the networking of appliances and the shift to the ‘internet of things’ by using for instance touch and image sensors. Growth is coming from both consumer and industrial markets. The expanding consumer electronics and medical equipment sectors in India, added to the fact that these devices are getting smarter, is driving demand. Automation in the manufacturing (automotive, electronics, industrial and healthcare) sector is also contributing to this growth with the push for energy efficiency. TechsciResearch.com points out that “as sensors help in reducing energy consumption and wastage, while also reducing maintenance costs, the manufacturers are increasingly installing sensors in their manufacturing units.” Sensors in HVAC systems enable automation and efficient operation.

Consumer goods: According to recent analysis conducted by Ernst and Young, penetration of consumer durables is significantly lower in India than global averages, suggesting a significant opportunity for growth. The table below summarises the EY research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance</th>
<th>India %</th>
<th>Global average %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washing machines</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioners</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerators</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Televisions</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The report concludes that “the Indian market for white goods and televisions is poised for steady growth at ~17% annually, and given the sub-par market penetration levels, presents an attractive opportunity to manufacturers in this space”.

### Indonesia

Research published by the Global Business Guide on the Indonesian market for electronics identifies a general increase over the last decade. This matches the

---

growth in per capita purchasing power and increasing consumer sophistication. “Television sets are proving to be the leading contributor to electronics sales in Indonesia and accounted for 46% or $505 million USD of total sales over the first half of 2012”. This was followed by refrigerators at 22.4%, air conditioning units at 15.5% and washing machines at 13%. Although the growth in domestic demand for consumer appliances is in part a result of the growing middle class with an appetite for luxuries such as digital televisions, it is dominated by less wealthy consumers buying basic appliances such as rice cookers, stoves and mobile telephones.

SUMMARY
Taking the S-curve shape of market development for white goods and appliances, and combining this with projections of economic, population growth and the level of urbanisation, it is possible to extrapolate where the greatest market opportunities for appliances lie.

Population and economic growth will continue to drive a very significant uptake in appliances in Asia. This will be accompanied by a drive towards appliance efficiency which will increase the opportunity for copper in global appliance manufacturing, which is largely based in Asia. Though the appliances will be less electricity-intensive, the overall appliance demand will increase, so there is a double benefit for copper. The sharing economy may provide a slight restraint on the growth of small portable appliances such as hand tools but not large, copper-intensive appliances like HVAC and white goods.

INSIGHTS FOR IMPACT ON COPPER
Whilst appliance sales volumes are reported, associated copper demand must be derived from a combination of sales volumes and material composition of each appliance. Material composition data can be obtained from appliance Life Cycle Analysis (LCA).

A summary of the copper content and average mass of common appliances is shown below.

Copper content and average mass of common appliances.445

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance</th>
<th>Refrigerator</th>
<th>Washing Machine</th>
<th>Dishwasher</th>
<th>Microwave</th>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper %</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average appliance Mass (kg)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper mass per appliance (kg)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total, assuming one of each per house, is around 8kg of copper. Importantly, the HVAC copper content was included in the building copper estimate in the previous section. The numbers that follow are just for the consumer and whitegoods used in the buildings post-construction.

Given that, in China, most urban homes already have a full complement of appliances, the level of copper demand from new appliances can be estimated by examining the number of new urban residential dwellings.

We expect copper producers and the ICA will have much more accurate local copper intensity factors for each country, but we can provide a rough order of magnitude of the copper opportunity by simply applying the 8kg per dwelling factor to the new urban housing to be built in India and China by 2030. Based on the building numbers forecast in the previous section, the associated appliance copper opportunity would be around 790kt for China and 430kt for India for consumer appliances supplied over the period 2015 to 2030.
SUMMARY OF IMPACT ON 2030 COPPER DEMAND

INSIGHTS FOR IMPACT ON COPPER BY 2030

Experts within the copper industry will have more sophisticated and nuanced copper intensity factors for each country than are presented in this report. This work is based mostly on the demand-side trends and gives directional indications of the copper impact of each of the trends. These forecasts should be considered in line with data from other sources such as internal proprietary data to refine the copper demand impact by country and market rather than the present style of high-level copper estimates as calculated.

ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC DRIVERS

Population and economic growth in Asia will be macro-economic drivers for most commodities including copper. When analysing the effects of technology innovations on markets, it is important to focus on human needs and those superior products and services with better ways to solve people’s problems rather than taking a product-centric approach. Acceptance of new solutions requires social acceptance and a social license to operate. The growing sustainability awareness appears to favour copper-intensive solutions.
9. Summary of impact on 2030 copper demand continued

including renewables, decentralised energy, efficient buildings and appliances and electrified transport. The need for cities to adapt to climate change will require resilient local infrastructure including local renewable energy generation, storage and distribution. The efforts of China and India to deliver sustainable prosperity to their populations are the biggest factors determining the 2030 copper demand and should be positive. Increasing urbanisation also drives copper intensity.

DECARBONISATION

All nations have committed to decarbonise their economies. The main levers to achieve decarbonisation are generally positive for copper:

- a shift from fossil fuel to renewables in the electricity sector,
- increased electrification in sectors including building and transport, and
- enhanced energy efficiency.

Carbon pricing through a carbon tax or cap-and-trade mechanism would drive a cost competitive advantage against aluminium, particularly where aluminium and electricity production are less efficient than best practice. Pursuing carbon pricing could drive substitution towards copper and away from aluminium in materials selection.

ELECTRICITY

Developments in the large Asian power markets over the next fifteen years will be an important driver of global copper use. Asia is predicted to represent almost half of world electricity demand by 2030, two-thirds of which originates from China. There will be an enormous growth in power generation, transmission, distribution and residential electrification in Asia by 2030, clearly positive for copper. Underground projects for both transmission and distribution could prioritise copper selection by arguing the life-cycle benefits. The rapid shift away from fossil fuels in China combined with India’s ambitious renewable deployment ambitions will favour copper. International interconnections tend not to favour copper, but we suspect few will be built by 2030 and that a decentralised energy future is more likely.

Decarbonisation of electricity

Renewables use four to twelve times more copper than fossil fuel generation. Coal generation may already have peaked, and the Asian countries of interest have already installed significant amounts of renewable generation with plans to continue very significantly through 2030. By 2030 almost half of the copper stocks in power generation equipment will be in wind and solar PV equipment.

The copper demand from the two main renewable generation technologies by 2030, in China and India alone, are as follows:

- Solar PV: 6500kt,
- Wind: 3600kt

Transmission and distribution impacts are not included, but are higher per unit of generation for renewables than fossil fuels.

Decentralisation of electricity

The decentralisation trend is positive for copper which has high relative penetration in low voltage distribution systems and distributed energy resources. Substitution of distribution for transmission should be encouraged. Growth in transmission is positive for copper, though long-distance transmission projects are not a significant driver except for sub-sea or underground cables. Distributed energy resources often duplicate existing distribution systems, though areas with little or no grid connection may be powered with distributed energy rather than connected to the grid.

We examined decentralisation in three countries: Australia is likely to have a relatively high decentralisation index of 30% in 2030, followed by India at around 7% or perhaps a little higher, with China the most centralised of the three at around 2%. Based on this, the copper demand related to distributed solar PV assets in these countries by 2030 should be around 1000kt: 40% in China, 35% in India, and 25% Australia. There will be further significant copper demand related to decentralised energy in other parts of the region, particularly Indonesia, Philippines and Vietnam.

We conclude that decentralisation of energy will significantly increase the copper intensity of electrical distribution.

TRANSPORT

Electrification of light vehicles and buses represents a significant opportunity for copper. However, cities will increasingly be constrained by vehicle congestion, so efficient public mass transit will be required, even noting that the total copper opportunity is lower in that case. We conclude that electrification will significantly increase the copper intensity of transportation.

Light Vehicles

There is likely to be enormous growth in light vehicle numbers in Asia. Autonomous vehicles promise to increase road capacity. This growth may be tempered by congestion and emerging mobility services such as car sharing and e-hailing, though these do not reduce
the total commuting load. Higher utilisation in fewer vehicles may lead to great wear and more frequent vehicle turnover. Ride sharing and change of modes to public transport, however, would likely reduce copper demand. There are significant copper opportunities in electrified mass transit.

The copper impact of the predicted 75 million electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles is around 6400kt for the vehicles only. Approximately 55% of these vehicles will be in China, with around 19% each in India and Japan. There is clearly significant additional copper opportunity in the LV distribution network and equipment for charging these plug-in vehicles, but this is difficult to quantify as at least some of it is built into the electricity load forecasts discussed earlier.

Policies supporting the uptake of both electric and autonomous vehicles are advantageous for copper demand.

**Public Transport**

The copper impact of the three public transport modes examined by 2030 are as follows:

- **High Speed Rail:**
  - 550 kt
  - Includes tracks and vehicles
  - 80% in China
  - Significant possible increase for estimates if the international links are built, as seems likely, and if China’s technology is used elsewhere in the world.

- **Urban Rail:**
  - 1000 kt
  - Includes tracks and vehicles
  - 85% in China

- **Electric Buses:**
  - 1500 kt
  - Includes the vehicles only, exclusive of charging infrastructure
  - 80% in China

**RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS**

Population and economic growth will drive an increase in the number of dwellings, size of dwellings and electricity use per dwelling in the main countries of interest. Housing construction growth is also expected in the more stable, developed economies of Japan, Korea and Australia. In all countries there will be a drive towards energy efficiency which will drive up the copper intensity of new construction.

Chinese population growth to 1.4 billion and urbanisation to 65% by 2030 will drive housing demand in cities. Construction of urban dwellings will generate around 5800 kt of copper demand from 2015 to 2030. Indian population will be higher than China at 2030, but the urbanisation will be significantly less, at 40%. Construction of urban dwellings will generate 3200 kt of copper demand from 2015 to 2030.

**APPLIANCES**

Population and economic growth will drive a significant uptake in appliances in Asia. Though the appliances will be less electricity-intensive, the overall appliance demand will increase, so there is possibly a double benefit for copper. The sharing economy may provide a slight restraint on the growth of small portable appliances such as hand tools, but not large, copper intensive appliances like HVAC and white goods.

Appliance demand will be led by new urban housing required in China and India. Using a simple factor representing the copper in a set of household appliances, a future copper demand is calculated at 790 kt for China and 430 kt for India to 2030 due to the increase in urban population. HVAC copper content is included in the buildings estimate from the previous section.
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